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Ab s t ract

This pract,icum is an inquiry into the dynamics of the
community planning process and the rink to critical planning
Theory through a refrection on practice, using a case study
met'hod- rt focuses on deveroping insights and strategies by
which pranners may more readily plan 'with' rather than ,for,
communities. six recurring themes in the pranning literature
are exanined and developed as a diagnostic tool descriptive
of a progressive planning practice. This toor is applied by
a reflective practitioner to a case study which examines
planning practices in the deveropment of Robert, A. steen
community centre, during Lggz-Lggz, in the Ï{olseley community
of Winnipeg.

critical social theory is identified as necessary for
the deveropment of a progressive planning practice which
roots planners' communicative actions in a profound
understanding of their own values, beliefs and integrity, and
those of the community they serve.

LJ.
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Chapter One

Introduction To The Practicum

1. O Introduction

This practicum is an inquiry into the dynamics of the

communit.y planning process and the link to critical Planning

Theory through a reflection on practice using a case study

method. ft focuses on developing insights and strategies by

which planners may more readily plan 'with' rather than 'for'
communities. It identifies critical social theory as a key

to the development of a progressive planning practice which

roots planners' communicative actions in a profound

understanding of their own values, beliefs and integrity, and

those of the community they serve.

Vùhen I started my inquiry into city planning, I had no

idea that the planning profession was in the process of
exploring basic questions about planning and planners, which

were sjmilar to my own, or that the profession saw itself ,in

crisis' as John Friedmann (1937) described it:
Ä,nd now a secret must out. TaIk to planners, and
nine out of ten rvill describe their work as a
'failure' or of 'little use'. They will say: 'Í{e
no longer know what to do. Our solutions don't
work. The problems are mounting.' If they are
right and who would quarrel with themz - v/e are
forced to conclude that mainstream planning is in
crisis. xnowledge and action have come apart.
The link is broken....fn s¡eaking of a crisis in
planning, I have in mind mainstream planning by



the state. It is fundamentally a crisis in theidea of societal guidance. I'tore precisely, it isa crisis in the state's ability tð satisfy thelegitimate needs of the people. (pp.311-312)

r fert comperred to pursue a pranning education for two

reasons, one, because r wanted to know about, and understand

why pranners and the pranning profession were often singled
out, and sometimes bramed, for society,s fairures, and., two,

r fert r could be more effective in my community work if r
courd identify bridging actions that wourd more effectivety
rink the community with planning processes. r wanted to know

what pranners did, what pranning was about, and what needed

to be done so that planning (which in practicar terms r saw

as a necessary function) was perceived as a usefur process

from a conmunity perspective.

After many years of citizen activism on recreationar,
educationar and sociar-economic issues that affected me as a

uroman, parent, homeowner, worker and consumer of
institutionar services;1 after attending many meetings,
preparing briefs, making phone calrs, staging protests, and

involvement in party ¡rcIitics, I took exception to a

1. r have held various volunteer executive positions
(Manitoba Home and school parent Teacher Federation, chird
and_Family Services-Central, lnner-City Education
conference comrrultlee, Agencies for schóor Hearth, ?{orserey
NDP, Broadway Action steering committee) and have beenself-employed in community based work 1óommunity AccessProgram-University of Winnipeg, winnipèg core arearnitiative conmunity erogramsl' uxecutivé essistant- I\[,Aworseley, Downtown winnípeg Brz, Manitoba Housing co-opCouncil, Urban Ïdea Centie-of VÍinnipeg)



continuing, costry, adversariar style of resorving sociar
problems. The time and energy that r, and others, s¡:ent on

community problems and sociar issues, was varuabre time and

energy taken away from our 'rear' dairy work and personal

life.

r had begun to hord the opinion that 'due process,and
pubric participation were onry marginarty successfur, and

further, that our sometime rebelrious and radicar behaviour
did not efficientry achieve what we intended. rn fact, both
'due process' and radicalism created unnecessary distrust and

frustration between, and among, the op¡nsition and the
opposing. For example the extreme actions of 1960s radicalism
was effective in drawing attention to society,s concerns and

injustices but many 'radicals' soon found themselves

distrusted, marginarized and increasingry ineffective. Though

stirr an effective toor when used selectivery, radicalism, as

an adversariar concept, had become an 'ism,, its meaning

confused and its effectiveness debatable.

The economic and sociar reality of the 19g0s was

characterized by some positive changes and advancement for a

wide community of interest. A growing body of literature and

continued sociar activism on feminist, raciar, environmentar
and sustainabre issues had brought about these changes. By

the rate 1980s however, there were predictions of a future
economic and social re-structuring which would eat intor or



curtair, the gains of the previous decades. with this picture
in mind, and aware of the exhaustion and frustration among

community activists who had worked so hard to achieve and

maintain some revel of sociar justice, and further, aware of
a growing interest bv some in the institutionar and business

hierarchy, in a co-operative attitude and approach to
community (brought about by rocar economic downturns, trans-
nationar economic systems, and the escatating cost of críme

and sociar prograns), it seemed to me (and others) as though

the time was right to find a new way of interacting with ress
singularity and less confrontation. rf there Ìras now a

mutuar need for 'partnership', or pranning ,with,, the theory
and practice of that part,nership needed to be defined in
commensurable ways. Mutuality, rather than difference, needed

to be stressed. r wanted to know what the role of the
planning profession should be in pranning 'with' comrnunities.

As a resurt, my attention has been drawn to defining the
rore of the planner and planning in reration to a society-
wide agenda. r needed to know what, the dominant system hras,

and pranning's rore in it, before r courd suggest changes

that wourd refrect and incrude a 'pranning with community,

pers¡:ective. r needed to assess the different theories of
planning not onry to learn about the role of pranners and

pranning's normative basis, but also to see which theory or
theories were commensurabre with the possible attempt at a

partnership of community and institution.



r reviewed and quickry set aside theories of pranning
based on sociar reform and radical practice. Even though
they supported more pubric participation and promoted the
reporiticization of community, they maintained the status quo
of a confrontational mode.

other theorists, however, provided different vi_ews and
insights that, in right of my ex¡:eriences, ï found usefur and
encouraging. what has emerged is a plausibre bridging theory
based on critical social theorv and practice. John Forester
(1989) is a primary exponent of a

Phrri.o Th"orr urd proor"==ir" prmriro pr..ti.", that
proposes social and economic organization through
reporiticization of community to a true democracv. Forester
noted that society's democratic aoal had not changed, it was
the rules and pracement of the goar posts that had changed.
The riterature indicated that the rine separat,ing pranning
from the community was the one planning drew for itserf.

r have ilrustrated prannins ,for, communitv thus:
(see following page)



POLICY LEVEL

IOn l_ns

Institut n-Ba
Planning System

Community-Based
Planning ectivity

(va1ues, beliefs,
activities )

Fiqurç one. Planning 'for' community. rnstitution-based
Pranning system no! communicating diiectly with community-
based Planning Activity at the Operational level.

rnteraction between these two systems has traditionarry
been ljmited to instruction on statutory requirements by the
dominant institutional system to the community, and,

political representation of the community to the institution.
rn 'pranning for community' the two pranning systems are

separate and not interacting at arr at the o¡:erat,ionar rever.
They are assumed to be, for the most part, incommensurabre.

My goal is to find the rationale for planners and the
community to use a planning ,with, approach. A second

illustration shows how the frow of information is not onry in
the two systems but between the systems at the theory and

practice levers, enabring the two systems to effectivery pran

'rlrrith' each other.

*Technical
(method)

*Substantial Rat
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Instj-tution-Based
Planning System
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Community-Based
Planning Activity

H

Fiqure Two. Ptanning'with' community. rnstitution-based
Prannj-ng system communicating directly with community-based
Planning ectivity at the eoricy and oþerational l,eveis.

However a simple graphic does not change planning

practice. If planning is to truly develop its own

representative body of rerevant theory and practice it needs

to enter into a refrective review of how the dynamic between

pubric pranners and community residents take prace. pranning

needs to do this by examining the normative basis of
planning; Iooking at the situational contexb in which

pranning takes prace; regitimizing the rore of the pranner;

and, incor¡nrating the 'ressons' which are rearned from a

systematic refrection on the community planning dynanuic. This

work needs to be based on empirical demonstration of what

works and what doesn't vrork in practice.

*Technical Rationality*Substantial Rationality
*Substantial Rationality
*Technical Rationality



The interactive rore, conìmunicative actions, and.

infruence of pubric pranners, and simirarry those, of issue-
driven, organized citizens involved in pranning events that
chalrenge the institutional domain to pran 'with' co[ununities
rather than 'for', needs to be further developed in the
pranning riterature. The purpose of this practicum is to
present the arguments for criticar pranning Theory and its
usefulness to pranners (be they pubric or citizen pranners),
as a theory and practice for pranning ,with, comrnunities.

theorv.

Through the forrowing riterat,ure review, this practicum
identifies six themes appticable to criticar pranning theory.
and then appries them to a case study of a neighbourhood

planning process. The actions, decisions and processes of
pubric pranner, and neighbourhood residents is assessed as

evidence of sup¡nrt for a critical theorv of planninq and

proqressive planninq practice. (Forester 1989)



Chapter Two

Literature Review

2.O Preamble

contemporary communities exist within a poriticar,
sociar and economic context. rn this conterb, citizens and

community residents often assume that because canadians tíve
in a working democracy, in a first worrd country, that they
are equitabry cared for in terms of the alrocation of
resources and delivery of locar services. They assume and

ex¡:ect fairness in pranning decisions from their municipar
and provincial governments.

An institutionalized public planning process is
necessary because t,he management of urban systems is a

complex and dynamic business. Rures, reguratory instruments
and 'due process' have been established with the stated
intention of making the whore system orderly, equitabry
managed, and accountable to 'the pubric interest,. There may

be the bst of intentions at the theoreticar revel to pran

'for' communities, but in the practice of planning where

pubric pranners function, the ¡nriticar rearities and

institutional contexts, documented in the social pranning and

community develo¡xnent literature, have shown that inequities
of power and infruence, of rures and reguratory instruments,



work both for and aqainst a variety of interests and

community groups. The probrem inherent in pranning ,for,
communities is especiarry evident when pranning processes are
initiated by citizens who want to pran ,with, the pubric
planners.

citizens who have found themselves objecting to re-
zoning applicationsr or to traffic problems, or who have

sought permission for develo¡xnent variances have often asked

the questions: "v[hat do pranners do? what is pranning alr
about? why isn't it done differentry?', rt is thought that if
satisfactory answers to these questions courd be found, then

¡:erhaps peopre would know how to access and use the system,

and, when there are perceived inequities in the system, rearn
to remedy them

Planning professionals and students want to know what

underrying theories are used to guide planners' aetions.
They want to understand theories 'in, and ,of, pranning -
those 'in' theories, that guide practice and, the ,of,

theories that guide planning in general. Eventuarry they
want to understand why rnnes de Neufvirre (1983) said,
"Planning is tike a paradigm in crisis in that theory does

not mesh with ex¡:erience" (p.37), and what ,,link is broken,'

lrriedmann 198?:31L). rfr âs John Forester (1989¡ said,
'theory is what pranners need when they get stuck, (p.13?),
then, pranners need to know what theories they have to choose
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from to get 'unstuck', and the imprications of those choices.

2.1 A Note on The titerature Review

The research for this chapter on pranning theory and

practice started and endea witrr pranning riterature, but it
arso required an inter-disciprinary approach with research
materiar examined in many sociar science fierds. This review
is a synopsis of carefulry serected work of pranning

theorists and practitioners who are specificarry trying to
resolve the much tarked about 'crisis in planning, and define
a coherent direction for pranning by examining the theory of
pranning. They consistentry identified the dominance of
(instrumentar) technicar rationarity in pranning and issues
connected to pranning 'for, communities which negatively
affects the rore of pranners and the pranning profession.
They have been serected because of their rerevance to my

discussion of pranning 'with, conìrnunity and not because t,hey

dear with this issue directry or use the same forlwith
terminorogy in their work. Rationales for pranning ,with,

community are mainry found in the community develo¡xnent

literature.

Introduction

The literature
activity that seeks

indicates that planning practice is an

to make responsible physical and social

1l_



changes to the world we rive in through ptanning design.

"Design is the process of changing existing situations into
preferred ones."(Schon 1983:46) Untit the turn of the

century planning design work had been focused on ordering
human settrements for either rerigious, aesthetic or hearth
reasons. Gradualry the focus changed to other reasons:

utilitarian (greatest good for the great,est number¡,

instrumental (management) and economic rationarism (system

maintenance). This means that pranners, then as agents of a

technicar rationar method, in theory, act as value-free
technicians, selecting from technicar instrumentar means to
achieve rationarized ends. (Friedmann 198?) The riterature
indicates that, in fact, this is not a true reflect,ion of how

planning is practiced. planners, working to achieve

technical rational ends, arso necessarily shape the eourse of
action in non-technical ¡rclitical ways. Their rorer âs both

an advisor and active participant in the design process, then

does not fit witn the professionar technicar rore that has

been defined for them by the system. This confusion, which

has created a gap between the theory and practice of
pranningr @. be resorved by the successfur relinking of
knowledge and action through a re-interpretation of the kind
of knowredge that is varid and usefur in pranning. r wirt be

technical and substantial.

Absolute truth or ¡nsitive knowredge, created through
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empiricar scientific method and used in pranning practice,
has been a timiting factor ín the duar rore of pranners

(technicar and poriticar). A pranner,s technicat knowredge

has not been a true refrection of the sociar (poriticar)
rearities in a pranning event. Now, with an a\ùareness of the
rimitations of retying on onry ¡:ositive knowredge, pranning
theorists are searching for methods to arrive at
truthfurness, rather than just a singre truth. The routes
they suggest to achieve this, encompass both conventionar and

unconventional outcomes.

r believe that a conventional outcome is one that either
works witn the dominant system to achieve system goars¿ or
stands in radicar op¡nsition to the status quo and seeks

fundamental change that onry reverses who is dominant. Both
of these are a traditional use of ¡rcwer. Those witn dominant
power protect what they have, and control the share they wirr
distribute; the powerress, working with or without the
planner, struggre to take a majority of power or total povrer

for themselves. Their methods often are radicar or
confrontationar but stirr end conventionalry. one way or the
other it stirt remains a ,pov¡er over, situation. power is the
system.

Àn unconventionar outcome is on the other hand one that
achieves a barance of power in the system through undistorted
and democratic partnership. The participants with complete
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consciousness of their own and others' intentions, wourd
shape and share the energy of the pranning process. with
this method, the knower questions assumptions about knowredge
and truth and is intrinsi-carly aware of how format knowredge
has, up titr no\,rr, maintained the dominant agenda. À mutuar
understandÍng can be achieved through structured sociar
action, using enabring rures of communication competency, and
based on emancipatory interests or freedom from oppression of
arr persons. The pranner who prays this rore is bridging and
crosing the gap between theory and practice by combining the
rore of technician and reformer in a trury emancipated
practice of pranning. This thesis supports this kind of an
unconventional outeome.

The literature review chapter defines the role of the
planner and pranning. rt arso rays out a specific rore for
planners and planning from the view of key planning
theorists. Two other finar points of view at the end of this
chapter are explanatory of a re-const,ituted normative basis
of pranning and a new ¡:aradigm in pranning. rt is from this
literature review that a theory of pranning is identified
which negates pranning 'for, community and sup¡:orts arguments
of planning ,with, comnunities.

The essential role of the planner has been described by
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Gerald Hodge(1989) in his pranning education text and is
confirmed by other authors. pranners work in the pranning
process; as Hodge says, "...arthough not necessariry the one

to initiate the process, the pranner soon becomes responsibre
for sustaining it, for shaping it so that prans, policies,
and programs emerge to guide future physicar development.,,

(p. s43 )

Hodge said four basic rores, originalry identified by

Daland and parker, constitute the scope of the pranner,s task
within the institutionar pranning rever or conservative
planning practice:

1) the pranner as reader or representative of the ptanning
agency;

the pranner as representative of the pranning profession;
the planner as political innovator; and,

the planner as citizen educator. (tbid.p.343)

The pranner as a representative of a planning agency

performs statutory (regar) duties as a ptanning anaryst. rn
this role Hodge says "planners need skirls that go beyond the
technicar knowredge of pranning. They need to be able to
work with others and deverop trust and sup¡rcrt for the agency

and its views (which are) an essentiar part of the
governmentar machinery. . . . " (rbid.p.344) Forester(1989)

describes the pranning anaryst as ,, . . . â fanr-iry of roles that
involve deriberation about proper courses of action:
evaruators, poricy analysts, planners, administrators, and

2)

3)

4)
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managers. " (p.14)

Tn the rore of technicar advisor, ,,...the pranner brings
to the community pranning job the varues and standards of the
pranning profession. " (Hodge 1989:344 ) The pranner is
attempting to ptay an a¡rcliticar or varue free rore. As

Benveniste (1989¡ has described it, ',pranners linvisibre to
the pubric ) are seen in the system as technicians and must

pray this rore providing a sorid technicar basis for pro¡nsed
sorutions." (pp.68-zo) The rore then, requires that the
pranner remain neutrar, providing information and pranning
processes for the benefit of the pubtic at Iarge, but never
openly expressing their own personar bías or preferred
outcome.

"As a poriticar innovator, the pranner pursues the
acceptance of planning ideas and proposars by those persons

in the community with the infruence and authority to act on

them."(Hodge t9B9:345) Benveniste(1989) says that in this
rore the ptanner is arso 'managing, the pranning event. Here

the planner's rore is to work with organized groups or
individuals to achieve specific aoar through arl stages,
incruding approvar by the ¡nriticar decison-making body.

"...there is virtue in retting those who are responsible
assume their res¡nnsibirities and that giving advice and

infruencing outcomes is a responsibirity that cannot be taken
rightry because power resides both in those who risten and

act upon advice and in those who give it.,'(p.4) The planner
as manager wourdr âs Hodge (1999) says, ,,need, to adapt to
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political realities" 1p.345 )

"As a citizen educator, the pranner seeks to affect the
basic attitudes and values of the community-at-rarge

regarding the benefits and consequences of planning.,,

(rbid.p.345) Different revers of experience by individuars
and communities with the pranning and devero¡xnent system wirt
affect their abirity to understand¡ or wirringness to trust,
formar pranning processes. Tn this rore the pranner is
working to buird pubric confidence in the planning agency

through education.

The institutionar pranning rores have been briefry
explained. They and other roles are often prayed out in
overrapping contexts. For instance, one agency may have

pranners acting as managers, strategists, regulators,
technicians, and community revitarization workers in order to
furfirr the mandat,e of the government. (rbid.p.346) That is,
the pranning rores are often confusing and sometimes

contradictory: some pranners act as technical advisors
representing a pranning agency agenda; others give priority
to a poriticar innovator rore; whire stirr ot,hers use their
experience of what works and what needs to be done to address

inequality, and they blend this ,knowing, into their
technical institutional role.

The pranning rores are based on a 'theory-in-use' which

can be different from that which is ,espoused'. (Boran 19742

18) rhis discrepancy is referred to in the literature: .,A

practitioner may subscribe to a particurar mode of pranning
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thought in theoreticar terms whire acting otherwise for
practical purposes.'[Argyris and schon, 7g74] planners have

often been known to think and act in such a disjointed,
incremental manner that they cannot be understood or provide
profound alternatives. The resurt is a confusing serf-
portrait of the profession, which in turn reads to perceptual
probrems on the part of society.,,(Albrecht a Lim 1986:120)

Pranning rores can be described and categorized, but as

studies have showed, planners themserves do not practice in
such a limited way. (Howe and Kaufman 1989)

rf pranners work at probrem-sorving in an orderry way,

turning a variety of existing situations int,o criticarly
examined prefemed ones, and, if pranners are not simpry
'ordering' society, then what is the basis for planning
decisions? what betief, and whose authority, has given the
pranning agency and the pranners the ¡rcwer to act on beharf
of societyt An overview of the key points that. inform these
questions, as a basis of inquiry by the planning theorists,
is the subject of the next section.

The theories that underrie traditionar pranning rores
have severar key concepts: a definition of rationarity, a

relationship between knowredge to power, and, an estabrished
normative basis. Emerging pranning rores, which wirr be

discussed in the riteratr:re of the theorists, argue for a
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change in the normative basis, a comprehensive definition of
rationarity, and a criticar (sociar theory) examinat,ion of
povrer.

Pranning acquires its authority from the sociar norms.

Norms are particurar agreed statements about the basis for
social organization. rn North Àmerica the norms are based in
a system of democracy where freedom, justice and equarity for
arr is to be achieved. since the rate 1940s the normative

basis for institutionar pranning rores has been instrumental.
This requires that formal rationar 'means, correspond to a

particurar logic of decisions which are defined as planning
instruments, and these instruments are used in a technicar
rational method to achieve rationalized ,end.s,.

over a century and a harf â9o, the rapid social changes

that accompanied industriarization, and the rise of
capitarist economics, provided a new normative basis for
sociar organization. prior to this time proper conduct and

right intentions, based on morals, had been the normative
basis of sociar organizatÍon in civitized society. church and

monarch, not state, had ruled society. After the
Enlightenment the ¡ntentiar of mankind (the individuar¡ and

the state (group) became central to the new society. Based

on scientific theory, the newly identified needs of society
for systematic pranning devero¡:ed an instrumentar basis for
pranning; technicar rationar means were chosen to achieve

rationarized ends. As the demands of the economy became

¡:ervasive, a sociar science response, rooted in a rigorousry
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appried-scientific method, was believed to be the proper way

to make better city prans which served the economy and deart
with the urban problems it created. (Fried.mann, lgsr)

Generar pranning, in rine with the Enrightenment

postivist thought, deveroped a technicar rationar method.

This positivist thinking came from the ,doctrine of
¡nsitivism' which was formurated by auguste comte in the
early L800s. It had three principles:

1. nmpiricar science is not just a form of knowledge but
the onry source of positive knowredge of the worrd.

2. There is an intent,ion to cleanse men's minds of
mysticism and pseudo knowledge.

3. fechnology (control) could
it and scientific knowledge
society.

be political and moral when
were exbended to human

(Schon 1983:32 )

Technicar rationarity,s sociar conscience \Âras assumed to
be inherent in the steps that \^rere taken to dear with the
negative effects or changes created by industrialization,
urbanization and popuration changes on, for example, housing

and transportation. organizing for peopre, governments, and

corporations involved in enterprise develo¡rment, was the new

central theme of planning.

Pranning as the professionar activity it is known as

today, took on a much higher profite in the years forrowing
the disruption in social and economic progress caused by the
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Great Depression of the 1930s and worrd war rr in the 1940s.

rn a short period of time, contemporary planning became

firmly entrenched in North America as an advisory function to
government. Government increasingry took contror of arr
aspects of social organization in the interests of
restructuring and controrling the economy to meet both

nationar and internationar expansion. societal Guidance as

poricy analysis and systems management, became predominant

and maintains that predominanee today as a Rational
Comprehensive planning Model (RcpM).

Planners have found in their pubric community pranning

work that this paradigm of scientific pranning, where only
one single souree of knowledge is valid, cannot be

universatry applied and in fact contributes to confrict
between the theory and practice of pranning. For the most

part pranners perceive themserves as having to mediate

between the technical and ¡nritical as¡:ects of their work,

and perfornr-ing purery technicar or purery political aspects

onry a Ilnited ¡rcrtion of the time. (Howe & Kaufmann L9T9)

The modern positivist princÍpres, especially the first
principre, which rimits the true source of knowredge to that
which is empiricarry tested, has created a problem for
planning and pranners. practicar knowredge exists but is not
accounted for in technical rational planning. Às schon says,

"in the right of such positivist doctrines as these, practice
appeared as a puzzring anomary. practicar knowredge exists,
but it does not fit neatly into positivist categories, we
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cannot readiry treat it as a form of descriptive knowredge of
the worrd, nor can we reduce it to the anarytic schemas of
logic and mathematics. " ( Schon 19g3:33 )

The failures created by a dominant normative basis of
institutionar theories of ptanning has made pranning criticar
of itself. As Innes de Neufvitle (1987¡ said,

There is increasing evidence that ptanning theory
has been_inadequate in recent years. Not only
does it fair to guide practicel it contribute"s tocognitive dissonance and alienation atnongpractitioners. planning schools agree on no bodyof literature and ideas to count aã planning
theory. planning is like a paradigmn-,in crisis, ,

in thãt theory dóes not mesh with éxperien.".--
Moreover, neíther of the two main cañaidates forthe prime exemplar for planning practice _ the
master plan model or the policy analysis model _
is acceptabre enough to piovidè cohelence to thefietd. (p.35)

As a result, the growing gap between the theory and

practice of pranning has been the subject of new examination
of pranning's inherent probrems which stem from a normative
basis of efficiency and effectiveness, and how theorists
envision crosing or reconciring 'the gap,. (Harper and stein
1993, Ferdman 1991, Forester 1989, Friedmann 1982, Àrbrecht &

Lim 1986, rnnes de Neufvirre 19BT and 1983, rnnes 1994)

There is agreement that the normative basis of pranning

must be changed from instrumentar rationarity, to one that
reaches beyond such self-limiting technicar elements. As

Forester(L989) says, "onry when we understand that it is
quite rational to plan differently under different conditions
can we then avoid the embarrassment of thinking and saying
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that our planing may be rational in principle (or ,in

theory'), yet anything but ratÍonal in practice.,'(p.7)
Friedmann(1987) said rationarity was identified by rrlax

weber as a cognitive function of reasoning, where there is a

reration between means and ends, and in which the ends are

generalry taken to be the self-regarding interest of an

individuar or a group. (p.r9) practicar reasoning/substantial
rationarity had prevailed untir technical rationarity became

dominant ín the late 1800s.

Jurgen Habermas is credited with pointing out that
problem for pranning is not just technicar rationarity
'scientism' . TAC

not adequaterv incruded.(schon 1983:49, Harper and stein
1-993a:9, Mccarthy 1984) Harper and stein (1993b) ¡rcint out
that "Habermas views scientism as a distorting and

reductionistic ideology which prevents us from reaching serf
knowredge and emancipation, because arl our communication is
systematicatry distorted."(p.3) the probrem is with the

rt can be surmised that with a scientific method, given

time availabre and a means of testing, that arl experience

courd be categorized and priorized. However this ereates a

rimiting factor: the necessary use of the scientific method

for the acceptance of rationarity when it is ¡rcssibre that

the

but of
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rationarity could be found to be inherent in the actions of
reasonable, serf-conscious persons through other means, that
is, through attention to the context and content of other
persons' conmunication, and the reasons they give for their
opinions, new and varid forms of rationarity can be

determined. ( schon 1983 : 45-49 ) Mccarthy( 1984 ) pointed out
that

of rationalitv. (p.221

when the question of varid and practicat knowredge has

been examined it has been found that power is used to keep

the scientifÍc paradigim dominant. (Friedrnann 1982, Forester
1989) There are obvious and hidden rerations of power that
have maintained the status quo by the craim that, there is
only one valid method of arriving at trut,h

Power is inherent both in decisions that are made about
the goals of a pranning event, and the instrumentar means, or
knowledge, choosen to achieve those goars. rn this kind of a

scenario, power rest,s wittr those who decide the goars and

those who choose and implement the means used to achieve

ends. Both means and ends become absorute truths. rn this
method "society is seen as a crosed system in which

individuars have only instrumentar (closed) rerations.,,
(Arbrecht c r,im 1986:120) power distorts the concepts that
peopre have about themserves and their rore in a sup¡rcsedry

democratic planning event.

The use of criticar sociar theory has been suggested as
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the means of getting at the hidden rerations of power that
have created these distortions. criticar theory was

developed through the Frankfurt schoor (1923) under Max

Horkheimer and Jurgen Habermas. ,'criticar theory proceeds

from the theorists awareness of his own partiarity. Thus

theory is not neutrar nor objective. rts partisanship
consists in its goars: the reconstruction of society based on

non-exproitative rerations between persons; and the
restoration of man to centerprace in the evorution of human

society as a serf-conscious, serf-managing subject of sociar
rearity. " (Horkheimer 1.972¿xii¡ rt is based on a berief that
mankind is hindered by many forms of domination and that rife
shourd be rived free from the distortions this domination
creates.

Às Mccarthy(1984) states, "critical sociar theory does

not exhaust itsetf in the construction of a theory of sociar
evorution (as in the reconstruction of historical
materiarism); its primary aim remains an historicalty
oriented anarysis of contemporary society witn practicar
intent (as in a reconstruction of the critique of capitarist
society) . " (p.265)

rnnes de Neufvilre ( 19g3 ) says, ,,The notion of 'critique ,

basic to criticar theory, demands that the knower question
arl assumptions and be aware of how formal knowredge

reinforces the status quo,'. (p.41) The status güor dorninated

by a varue-free paradigm of formar knowledge, has firtered
out too much other rerevant information which was seen as
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probrematic. rnnes de Neufvirle(1987) says, in a criticar
analysis, "the rerativity of facts and methods to personar or
sociar varues and understandings becomes, rather than a

dilemma, the foundation for further thought,'.(p.41) pranners

need to develop a deeper understanding of the nature and

power of knowledge.

whire doing the riterature review certain concepts were

re¡:eatedry evident. rn my opinion the contror of a

definition of knowredge; the contror of a definition of
rationarity; the dom-inance of an ends/means methodorogy;

limiting the prace and use of varues; and, the dominance of
an economic normative basis, are arr components of po!\Ìer.

Pranning has been focused on serving the economic agenda

of capitarism. This is done through an ends/means equation.
To maintain this contror, the definition of knowredge has

been rimitea to absorute, ¡:ostivist knowledge. To control
t,his definition of knowredge, it has been necessary to
contror the definition of rationarity. To control
rationarity, it has been necessary to contror the definition
of varues. r wourd rike to roosen these contrors.

2.5 fhe Theorists

This section is a synopsis of a number of perspectives
from the pranning riterature that deals with the planning
predicament: the tjmitations of traditionar pranning theory;
the tension between technicar and politicar aspects of
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pranning practice; the search for a method of dealing with
the hidden rerations of power in planning exercises; the need

for crarification of the role of the pubric pranner; and, the
recognition that pranning needs to acquire an energized and

useful image if pranning is to be perceived as a profession
that furthers the ideals of democracy.

Four authors present differing perspectives and advocate

various rores for pranners such as; radicar (Friedmann 1987),

manageriar (Benveniste l-989), refrective lschon 19g3), and

progressive (Forester 1989). T\ro other authors deal with a

new pranning paradigm; one based on a normative basis of
pranning as lcriticar liberal) incrementar (Harper and stein,
l-993b), the other focused on "communicative action theory,, as

the "central organizing idea" in a new paradigm of planning.

(Innes 1994: 1 )

These ¡:erspect,ives fit within two revers of pranning

theory in planning which are: 1) theories of planning

practice and 2) meta-theory of pranning. (sandercock and

Forsyth 1990:63) The procedurar apprication of theory to
practice in the work of Guy Benveniste, Donard schon and John

Forester refers to the first: an "analysis of the procedures,

actions and behaviours of pranners".(tbid.p.63) The work of
John Friedmann(1987), who argues that the major objective of
pranning theory is to sorve "the meta-theoreticar probrem of
how to make technical knowredge in pranning effective in
informing pubric actions" (p.36) and, Tom Harper and stan

stein(1993, L994), who have argued that the normative basis
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for pranning should be regarded as incrementar and be backed

up by a critical, liberar, neo-pragmatic pranning practice,
fit into the second rever. At this meta-theory revel, they
"ask the fundamentar epistemorogical and methodorogicar
questions about prannin" . ( sandercock & Forsyth 1990 : 63 ) .

A summary of nearly two

influences on planning theory

the intellectual
are found in

centuries of

and practice
Friedmann's (198?) ,,

Lnowledse to Action". Friedmann,s ty¡nlogy and anarysis of
the interrectuar traditions has been widery accepted among

planners as a usefur representation of t,he progress of
organizationar thinking, even if tne categorizations place
rinr-its on understanding the overlapping rore of the pranner

and the fundamentar shift that has occurred through the work

of the new pranning theorists. (rnnes r1994t2) Friedmann, s

concrusions of a meta-theory as a pathway for planning and,

more specificarry, the way his 'mediations of radical
(transformative) pranning theory, and a rore for pranners as

radical are presented, were interpreted to be too arigned
with 'radicarism' to be effective as a pranning rore.
Further, there is no evidence that pranners had swung in that
direction either as theorists or practioners. He has since
revised his approach and ternr-inorogry, speaking in 1992 of a

'non-euclidean' planner. (Harper and Stein 1995)
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within Friedmann's (1987) typorogy of a system of
Poritical order(p.30) two ty¡:es of processes are of
particurar rerevance to the pubric domain - societar guidance

and social transformation. societal guidance is institutional
pranning in a bureaucratic state system of contror and

systematic change, and sociar mobirization is reaction
against institutional pranning from ¡nliticar community and

¡rcriticar movements op¡nsing the state and seeking system
transformation. ( Ibid. p. 3B )

societar guidance, management of change ,from above,,
represents a status quo conservative or state/market
approach.(rbid.p.225) That is, pranning action, based on

scientific and technical knowledge, is controrred by the
state to maintain the dominant economic system and any

attempt to arrive at a more equitable distribution is bounded

by the ¡rcriticar agenda. Appears or change of any kind, for
instance under practices of sociar reform, have to be made to
the 'rulers.,

On the other hand, social transformation, is the
¡rcriticar practice of system transformation and generarry is
a charrenge to the status quo for an equity change. rn the
extreme it represents a radicar communitarian approach to
economic and sociar change. Through practices inherent in
social mobilization, appears for action are made not t,o the
'rurers' but to the 'urban proletariat,. ,,pranners engaged

in these two practices (societar guidance and sociar
mobilization) are necessariry in confrict. rt is a confrict
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between the interests of a bureaucratic state and the

interests of the politicar community.,, (rbid. p. 38 ¡ nriedmann

deveroped Transformative Theory and radical pranning practice
from aspects of both processes.

Friedmann' s radicar pranning paradigim is part of the
broader tradition of social mobilization - t.he great

op¡nsitional counter tradition which encompasses the social
movements of utopianism, sociar anarchism, and historical
materialism. rn Friedmann's view this tradition is the onry

one which can achieve sociar transformation - emancipation

from the bottom up, from the grass roots of the poriticar
community. v[hile sociar rearners may attempt to engage in
sociar transformation, Friedmann came to berieve that
urtimately social learninq did not rearrv charrenqe the
existinq rerations of power. (rbid.p.222) This reads him to
go beyond sociar rearning. His radicar planning theory
rejects the basic structure of society and seeks more radicar
change in potitical and economic structures. (Harper a stein
L992bz 1L2l

John Friedmann(198?) says, that the knot between

pranning theory and pract,ice has become untied. There is a

crisis in mainstream planning, because of the state,s
inabirity to satisfy the tegitimate needs of the people,

which wirr have to be corrected by the re-centering of

¡nliticar ¡nwer in civil society. (pp.31L-312 ) The crisis in
pranning that rriedmann(i.g8z) talks about is based primariry
on a crisis of knowing.
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In knowledge about society, the certainties ofpositivism have suddenly bécome undone.... ÀmidaII the confusion, there is a search foralternatives. One increasingly popular
alternative is hermeneuticsr or the- sciente ofinterpretation. In hermeneutícs, what counts isnot t.h" putative (sup¡rosed) social law, or theempirical.regularity, but the meaning of an eventin rel-ation to the actors who are directlyinvolved in it. The human subject i;reíntroduced into our t,heoreticar dilcourses
about society. As subjects, we choose to act.
But the point of the action is not to be rationarin the technical sense. What human subjectsstrive for is meaningful action.

As human subjectivity enters, knowledge becomesdiscursÍve and dialogical. Human -subjects,
grounded in their own impricit understandings ofthe world, 'talk back. to students of socieiy aswell as to planners. Through t,his ,talking
backr' knowledge becomes essentiarry transactive.
It ean no longer be addressed exclusively toother social scientists but must speak to acìtorswho, for the most part, are Íound in the
households, institutions, and social movements ofcivil society.

The result is that the process of knowledge_formation becomes inereãsingty fluid. What
Habermas carred 'eommuni-cative acts' are at itscore. Theorists who are obliged to speak plainly
come face to face wittr ordinary citizens who havetheir own ideas. Ànd in trris confrontation,planning eeases to be a more or less humble
'scientific endeavour' and assumes thecha¡acteristics of a craft. ,, ( p. 312 )

Friedmann proposes a theory of social transformation for
pranners and people who want to be part of a radical project
of community reporiticization. But sociar transformation
will be difficurt to imprement when the state contrors the
sociar order and planners are rocked into bureaucratic
practice. sociar mobirization is "an economics, a poritics,
and a sociology that rejects the seeming inevitabitity of
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uneven deveropment, powerressness, exploitation, and

alienation that are the halrmarks of the capitarist worrd
system. " (rbid. p. 308) The success of sociar transformation,
wirr require pranners who are ideorogicarry committed to the
project to adopt a radicar pranning practice. ,,Radicar

pranners must assume an ideorogicar position; they cannot

remain neutrar. standing in opposition to hegemonic power,

they put their work in the service of emancipatory varues and

a strong ¡rcIitical community . " ( Ibid . p. 3 15 )

Friedmann states that radicar pranners ,committed to
the ¡nssibirity of a non-oppressed society' can be anybody.

Ho\,rever he then says, ,individuals identified as

(professionar) pranners possess speciarized skirrs, . (rbid.
p.306) The practice of the radicar planner, grounded in
criticar thinking and a morar commitment to an ethics of
emancipation, would include these skills:

Communicative skitls
croup process skills
Familiarily with the social learning paradigm

Fanr-iliarity with planning theory

analytical skills
Synthesizing skills in devising solutions
substantive knowredge - historicar, theoreticar,
institutional
Experiential or tacit knowledge of social
transformation.
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Several problems arise when Friedmann gives further

explanation about the role of the radical planner. Although

the skills he has listed would appear to be appropriate to

those of a planning professional, he stated at the beginning

that to be 'radical' was not the work of the policy analyst.

He said radical planning practice opposes established power

and is a difficult role to sustain. He made the radical

position even less attractive when he said it would not be a

fult-time occutrEtion, yet could consume personal time in
after-business-hours meetings. He then added that

'occasionally, radical planners may even work inside the

bureaucracy as a kind of 'fifth column' in support of radical

practice outside.' {Ibid.pp. 407-11 ) This planning role is
inconsistent and ineffective because at best it is a

perfunctory political position, and at worst, not represented

at aII in the system, therefore almost powerless to affect
change within the system.

Friedmann projects a model of the radical planner who is

working toward a higher ideal. As noble as this sounds, his

definition can be questioned. Friedmann has identified that

there is a movement for fundamental change and has defined it
in one way (hÌs) based on the history of planning this¡
(There is a ¡:arallel women's planning history and analysis

which he has not acknowledged or included. ) He has failed to

recognize that the definition of what constitutes 'radical'

in today's terms may va-ry. The skills of the radical planner

are aimed at furthering cornmunity potiticization, with a goal
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to emancipation, but, he does not seem to take into account

that in a process of dialogue, the widest ¡rcssible community

representation may choose to interpret both the problem and

the solution differentty. The role of planner as radical is
not one I would support because it is a traditional role with

linrited use in modern times. The role is not radical enough

if it reinforces the notion of op¡rcsing forces without any

commonground, or fails to recognj-ze the inter-dependence of

'difference', or neglects to risk doing things radically
different.

In conclusion, although he is arguing for planners

lpublic and citizens) as "planful" people to take this
radical political stance, and to examine more critically what

is going on, he has neutralized policy analysts from the

process, and in doing so neglects to give planners, operating

in public practice, critically examined tools to address

politics and hidden relations of power in planning. The

process and role that he presents to solve the meta-

theoretical problem is not radical but a conventional one

witn a conventional outcome, that is, a continuing power

struggle.

Às stated earlier, Innes(1994) indicated that Friedmann

may have neglected to anticipate or observe the paradiEn of

social change already happening in planning practice and

related social science fields of t,he 1990s. The problem for
planning is confusing - is the meta-theoretical problem to

"make technical knowledge in planning effective in informing
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pubric actions"(Friedmann 19gz:36) ort to question why

technicar knowredge is the onry knowredge which can inform
pubric actions? (sandercock t99rz72) rf the project is
sociar transformation, then can the relations of power in
society, starting from the househord to the rocal community,

to the region, and at an internationat rever, rearry be

fundamentarry charrenged and changed by radicar pranners?

cuy Benveniste,s (1989) arguments in his book,

e Poll-tics of

, are focused around the
rore of the pranner as a poricy anaryst, in organizationar and

pubric planning domains. within these domains, which he says

are pervaded witn hegemonic power and poritics, pranners are
servants of the decision-making system. However, this rearity
he says, shourd not rinit the planner from infruencing the
decisions made by those in power. rndeed, Benveniste (1989)
encourages pranners to achieve the power of their position,
bot,h as advisors to and imprementors of prans. They should
become effective managers of planning events. He says, ,there

is much more to planning than just producing ptans,.(p.2)
Effective managers wirl ensure that prans, deveroped

through a generar democratic process, wilr be impremented to
t'he satisfaction of the decision makers and any primary
organized groups. Effective managers need skirrs in
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networking, coarition buirding, negotiation, and consensu.s

building so that credible plans are supported and are not

deraired. Effective pranning reries more on informar
processes based on selective networking than formal
processes. 

1 Ibid. p. 55 )

Effective managers will bring about change, that is,
'planning that makes a difference,. Managers reduce

paperwork, assign duties to skilled technicians, and in
general create a working environment where everyone is
contributing at, their best rever. This arrangement produces

¡nsitive resurts and gives credibirity to different rores.
( Ibid. p.277 )

Benveniste focuses on the pranner invorved with, but not

shouldering, the poritics of pranning. Benveniste does not

dissect the donr-inant pranning process, other pranning models

or the exercise of sociar po\Ârer, in order to come up with
some new theory of planning or to argue for an activist

lpoliticar¡ role for pranners. He does examine different
pranning moders such as, rationar comprehensive, ad.vocacy,

aporitical, critical, strategic and incrementar because he

berieves that managers need to possess a good general

understanding of pranning. Managers need to be abre to
recognize the pros and cons of these moders and use them to
advantage. For instance,
* The rational comprehensive model (RcpM), with its
emphasis on technical rational method, gives planners

scientific authority and access to a wide body of
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information. on t,he other hand, he says, pranning probrems

often do not rend themserves to a comprehensive technical
approach. Even if rationar and comprehensive prans cannot be

readily impremented until they go through the poriticar
decision making process.

Advocacv pranners working on beharf of the pubric can

show concern but do not have real power vested their rore.
* Àpolitical pranners provide technical expertise to
faciritate ¡rcliticar and technocrat decisions. The planner

arways remains in the background and allows the poritician to
take credit.
* criticar planners concerned with the distribution of
power and the extent to which planning refrects this
distribution of power, prace themserves in a precarious
position.
* strateqic planners are effective in pointing out the
need for organizationar integration and coordination to cope

with eventualities. They rarery att,empt a comprehensive rong

term view.

* rncrementar planners are responsibre for the action.
They do not have to agree on the goars used of develop a

polÍcy, but once the policy is set, they must work to
imptement it. fn practice, they pay attention to formal and

informar approaches and dear with a murtiplier effect. (rbid.
pp. s7-83 )

In sunmary, knowing aII these planning approaches, the
pranner as manager can bring different pranning positions
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croser together by serectivery choosing rores and processes.

The rearity facing the pranner he exprains, is that they do

not, and wirr not, have enough influence to be abre to
achieve effective planning within the institutionar setting
unless they adopt a management stance.

Benveniste ( 1989 ) arso emphasizes ,,that there is virtue
in letting those who are responsible assume their
responsibirities and that giving advice and infruencing
outcomes is a responsibirity that cannot be taken rightry
because po\,rer resides both in those who risten and act upon

advice and in those who give it."(p.4) According to
Benveniste, the pranner as manager shourd not be based on

some varued idear that rimits the effectiveness of the
pranner. Nor shourd the manager be working to achieve a re-
distribution of po\Ârer; that work berongs to others in the
political system. ( rbid .p.282)

Benveniste berieves that if managers are going to
'master the poritics of planning' then they must be aware

that the planning processes gives them certain advantages

over those inherent in pubric participatory processes.

Pranning processes gain regitimacy by the good ideas that are

successfully implemented. planning processes can be selective
as they take new approaches to sorve problems. pranning

processes are frexibire, and can deal quickry and informatly
with emergent ideas. procedures and outcomes matter in the
planning process.

on the other hand, pubric participation processes can be
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slow and cumbersome as they address formar and focused

issues. usuarry they are mandated and must meet certain
requirements with regard to who can participate, and how and

when information is presented. Due process matters; outcomes

are not preset. Decisions and recommendations are not very
flexibte or open to further revisions. (Ibid.p.46)

Benveniste stressed that participatory processes are
part of a master pranning process and, therefore, berong in
the potiticar process: the place for participatory processes

is not in the planning management process.1Tbid.p.46)

Arthough public participation is important in arriving at the

¡rclicies and goars, managers shourd avoid being invorved at
the public participation stage. This work berongs to other
kinds of planners and ¡rcliticians.

The planner as manager works through formal channels
with coaritions of organized groups. The task of organizing a

group is not the job of the pranner as manager, nor is it to
try to redistribute po\Â/er within the decision-making system.

This work berongs to others whose ¡rcriticar job is to work

within the community. He acknowredges that the communicative

actions of pranners can reduce any confusion with regard to
information or processes but, the communicative actions of a

manager must focus on the process of planning - 5mplementing

prans that make a difference, reaching agreements through
consensus building and using conflict resolution with the
community of interest they serve.

over time, success in imprementing planning poricies or
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doing effective planning wirr read to greater regitimacy for
the planner. These successes give t,he pranner greater access

to information and networks of organized groups. This

incrementar pranning process wirr support and maintain t,he

dominant system, whatever that system may be, and ensure a

rore for pranners. The pranner then wirr assist those who can

exercise sociar power, but remain at a distance from it
themserves. r,egitimacy for the manager comes from satisfying
the crient, reducing any confrict and assuring an uncontested

outcome.

He says varues and democratic idears can be disprayed in
the planner's work. Their work as manager however, is not

obviousry a personar varue they hord, but reflects the
achievement of goals set by the decision makers.

Benveniste recognizes some key concepts that other
planning theorists are dearing with, such as the power and

politics of planning; the need for effective planning

processes; the regitimization of the rore of the pubric

pranner; and, the management of communication processes.

There is appear in the stance Benveniste presented for
planners. As Kaufman (1990¡ ¡rcinted out, planners as

managers 'will have more infruence on decisions made by those

who have pov¡er in the existing decision-making system' and,

the role 'poses less risks, . Às well he says, in a

management situation, the rearity of using certain kinds of
communication distortions, may be acceptabre and necessary

for goar achievement.(p.31) The planner as manager, using
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selective communication distortions, wirl be faced with a

number of et.hicar considerations which, Benveniste berieves,
will be taken into consideration and can be justified by

responsibre professional pranners who give serious
consideration to the choices they make.

The pranner's job, as manager of the pranning event, is
to imprement the decisions of others with creatívity and

flair. Benveniste advocates a ¡rcsition for the pranner as a

management consurtant, one who is at the ¡rcliticar centre but
does not have to take the poriticar responsibirity for the
decisions that are made. This is a pranning rore which wourd
appeal to t'he pragmatic business management pranner but
urtimately fairs to give pranning improved criticar sociar
science credibirity because it maintains the status quo.

Donard schon (1983¡ is concerned about the rack of
understanding of 'soft, knowredge - 'knowledge of artistry
and unvarnished opinions, evident in professionar practice,
and, its relationship to the kind of 'hard, knowledge -
'knowredge of science' honoured in academia. lp.viii) He said
in tr

.A,qLion", "we are in need of inquiry into the epistemorogy of
practice. what is the kind of knowing in which competent
practitioners engage? ttow is professionar knowing like and

unrike the kinds of knowredge presented in academic
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textbooks, scientific papers, and. rearned journals? rn what

sense, if any, is there interrectuar rigor in professionar
practice? " ( Ibid. p. viii ¡

He pointed out that there was a crisis in confidence in
the professions in generar because, they had failed, during
the preceding two decades, to deliver the knowledge

industry's promises of a better society. ,,À series of
announced nationar (usÀ) crises - the deteriorating cities,
poverty, the porlution of the environment, the shortage of
energy - seemed to have roots in the very practices of
science, technorogy, and pubric ¡nricy that were being carred
upon to alleviate them. ,, ( Ibid. p. 9 )

The professionar's craim to truth coming from onry one

source courd no ronger be accepted as the onry truth when it
did not account for practicar com¡:etence in divergent
situations. Knowing-in-action is a form of truth brought by

the pranning professionar to a pranning event. rhis needs to
be recognized in a new epistemology of practice.

rn schon's theory of reflective practice, pranners have

a knowing-in-action which they draw on when confronted by the
divergent aspects of each case. This knowing comes from

their professionar training and from their work or rife
ex¡:erience. Through reflection-in-action the pranner changes

their knowing-in-action to work with the practicar rearities
(action) of the event. Refrective practice reads then to a

theory of knowredge-in-action which is s¡:ecific to the unique

case. Later this knowredge is avairabre to the reflective
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pranner when confronted by divergent aspects of another case.

schon argued for an expanded definition of knowredge.

Let us then reconsider the question ofprofessional knowledge; Iet us stand thequestion on its head. If the model of
Technical Rationality is incomplete, in thatit tails to account ior practiõal cómpetencein ,divergent' sit.uations, so much thå worsefor the mode1. Let us seareh, instead, for
an epistemology of practice impticit in theartistic, intuitive processes wnicfr somepractitioners do bring to situations ofuncertainty, instability, uniqueness, and
value conflict. (Ibid.p. 49)

He said that technical rational planning often maintains
t'he status quo because the pranning probrems that are given
priority are those which have been identified and agreed upon

by the dominant system. The end or solution is ident,ified
and then the instrumentar means of achieving the goar are
selected based on their known characteristics and anticipated
resurts. rn technicar rationar pranning there is narrov¡

definition of the probrem setting and an emphasis on problem

sorving. Butr âs schon points out, problem setting is not
static; it is "the process by which we define the decision to
be made, the ends to be achieved, the means which may be

chosen."(Ibid.p.40) probtem setting, which is not a

technicar problem, is a very rear and messy part in a process

that has a major impact on the actuar resurts of the pranning

event. He said, "problem setting is a process in which,
interactivery, we name the things to which we wirt attend and

frame the context in which we wirr attend to them,,. (19g3r40)
Probrem setting is a vitar part of the pranning process that
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needs to be deart with much more carefurly, otherwise,
decisions are made from within too narrow a definition of the
probrem, the ends to be achieved are distorted or hidden, and

the means to achieve the ends are too narrow.

schon indicated that pranners who view themserves as

technicar experts can ignore being refrective about the
political nature of practice because ,,they have become too
skilrfur at techniques of serective inattention, junk

categories, and situational control, techniques which they
use to preserve the constancy of their knowledge-in-
practice".(rbid.p.69) on the other hand, planners who choose

to be refrective-in-practice pay attention to the divergent
aspects and work to resolve them within a timeframe which
effectivery moves the action along. rn this way the
refrective practitioner is working from a generar theory
which is altered by practicar realities of time, resources,
information and skitls.

The phenomenology, or context of an event, is also
im¡rcrtant. phenomenology, the study of a pranning event on

its own terms, reads to understanding about the intentions,
rores, and behaviours of the actors. once an event is
understood on its own terms, when we know what moves peopre

to action, then it is possibre to do something useful to move

the action along. The motivation to take action in t,he

pranning process usuarry comes from some deep-seated varue or
unmet need. A process of inquiry is needed not onry to
understand more about varues and needs, but arso to question
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motivation. The process schon identifies, is critical
analysis.

criticar anarysisr âs said earrier, is based on the
knower questioning arr assumptions because format knowredge

has been the means of reinforcing the dominant rerations of
povrer in society. As schon points out, ,,the tension inherent
in the bureaucratization of professionar work tends to
amprify when professionars seek to become refrective
practitioners. A practitioner who reflects-in-action tends
to question the definition of his task, the theories-in-
action that he brings to it, and the measures of performance

by which he is controrred.. " schon also says that the
refrective practitioner "arso questions erements of the
organizational knowledge structure in which his functions are
embedded. Thus a human service worker who thinks criticatly
about his practice may arso criticize an agency-wide pattern
of serective inattention to the most needy members of the
crient ¡rcputation. " (rbid.p.337) The refrective practitioner
wirl be concerned not onry about their own performance, but
also of their employer and profession.

According to schon, the refrective pranner in practice
is both serf-refrective and pubricly refrective. Knowing

that people are working in an adversariar, institutionar
context, the pranner works to engage peopre in co-operative
inquiry. The rore of the professionar in this kind of
situation is to help community conversations to become

reflective ones. There is a reciprocal refrection-in-action
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\'ùhen people work together. rn this kind of a situation the
communicative actions of the planner become significant
because they can impede, stagnate¡ or move along the planning
event. Arr pranners, incruding technicians, can, through
their communicative actions, exhibit (or not exhibit¡ a

critical attitude.
schon makes the point, that pranners think on their feet.

They work from a generar theory of planning but each

situation or case is unique. pranners wirr carr upon their
previous experience to arrive at a workable method to suit
the new case. within the action or praxis, the generar

theory is modified and so is the practice, and thus a

particular theory and practice begins to form. rn this way

planners who use a refrective practice method find that
technical rationarity is no ronger the only basis of decision
making. The pranner wirl carl upon a number of other skirrs
to achieve goals which have evolved during the planning
event.

schon presents an excerlent argument. He concludes that
because the dominant berief that practice can be kept within
a technicar rat,ionar 'ends/means, method has been shown to be

farse, the rearity of reflection-in-action is a way of
merging both the convergent and divergent aspects of planning
practice into a new epistemorogy of practice. Refrective
practitioners, unlike technicar rationar planners, are in a

¡nsition to work with probrem setting and solving
interactivery. They arso can anticipate probrem situations
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and be self-conscious of

actions.
the effect of their communicative

rn a worrd of poor information and timiteo time towgrk on .problems, how are careful analyses ofalternative futures possible? In a world ofconfricti_ng interest - defined along rines ofgleg=l placer. racer geRder, organiãation, ;;individuals - how are planners to make th;i; r"yrrn_â society structurèd by a capitarist e"onoñryand a nominãrly demoeratii porit'icai ãystem, howare planners to res¡rcnd to conflictiñq demandswhen private profit and pubric werr-bei-ng crasha
When. planners are mandãted to enable ,public
participation' even as they work in bureaucrat,icorganizations that may bè threatened by suchparticipation, what aie planners to do? When
. ¡gfvinS.' problems depends in large part on theJ-nterests, pefceptions, commitmènts, andunderstanding. of others, how can planners bestconvey their ideas, show what is c-onsequential,
expose dangers, and open up fruitful 0ppoitunitieåfor action?...:(My) book, :planninq in'ihe race of
fgwer' ( l_989) , focuses on thethe ways planners can antici¡iate obstacles andrespond practically, effectively, in v¡ays thatnurture rather than neglect - but-hardly gùaranteea substantively democratic planning- process.,,(Forester 1989:5)

After researching and studying these questions John

Forester develo¡:ed a critical theorv of pranninq and

presented the rore of a prosressive Þlanner. rn a reply to
colreagues who have examined his work, Forester(1990)
stressed that his theorv is not iust about crearer

. ( p. 43 ¡ ttis arguments f or a

criticar theory of pranning are based on a reformuration of
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,Jurgen Habermas' 'comnunicative competency theory, .

Habermas's work, which involved questioning knowledge theory,

is based on the enabling rules of communication processes.

Forester(1989) has confronted the practical and ethical
worries about positivist knowledge. ( Ibid.pp. 132-162 )

Forester examines practice and addresses the existing
system of planning which is characterized by tension between

its advisory (technical) and active (poriticar¡ functions. He

says planning processes are not limited to technical rational
appricat,ions - pranning as a whore is ¡rcliticar because it is
communicative, argumentative and influenced by statutory
regulations.

Planners act in various roles in the course of their
dutiess some are technicans witn information that can be

appried to technicar problems; some res¡:ond to organizationar

needs; and, others enable the public to participate in the

planning process. Planning is not simply instrumental

action, a means to an end, but attention-shaping,

communicative action. ( Ibid. p. 138 ) 1

1. Forester (1989) says "The term ,progressive, is used
because 'radical' has been discredited as not pragrnatic,
'advocate' is overly narrow, 'ethical, is conventionally
misunderstood to be simpry idearistic, and '¡xofessionar' has
been reduced, colloquially, from implying a ,calling, to
denoting merely the ¡nssession of ex¡:ertise and socio-
economic status. our use of '¡xogressive' appropriates those
erements of the Progressive Era that called into question the
structurar relatj-ons of non-democratic contror of capitar and
investment; this use rejects, however those elements of the
same era that sought instead t,o rationalize, objectify,
manage, and quiet the confricts and exproitat,ion inheient in
the polit,ical-economy. " (p.213 )
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Forester suggests that arr pranners, who define pranning

as communicative action and acknowledge that misinformation

is a systematic problem, can adopt a progressive method and

work toward a substantively democratic planning process þ¿

addinq a critical function to tLreir planninq practice. The

progressive planner sees information as a source of power

which can enabre citizen participation. rnformation must be

made available in such a way as to empovrer the public and

must work against 'regitirnizing the maintenance of existing
structures of power and ownership.'(Ibid.p.31) The wav all

exanr-ininq what thev do in their work. rf attention shaping

is done with information and the informatíon is often mis-

information and distorted, then steps must be taken to ensure

that mis-information is exposed and even eliminated.

The proqressive planner should pav attention to their

to democratic participation. (Ibid.pp.30-31) Forester

expraíns that "organizing does not sirnpry mean 'getting more

citizen inputr' (or¡ getting more bodies to meetings. This

is precisely how 'input' misleads us, for it is not input,
but ¡ntiticar responsibirity, participation, and mobirization
that are at issue. " (P.243) Organizing is not a passive

activity but a ¡rclitical activity which leads to action.
Forester says the progressive planner deals with the

problems faced by a 'counter-hegemonic practice,, a practice
that is countering economic rationalism. The progressive
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planner wirt take a criticar stance, one that questions the
assumptions that maintain the dominant system and one that
activety works to expose the hidden rerations of power. He

says:

critical theory, 
_ 
as we draw on it here, assessessocial and political-economic structures assystematic patterns of practicar communicativeinteraction. These reIãtions of power andproduction do not merely transmit-information; theyarso communicate and reþroduce poriticat and ;,";;imeaning, organizing supþrt, coñsent, trust, andpolitical berief. The ãriticar, erhícar ãoåte"i orthe theory.focuses attention on the systematic andunnecessarily distorted nat,ure of comirunicativeinteractiols, on the promises, appeals, re¡:ortÀ, andjustificarions that sã shape ite'iirr""-or õiti=ån=of our societies. 1rOiA.p.139)

rn discussing the structure of practicar communicative
action, he draws on the enabring rures of comprehensibirity,
sincerity, r,egitimacy, and Accuracy. These are the ordinary,
sociarry accepted rules that are emproyed by anyone who want,s

to be understood, or berieved., or heeded. ,'Listening

critically, we try to gauge the extent to which another
speaks:

1. comprehensibrv, for we can presume neither crear
statements nor obfuscation;

2. sincerelv, for we need to assess the speaker,s
trustworthiness;

3. reqitimaterv in the context at hand, so we can assess
the propriety of the speaker's claim; and
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4- accuratelv, so we can assess the truth of what we
hear." (Ìbid.p.144)

To achieve effective communication, comprehensibitity
and sincerity may simply require more information or face to
face contact to estabrish proper communication and trust.
r,egitimacy and accuracy on the other hand, if they are to be

effectively communicated and satisfied, may require the
emproyment of diarogic processes of consensus buirding,
conflict resolution, and argumentation.

Pranners must pay particurar attention to their
communicative actions because planners ,have rittre formar
power or authority', and in their work they routinery
"confront particular private or crass interests (eg. the
devero¡xnent industry) that are likely to viorate these
criteria systematicarry. " ( rbid.p.144 ¡ since pranners ,

actions and words count, because these refrect intention,
berief and meaning, planners must be aware that there is
power in their communicative actions. The progressive
pranner, using criticar pranning theory to foster informed
pubric participation, wirr give the community information,
technical resources and a critical analysis. As

Kraushaar(1988) says, "the question is not how many

individuars have their rives marginarry improved, but by what
degree those individuars recognize the true nature of the
problems confronting them. " (p. 98)
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Forester(1989) sums up the argument this way:

This is the contribution of a criticar pranningtheoryz pragmatics wit.h vision - to revðar truealternatives, to correct false expectations, tocounter cynicism, t9 toster inquiiy, to spread
¡:olitical responsibility, engagement, and action.
criticar ptanning practice, technicarry skirred
and potiticatly sensÍtive, is simultanðously anorganizing and a democratizing practice

( Ibid. p. 162 )

The key word is "action" - this is not a theory of what

'shourd be'but intended as a basis of empowerment for action
- it is a procedural theorv.

The rore that Forester proposes for pranners as

progressive may be ress appearing than the technicar expert
rore because of the extra work and (new) communication skirls
it requires. rt may urtimatery be more appearing to pranners

because it brends their rores, and strives to achieve

fairness through a balance of technicar and ¡rcriticar skirrs.
The principles of criticar planning theory (episodes are

time and prace oriented; learning comes from ongoing action
and evaruation; arl voices are incruded; power principles are
examined; normative questions are centrar issues) are
intended to reach an 'end.' Forester characterizes as being
empiricarry based, practicarly fitting and ethicalry
instructive. (Tbid.p. L38)
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Author's Note!
The literature review though it initiarry seemed

complete at this point had reft me wi,th further
questions, in particular about what the response of
pranners wourd be to practicing Forester,s theory
for progressive planning. As I believed then, and
now, there are ressons for pranning in the theories
and actions of movements of the 1960s, for exampre,
sociar justice, feminism, and envÍronmentarism. r
could not see how Forester,s critical planning
theory and progressive practice could be
implemented without some bridging and regitimizing
element between the dominant and non-dominant
systems. f knew that there had to be a chord
struck that wourd be heard on both sides before
there would be a ¡rcssibility of effecting the kind
of changes that were envisioned.

I didn't grasp what was missing until I read
the work of Tom Harper and stan stein. They ¡ninted
out t'hat the chaos in the charrenges from a variety
of radicar movements, incruding the post-Modernist
movement, Ieft society confused about a safe and
rational course of action and afraid to make any
changes at aII. The syst,em remains in tension, and
worse 'on the edge of an abyss, _ not being able to
go forward or backward. (Harper and Stein 1992a)

They pointed out that the historicar origin of
beliefs originating in the Englightment,s
scientific and humanistic tenets red to the now
unbaranced modern ¡:eriod. They arso pointed out
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that ethicat considerations have an increasing rore
to play in planning's critique of itself, and
although s¡:ecific normative principres have been
the basis for ptanning, there has been no
expranation of how these principres were reached.
After refrecting on these issues, Harper and stein
connected elements of planning theory witn
normative ethical theory as a sound approach to
achieving arternative courses of action on the
range of confricts. They presented arguments for a
new normative basis for pranning that is grounded
in tiberal, democratic tradition.

Harper and stein (1994) confirmed the erements
that Forester(1989) had presented as a procedural
method for planning. They also provided a deeper
phirosophicar understanding of the chalrenges that
planning faces in legitimizing practice and the
profession.

similarly, I believe that the literature of
,Tudith fnnes de Neufville(1983) needs to be
incruded because she has exprored, since the earry
1980s, arguments that support a criticar theory of
planning and progressive planning practice. rn
1994' she has taken a reflective rook at, and given
an explanation of, the work of the 'new planning
theorists'. She gives credence to the mounting
evidence that a new pranning paradigm, grounded in
theory and practice, has taken root and is rapidry
evolving.
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The Normative Basis of planninq

Tom Harper and stan stein's (J_994c) work deals with the
regitirnization of prannirg, as a tiberar democratic practice,
from both a pranning and phirosophicar perspective.lp.12)
They say that the gap between pranning theory and practice,
which is a resurt of the dominance of a positivist view of
knowrege, had been widened even more, in their estimation, by

the reaction by the post-Modernists to the fairures of
pranning. post-Modernists rejected technical rational
pranning and any notion of progress and arso faited to offer
a viable tangible alternative.

eranning, Harper and stein say, is on ,the brink of an

abyss' mainly because it continues to be arigned with a .

dominance of the scientific paradigm and not by a substantive
body of knowledge that is gathered from a wide range of
rationarities. (1994c:B) pranning needs to examine its
normative justification to enable it to step back on solid
ground, and to be credible now and in the future. They say

today's pranners want a recognition of murtipre voices and

discourses, inclusivity, encouragement of many voices,
emancipation and empowerment for citizens, accountabirity r

hope for the future and an expanded notion of
rationality. ( 1994c:12 )

guestioning the rore of the pranner and pranning is
really a stage of pubtic questioning that comes from act,ive
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open opposition to planner's work, especiarty at times of
crisis and change. Refrecting on, or criticism of, normative
precepts junps from the academic scene to the actor scene,

when in fact it shourd be turned back on both so as to
question pranning's normative precepts and principres, for
e9., positivism and utilitarianism, for this is what

underries pranners actions, prans and poricies. (Harper and

Stein 1993a:8)

Harper and stein (1994c) point out that pranning was

based on two tenets of the Enlightenment - the scientific
tenet and the Liberar tenet. rn the scientific tenet there
is a craim that knowredge, based on fact and not values, is
the only source of varid knowredge. rn the Liberal tenet
there is a valuing of the equar and autonomous individuar in
both poritical and morar rearms and, a berief that human

nt. In the Liberal
tenet, science is there to serve, not ruIe, humanity. They

¡:oint out that the scientific tenet has current varue because

of the premise of 'rational argument,, and it is this premise

of rational argument that needs to be nurtured whire
scientific dominance needs to be chalrenged and changed. They

say the Liberat tenet, long negrected, must be revived and

seen as the one of the foundation stones of a new normative
basis of planninq.

Harper and stein indicate t,hat empiricar study of
practice has crearry shown that ¡rcsitivist knowredge does not
account for the whole of a planning event. Non-technicar
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knowredge has been shown to be vatid knowredge. They

dissolve the posit.ivist model of rationatity, where

scientific method produces postitivist knowredge and this
knowredge is turned into action, by simpry stating that there
is overwherming evidence that positivist rationality is far
too rimited and shourd be rejected as the onrv varid source

of knowredge. this opens the way for a wider oefinition and

incrusion of other criticarry examined rationarities. They

emphasize reasonabre-ness. (1994ct71 pranning theory that
rejects the positivist notion of rationality arso shakes the
foundation of post-Modernism. post-Modernism, reft without
the very thing it op¡nses, no ronger has a complete ideology,
or tenets to stand on or oppose. rf the rational planning
moder is a narrow and impossible standard of rationarity that
makes planning irrationar and arbitrary, then post-Modernism

with a prethora of 'narrow, rationarities is arso irrational
and arbitrary and thus negates itself. (Ibid.p.12)

Harper and stein exan¡-ine what they identify as the key

principles of post Modernism from a number of key writers,
perspectives. They berieve that pranning theorists wilt rearn
what needs to be retained and rejected from this movement by

having a better understanding of post Modernism's strengths
and weaknesses . (I992a, 1991, 1994c)

The post Modernists' world view is ir...a fragmented and

indeterminate place where peopre rive in different worlds,
with different rationarities and different lincommensurabre)
ranguage games, a worrd which cerebrates difference and
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'otherness', a worrd without the notions of truth or
progress."(Harper a stein 1gg4c:3) post Modernism does not
believe that progress is possible under a dominant Modernist
system because "objective and universar critique is itserf a

f acade, a mask f or oppression,, . ( Ibid . p. 3 )

Post Modernists, Harper and stein say, cannot totarry
reject Modernism as a rationality without colrapsing as a
phirosophy. Modernism is arso based on the Liberar tenet,
(even if this fact is not currently evident or has been

forgotten¡, which varues 'reasonabreness, coming from free-
thinking persons. rf Modernism,s faults are abandoned, and

its usefur elements retained, and, if elements of post

Modernism are retained, such as a wider not,ion of
rationarity, riving with ambiguity, and accepting difference,
then riberar ptanning practices wirr be regitimized in a

normative defined planning theory.

They arso argue that the new normative basis of pranning
shourd be incrementar, in the sense of st,aged action. Thev

say

pranning practice can benefit from taking thoughtfur,
practicar steps, being, in phirosophicar terms, neo-pragrmatic

"giving good reasons for what we advocate and what we

oppose". (Harper a Stein 1992a:1_)

They say that planning needs a criticar function as werr
as a liberar and scientific function. planning uses critical

al values. They
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Harper and stein examined other procedurar ethicar processes

from the works of M. walzer, J. Habermas, and J. Rawls, that
are focused on ethical decison-making. (1993a)

Harper and stein (1g94c) make t,he argument that a new

paradigm for pranning in a postmodern era practice should be

Pragnatic in its integration of the best of both
Modernism and postmodernism, and in its recognition that
pranning is a thin concept, one which does not have a
single essence or method independent of context.

rncrementa-I in it,s recognition that change can only be
regitimated within a shared background of sameness.

-Li.beraL in its commitment to the Enrightenment idear of
free individuars contributing equalry in both thought
and action, providing (what we believe is) not only a
morar basis for pranning, but arso for arr endeavour -
epistemorogical, theoreticar and practicar. As we have
argued IHarper and stein 1gg3a, 1gg5] consensus-seeking
procedural mechanisms are cruciar in pruralistic
societies.

critical- in that its procedurar mechanism provides a
forum for critique and change of our sociar (poritical,
economic and, legal) institutions. vfithout critieuer
society is in danger of being bound by stagnant and
oppressive institutions. We believe that genuine
critique is ¡nssibre onry though the interpray of free
and equal individuals in dialogue. (rbid.p.12)

criticar Liberarism as the rationale for a new normative
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basis of planning incorporates Forester's progressive planner

(1989), Friedmann's sociar Learner (1987¡ qwith the addition
of a critical function) and is simirar to his Non-Eucridean

Pranner (1992) and his Radicar pranner (l_987). (Harper and

stein 1993a:10) "A, criticar Liberar perspective rejects the
reductionism, positivism, scientism, foundationarism, and

absolute dualism of Modernism. ,'( 1992a: L3 )

since pranning cannot be effective if it is too radicar
it wirr need to be unconventionar in a non-radical wav. This
is achieved by maintaining sociar continuity through
criticarry examined incrementar change, and going back for
grounding to society's roots in riberal varues and belief in
democratic practice.

r agree with Harper and stein(1994c¡ when they concrude

that,, "The solution to our probrems lin planning and society)
lie in a pragmatic, frexible, holistic, reasonable approach

to understanding each other, and in pubric debates conducted

within the traditions of our riberar democratic framework -
with an ongoing reflective and criticar examination of its
tenets."(p.12)

T arso agree with the statment, ,,persuasion through
rationar argument is the onry arternative to power.,'(Harper

and stein 1-994c:L0) The meaning for me is a recognition that
the definition of rationatity is expansive, and. that in a

poritical democratic process, the goar is not a ,power over,
situation but ,shared power' and. partnership.
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2.5.5 ¡udith Innes de Neufville _

The New planninq Theorists

Judith rnnes de Neufvitre (1983, 19BZ) has written about
'bridging the gap' and 'making the rink, between the theory
and practice of pranning. she said that, ,,it is time to
develop a new way of seeing the probrems and task of pranning

- to make a gestalt swit,ch to a view which wirr provide a

more satisfactory mesh with rearity, a more usabre set of
goars for practice, and a more fruitfur direction for
theoreticar inquiry. " ( Innes de Neufvirre 198 3 : 3T ) ïnnes
(1994) believes the 'gestalt switch, she s¡rcke of twerve
years earrier, is now taking prace because of the work of a

great number of new planning theorists.
she, rike Harper and stein, said t,here is a need for

pranning to have 'a firm philosophical thought about the
nature of knowredge'. (1983:39) Innes de Neufvirre(i.983) says
t'hat "of three ways of knowing and rearning - the postivist,
empiricarry-based method; the phenomenorogicar, horistic and

interpretive method; and, lcriticar theory,s) method of
critique" the rater, criticar theory, makes the strongest
rink between knowredge and action. (p.41) rn critical theory,
knowredge is seen more as ,an evolving set of understandings,
rather than an absolute, therefore knowledge is dynamic and

meshes croser to everyday practice. rn praxis the pranner is
working from a generar theory or set of principres which
frame the action. witrr critical theory the planner has an



ethicar stance - opposing the status quo and advocating for
the powerless. Action reads to rearning and knowing or
knowredge. change comes about because of critique and

discourse. ( Ibid. p. 41 )

Like John Forester(1989), she ¡nints out that truth,
rike knowredge, is not an absorute. Truthfurness, rather
than truth, can be varidated by a set of crai¡ns to truth
verified by the concepts of comprehensibirity, regitimacy,
sincerity, and accuracy. (19g3:41 )

fnnes de Neufville (1983) concludes:

pranning theory cannot seek simpre answers, butwill have to develop accounts dãaring with'th;full comprexity o{ þtanning and its many accounts.It will have to give close attention to t,heinteractiveness óf pranning and t,he communicationroles of planners. -It, v¡ilÍ have to be about
meanings and embrace rather t,han deny arnbiguity.
The theorizing must þ grounded in eirpiricár siuayand the perceptions of actors. Tt should accountfor structural and historicar forces and derineateplanners who are immersed Ín interaction _
communicators, and sjmultaneously actors,researchers, and faciritators. rt wirl i¡ave todefine ethicar ptanning, and estabrish typorogi""of the settings in.which planning takes þiaceíalong with strategies effèctive in each.- A new
exemprar t or series of them, shourd emerge. But,most importantty, the resurt shourd be a rich setof insights and theories on which to found theintellectual growbh of planning. (p.43)

Recentry she summed up her observations of the new

planning paradigm that is emerging from the changes in
planning theory and practice and the rore of planners. ,,The

new pranning theorists see planning as an interactive
communicative activity and depict pranners as deeply embedded
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in the fabric of the community.,, They do ',grounded

theorizing, based on richry interpretive study of practice',.
(Innes 1994:1) They are searching for truthfulness, not

truth. They try to understand others, points of view or

'truths'. More importantry they question whether rational
comprehensive pranning and technicar rationarity was ever a

complete paradigrn because, by its nature, it was an

incomplete method.

À new paradiqm is emerqinq. By Innes,s criteria, an

accepted paradigm has a consistentry high number of peopre

who tark to each other about the work they are doing, meet

regurarry at conferences, read each others work, and practice
'that' styre of planning. she also noted, whereas pranners

originalry came from a number of social science backgrounds

and stilr do, the profession and education of planners has

become a separate disciprine. planners now have the benefit
of working with, and learning from, colleagues with a

specific planning orientation.

She believes that the new paradigim is based on

communicative action theory. For thís she, rike Forester

(1989), has drawn on Habermas' Theory of communicative

Action. "This work has arready had significant infruence on

many pranning theorists, because it confronts directry many

of the concerns that emerge from a study of practice. fn
particular, it directry confronts their practicar and ethical
worries about professional knowledge. " (Innes L994: ?) She

points out that criticar theorists rike Habermas ,contend
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that scientific method not onry does not produce simpre

truth, it can concear as much as it revears.,(rbid.p.T)
"The communicative action theorists find out what

planning is by finding out what pranners do, rather than
postulating what pranning ouqht to be. They do not tark
about an abstract pranner but about specific ones. They pay

attention to the messy part of pranning that does not fit
into a systematic framework. They buird on the most

fundamental of findings from their study of practice.
Pranning is more than anything an interactive, communicative

activity. " (rbid.p.3)
,fohn Forester( 19g9 ) is an ,exemplaï, , in f nnes,s

estimation, for his work in urging pranners to see t,he

practical and communicative nature of their actions and how

pranners can devise strategies to avoid planning probrems.

r found that rnnes de Neufvirre,s writings gave a clear,
strong anarysis of the probrems faced in pranning and a
straightforward message about the direction that pranning

needs to take. r agree with the process outrined for
planning theory and practice because it en¡ooies criticar
pranning theory. she validates the work of the new pranning
theorists and creates a particurar hope and enthusiasm for
the direction of planning heading into the Twenty-First
century because, as she pointed out, pranning, unrike at the
turn of the Tt¡¡entieth century, has the benefit of educators
with specific planning degrees. This is im¡rcrtant - planning
wirr be using peers to sorve its own probrems firsÈ.
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for Practitioners.

From these authors r have identified six themes which r
believe are directly rerevant to the questions examined in
this thesis and the ¡nssibility of planning ,with,

communities. The six themes are rooted in the theoretical
issues identified by Fried.mann, Forester, and others and are
formurated to prompt the pranner, whire in practice, to
examine and refrect on the theoreticar issues and dynamics

underlying the planner's activities.
rt is a toor t,o arrow the pranner to focus on critical

sociar anarysis, cornmunicative action theory and refrective
theory while in r¡ractice and to arrow the pranner to refrect
oD, and perhaps come to a deeper understanding of the issues
and beriefs, the methods and agendas, ât work in t,he

community with which the planner is working.

The themes wirl arlow the pranner, when ,stuck,, to rook
behind the probrem to ¡:erhaps identify the rear reason(s) for
the difficutties, to deverop usefur information and insights
and to devise ways that might alrow the community pranning
process to move forward.

A combination of the riterature review, and my owl

experienee as a community activist, has red me to these
themes. To deverop them in a comprehensive way r wirr show,

through a brief sunmary of Lhe riterature, why the themes

emerged and will exprain how they are rerevant to the
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practice of planning.

After a thorough study of planning theory, I have been

left dismayed that planning practice continues to operate

within the confines of a self-Iimiting, technical rational

structure while at the same time learned individuals are

speaking o¡:enly about the continuing failures of the planning

profession when it plans @ communities. The theorists

consistently present evidence that the social and economic

system does not deliver an improved quatity of life with the

level of fairness t,hat the public, and the professional,

ex¡:ects. PlannÍng has instead, through a technical rational

method and under the guise of 'doing good', maintained an

economic hegemony that benefits the few (comtrEred to the

many). The 'good to the many'' that was intended to emerge

from a planned 'for' social and physical organization of

democratic human society, has been bypassed by ¡rcwerful

interests to primarily 'benefit the few'.

Àttempts have been made to challenge the dominant system

but the protest ¡ntential has never been sufficient to change

the balance of power. A force, equal to or greater than the

one that sustains the present faulty system, has yet to be

created that can challenge and change economic hegemony. It

must be kept in mind that North American society is, as

Forester (1989¡ said, "a precariously democratic but strongly

capitalistic society."(p.3) At the turn of the century,

federal governments did try to control the growing monopoly

of economic power by creating legal ¡n1icy instruments that
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wourd keep economic interests in check and maintain riberar
democratic aovernment. These instruments were guidelines and

subject to interpretation. They changed through legal
precedent and \Â¡ere often (and stilr are) by-passed for other
poriticar and economic priorities. The instruments have been

onry marginarry successfur - the dominance continues. The

t,heorists say that citizens have been de-poriticized out of
the democratic process. The choices for pranners that remain

are: to be quasi-technical rational, that is, to work as

effectivery as ¡:ossibte within the stat,us quo or the present

situation (to plan 'for'); or to be radicar - to reverse the
positions of who hords the barance of power and transform
society into a fairer sociar and economic unit (to pran

'by'); or to be progressive - to create change in power

rerationships to one of shared, democratic power (to ptan

'with' ¡ .

Benveniste ( 1989 ) took a quasi-technical rational
approach to the politicat reality facing pranners even though

he acknowredged the importance of a critical anarysis. rn
contrast to radical or progressive theorists, he showed how

pranners can master the dairy poritics of pranning without
taking on the whole system. serf-interested pranners work

within the system on the goals set by their emproyers. He

suggested that planners: recognize the po\^rer struggre in the
pranning situation; nurture and connect with the organized

(already politicized) groups in it; and, only do the good



that is ex¡:ected. pranners will gain regitimacy in the
dominant technicar rationar system by virtue of their
position and the successfur achievement of emproyers, goars.

Pranners' cornmunicative actions have an important impact on

the resurts that are achieved. The choices they make in
terms of the timing and ty¡:e of information that is given may

alter the balance of power. However, changing the barance of
power, one way or the other, is not the res¡rcnsibirity of a

planner, who, as a manager, maintains the status quo but

works with organized groups.

Friedmann (1982¡ went beyond a sociar rearning moder to
state that the pranning crisis in society is very serious and

requires radicar action by radical pranners to reporiticize
the popuration. This wourd be achieved through a totar social
transformation of society which must start witn the household

economy and reach into the international econonr-ic scene. He

recognized the importance of pranners having a criticar
attitude and an emancipatory interest for society. He urged
planners to be openry poriticar and to re-tie the knot

between knowredge and action through activities that wourd

start as a protest and deverop into a politicar force strong
enough to chalrenge and change the rerative ¡nsitions in the
dominant system. The system wourd resurt in a reversar of
dominant rores - it stirr remains a power over situation when

planning is done þg the community.
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schon (1983) is very crear about the failures of 'the
knowredge industry' to deriver peopre's expectations. He

pointed out that substantial rationarity has been ignored,
therefore, technicar reason can continue to dominate an

unbaranced economic system. He showed that professionars,
and that incrudes pranners, have a ,knowing' that they bring
to practice - which t,hey use, to create knowredge-in-
practice. pranners can begin to change the balance of poweï

by acknowredging the necessity of politicar processes that
they have come to see as centrar to professionar competence.

Armed with a critical analysis they wirr at reast be abre to
be clear about 'what they propose and what they oppose.. By

refrection on their practice they can expand their
professionar communication skirrs. pranners become more

effective in franling their rore and regitimizing the
profession by planning with communities. The balance of
po\,\rer is eroded and begins to rean toward shared po\¡¡er.

Forester (1989) arso bemoaned the loss of democracy and

the cancerous way in which an unfulfilled capitalist economic

phirosophy has continued to destroy the very thing it said
wourd be created, that is, a better sociar, economic and

democratic society. He rooked at pranning practice to
examine what effective pranners did to enable organizing
democratic practices to happen, even witnin a system

dominated by information contror, nr-isinformation and

systematicarry distorted communication. He found that the
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argumentative and communicative nature of pranning was

accounted for in the planning event. Forester, clearly
emphaticarry, recommended that planners, armed with a

critícal (sociar) theorv of planninq and attentive to the
meaning-making nature of their communicative actions, wourd

have an understanding of how rerations of power shape the
pranning process and rarger ¡nliticar strategies. power

wourd be used not to benefit one group over another but to
develop society as a democratic whore by pranning with
communities.

Harper and stein (1994) recalred that pranning as a
profession is based on one of the originar tenets of the
Engrightenment, that is Liberalism, which stands for
equarity, freedom, and justice for the individuar and for arl
¡:eopre. They arso pointed out that the radicar charrenge to
the dominant system from the recent social movement carled
Post-Modernism has some varid ressons to bring to the
charrenge presented by economic hegemony. They recommend

that pranners have a critical social anarysis, that is, an

anarysis based on a berief that there are hidden rerations of
power that are preventing individuars from freely and wisery
authoring their own futures. They said that if pranners are

to take charge of themselves, their profession and their
professionar duty, they wirr vigorously work from a criticar,
liberal, reasonabre and incrementar approach during the
pranning process in an attempL to achieve shared power.

not

and
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rnnes de tueufvilre (1994) has arso sounded the ararm for
quite some time over the crisis in pranning and made simirar
recommendations rike the others who propose a critical
analysis as a starting point for effective pranning practice.
she has highrighted the ressons that a growing number of
planners, identified as ,the new planning theorists,, have

been incorporating into pranning practice. she sees that
planners, who have an awareness of the impact of their
communicative actions, engender in others a process to
acquire a criticar sociar anarysis. Together, this new team

of progressive pranners, poriticians, other professionals and

citizens, are a growing force capabre of charrenging the
doninance of technical rationar prannirg, and., incor¡rcrating
appropriate and sufficient substantiar rationality into
planning theory and practice. The recognition of the furr
comprexity of the pranning process and the democratic aoals
of society bring the citizenry closer into a shared power

position or planning with mentality.

From these theorists r have identified six themes that
are significant in, what I choose to refer to as, a

progressive pranning practice. These themes address the root
of the matter - power over. These six themes are a
continuing reminder of both the problems facing pranners in a

'pranning for community' system and the processes they can
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use to

1.

planning helps us to understand what

shaping, communicative action rather
actionr âs means to ¡nrticular end.s.,,

will use these as a reminder of what

when, as Forester says, I get ,stuck,

2.

3.

move toward solutions in ,planning with community,.

The quest by the pranning profession to find a meta-
narrative or theory that charrenges the dominance of
technicar rationar pranning rnethod and the inherent
game of ¡nwer and control, by incorporating
substantial rationality (practical reason) in a
reconcired pranning practice of science and reform.

The need to recognize that power and poritics are an
integral part of planning practice.

The need to crarify the rore of the public pranner in
pract,ice.

4. The need for a criticar sociar anarysis for planners
who are working toward a reporiticized citizenry.

5. The need for an awareness by pranners of the signifi-
cance of their communicative actions in practice.

6. The need to legitinr-ize the role of ptanning and
pranners in organizational and community settings.

"À critical theory of
planners do as attention-
than as instrumental

(Forester 1989:138 ) I
is jmportant, and for
in the power and

poritics of planning. These themes are a bridge from
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planning 'for, to planning ,with' communities.

Theme 1 argues that the dominance of technical rational
planninq has maintained and regitimated a pranning ,for,
method. However planning is in practice, both a science and

reform activity; it ís both advisory and active; it is
technical and ¡nritical, therefore it requires a wider notion
of rationarity, one that encompasses both technicar and

substantiar rationarities. rt arso says the normative basis
of pranning needs to be changed to refrect the phenomenorogy

of the pranning episode and the centrar issues of normative
questions and probrems of ideology, and that. planning needs a

t'heory which encompasses the diversity of democratic pranning
practice. This theme is an argument for, and regitimates,
pranners' need to fulry develop pranning ,with, comrnunities.

Theme 2 says that power and r¡olitics are closery rinked
in the planning process. power is found in hegemonic forces
that maintain a planning ,for, mentarity and also found in
citizen action that promotes a pranning ,with, mentarity.
Knowredge and access to reriabre information is ¡nwer.
Democratic politics exists to contror inappropriate
concentrations of power, to protect citizens and to deriver
fairness. A democratic poriticat system relies on free-
thinking citizens to draw attentíon to group priorities and

to keep the system in barance. A pranning .for. situation
creates vigorous adversariat lobbying and protests, whire a
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pranning 'with' situation gives ampre contact, and time and

process to enhance the democratic planning process.

Theme 3 carrs attention to the fact that the rore of the
planner is in tension. The fact that planners work in a

number of roles and capacities is often ruisunderstood because

the pranning 'for' system does not set rearistic parameters

for planners. A planning 'with, system gives proper place

and scope to the rore of the pranner. The community must

help define the roler er usefulness planners, play in the
planning event.

Theme 4 points out that planners witn a critical
analvsis cannot remain neutral to the hidden (though

sometimes openry obvious) rerations of power that maintain an

unbalanced system. - they and others must be open and honest

about the ideorogical position they represent. They must be

ready to question all assumptions in order to expose

communication distortions and misinformation. The pranner in
a pranning 'for' system is constrained whire a planner in a

pranning 'with' system is abre to recognize and acknowredge

the goals of liberal democracy in society.

Theme 5 is a reminder to be aware that communicative

actions are structured sociar actions which are based on four
enabring rules that give arr communication varidity. The

rules are, comprehensibitity, sincerity, legitimacy, and
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accuracy. communicative actions impart facts and meaning.

What planners say and do, or not sav and do, matters.
Pranners in a pranning 'for' system can neutralize their
communicative actions white pranners in a pranning ,with,

system endeavour to energize their communicative actions.

Theme 6 is a reminder that the faitures of the planning

'for' community system to deliver what it promised and the
continuíng confusion about the rore of the planner and

pranning in society must stop. pranning practice must ray
claim to and promote the tegitimate rore that pranners

¡:erform as an agent of change in partnership ,with, the
community. To be reqitimate, pranning must not onry be doing
good, but be seen to be doing good.

2.6.1 Conclusion

These six themes contain insights and basic information
that have been gained from exproring the questions: ,'what d.o

planners do?,', ,'What is planning?',, and ,,Why isn,t it done

differentryz" The themes, encompassed in a criticar theorv
of pranninq, ¡rcint the profession in a direct,ion that is
usefur and valuabIe. pranning practice can be grounded in
theory, and theory can be refrective of practice. These

themes re-link knowledge and action.

r berieve that as a pranner r can be more effective in a
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pranning 'with' comrnunity practice by frequentry referring to
these themes of progressive pranning practice. They wirl
assist me in each pranning situation to pay attention to the
process of problem setting and be aware that there are a

.I
would arso, with a reflective and criticar anarysis of my own

reasons for action and decisions, be more effective in
communicating my intent and herping others be crear about

their intentions. with t,his understanding and the skirrs
needed in an apprication of the enabring rures of effective
communication, I would be, as a planner and an active
citizen, better equipped to create and maintain an improved

level of effective dialogue with, and between, al1
participants.

These six themes are characteristic of a procedural

approach to ensure that arr interests get a fair hearing in
the pranning process. These themes urge planners forward to
a more democratic, open process. A fair process is sometimes

more important than the resurtinq decision. Democracy does

not mean you win arr the time, it just guarantees citizens a

fair and open process. These six themes will help diaqnose

This chapter has exanr-Lned the riterature and concluded

with six themes that support a progressive pranning practice
(Forester 1989). There are numerous exampres of situations
where t'he planning 'for' met,hod has created many probrems

that could have been elin-inated with the pranning ,with,

les and s
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method. The next two chapters dear with a case study which r
berieve irrustrates the six themes as a procedurar approach

for assessing and improving the planning process.

rn the interviews r used the six themes to encourage a
refrective conmunication of the important factors and

circumstances that characterized this particurar pranning

event. r endeavoured to more fully understand critical
social theory and communicative action theory, which were at
work (in practice) in this case.
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Chapter Three

Case Study

Robert A. Steen Community Centre

3.O Purpose

This chapter witl provide information on the selection

of the case study and case study methodolog1/. It wiII give a

description of the neighbourhood and the project to provide

the reader with an overall sense of the community. It will

also explain my direct involvement in this project as a

participant-observer and the special advantages which that

involvement gave me in gaining access to information and in

developing insights.

rurther this case study wiII allow me to demonstrate the

basis for planning 'with' community in relation to critical
planning theory. Though it highlights the problems that

arise from traditional planning 'for' communities - it is the

'y4i!þ' Iearning experience that I have emphasized, and use to

gain insights for planning practice.

3 .1 v[hv this case studv

This case study, examines the re-development of Robert

A. Steen community Centre between L982-L992. this case has
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been serected because the community of worserey, in which the
project occurred had a discernible community pranning ethic;
it nad active, wetr-informed and werr-connected citizens. rt
is a recent project with information readiry available and
the participants v¡ere, for the most part, accessibre for
interviews and abre to give a refrective, evaruative
perspective. This project had its share of probrems but were
resorved. rt i= th" uttit,rd"= .rrd *"thod= u="d to ,""olr"

Ives. There were short-term and
long-term positive outcomes for both institution-based and
community-based pranning processes, and these outweighed the
negatives. rt provided an excerrent opportunity to organize
much det,aired information, rerate a personal narrative of a

sociar action experience and demonstrate the benefits of
planning 'with', for both the community and the institutional
planner.

other case studies were considered which were issue-
driven, deart with diverse positions and demonstrated a

similar, discernibre community ethic (a pranning ,with,
community mentatity). For instance citizen action by Logan
community Devero¡xnent corporation of North End Ìüinnipeg was

suecessfur, a number of years ago, in sarvaging a residential
neighbourhood from conversion into a major industriar park.
This project resurted in a unique partnership by working
'with' citizens and arI government levels. Not onry did a
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corununity improve rather than disappear, the partnership
created a conìmunity controrred corporation to manage and

maintain neighbourhood housing, and to provide effective
social support to owners and tenants.

Another interesting case of is t.he deveropment of payuk

rnter-Tribar co-op, an apartment brock in downtown winnipeg
designed and managed by aboriginar women to meet their
speciar housing needs. This group worked in partnership with
government funders and were the ,contractor, as werl as a
significant decision-maker in a specific buirding design.
They had a particurar ethic, based on their aboriginarity,
which they wanted refrected in the construction process,

compretion problems and on-going management of a co-op
residentiar housing complex. Here too is an issue-driven
project that insisted on a pranning 'with, method, and which
shows that the system was able to adjust to, and accommodate

change in the way institutions rerated to the community.

The Robert A. Steen community Centre project was

serected finarry though, because of the particurar
rerationship r had with this project and the worserey

community. My invorvement in this project was a continuation
of community volunteer work that r had been doing for quite
sometimer âs an active citizen, in many matters that affected
myserf and a young famiry. r had been an executive member of
the l,aura secord sports and Recreation Association, in charge
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of the canteen and had been a basebarr coach. At the time
of the case study project r was president of the Laura secord
Home and schoor parent-Teacher Association and in this
capacity attended early project meetings, and then acted as

the chairperson of the Laura secord community Devero¡ment

conmittee in stage 1of the project. r \,vas arso a member of
the vÍorseley Residents Association ( 19Bo ), pursuing an

undergraduate degree in sociorogy and recreation studies
while working part-time in the community Access program at
the university of winnipeg Athretic centre and for winnipeg
core Area rnitiative conìmunity programs as an Erderaerobics
Fitness rnstructor. r was invorved in a number of other
groups, for instance the community Education Devel0pment

committee and the rnner city Education conference committee
and a committee on inner-city riteracy programs. when r
assumed the rore of chairperson of the Laura secord community

Devero¡xnent commit,tee, and in rater project stages when r was

President of the worseley NDp Association, Executive
Àssistant to the Member of the Legisrative Assembly for
v[orserey, and president of the eordon Berr ttigh schoor parent-

Teacher Association, r was in a ¡nsition to be actively
invorved and connected to issues in the community and the
processes that took place on this project at severar
poriticar revers. This case study and practicum arrows me to
gain a personar and intelrectuar crosure by working through
one of many projects that started me on my odyssey through
the planning school.
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3.2 Case Studv Methodoloqv

A case study Method has been used to examine one case of
issue-driven community pranning practice. Tt is the method T

have chosen to systematicarry organize and present a number

of perspectives, and the rerationship of that information to
a pranning theory. Àccording to yin (1984) it is acceptable

to use one case study to do analyticar generarization and

ex¡iansion of theory. (p.21)

This practicum forlows the five step case study Method

outlined by yin (rbid.p.51):
1. Deverop theory or identify the theory to which the case

study is generalized.

2. serect a case study as the unit of anarysis and folrow
the components of research design of a case study.

3. Do data correction through any or arr of the six sources

of evidence: documents, interviews, archivar records,
direct-observation, participant-observation, or physical
artifacts.
Prepare a report with an anarysis, pattern matches and

¡nlicy implications.

Do final conclusions and recommendations.

This case study methodology is evident throughout the
practicum document. The theory to which the case study is
generalized, critical pranning Theory (and my Themes of

4.
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Progressive Planning Practice), is fully developed in the

Conclusion of the Chapter 2 - t-,iterature Review. The

background details of the case study, ascertained from

research and a variety of documents, are found in Chapter 3 -
Case Studv Backqround and Documentation. Interviews, which

provide an indept,h view and confirmation of the case study

data, along with an analysis of the lessons learned from the

interviews are found in Chapter 4 - Case Studv Interviews and

Analvsis. The themes of Progressive planning practice are

raised again in the 'Analysis' section made at the end of

each interview. The case study and practicum conclusions,

and any recommendations, are found in Chapter 5 -
Conclusions.

The planning issues and processes of both the

institutional and community contexts are outrined in the case

study, and further, their separation and mutuality, on the

planning issues and processes that affect the community, is
emphasized.

3.3 Sources of Evidence

The six themes of progressive planning

examined through a chain of evidence in the

evidence has come from a number of sources:

participant-observation; from documents and

such as newpaper articles, meeting minutes,

practice are

case st,udy. This

through my ovrn

archival records

public notices;
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direct observation of the events and process; and, through

interviews with t,he participants. The actual end products in
this case study, renovated buirdings servicing the community,

are exhibits of physical artifacts.

3.4 Reflection on practice

The resurts of the intervi-ews were reviewed through a

refrection on practice, or in schon's (1993) term, from the

view of a 'refrective practitioner' . while a refrective
practitioner wourd do refrection-in-practice, learning whire

doing and modifying theory and practice during the process, a

reflective practitioner wourd also reflect on t.he events and

processes at the end of a pranning event, both to understand,

and rearn from practice. Through the methodorogy used in
this practicum, it is ¡rcssible to get an accurate picture of
the positions, problems, and changes that occur when two

'op¡rcsing' structures - the institution and the community -
intersect and work 'with' each other. rt is possible to see

how planning practice is linked to theory, and theory to
action.

3.5 Case Studv Backqround

3,5.O Historical and Neicrhbourhood Context

The develo¡xnent site of the Robert A. Steen Memorial
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community centre, rocated in an area known as worserey, is
within the diverse ethnic, social and economic ,core area, of
the city of winnipeg. The tlorserey area is located in the
west end between several rong street blocks bounded by

Portage Avenue to the north and the assiniboine niver to the
south.

According to a bookret prepared in 19Bg by rhe Manitoba

Historical Society, titled ,,Walking In Wo1seley,,, the
neighbourhood was originarry established as a middre-crass

urban residentiar area in a period of rapid expansion between

l-890 to 1914. prior to urban devero¡:ment of the west end of
winnipeg there was prenty of privatery owned ,prairie, land.
Land set aside for pubric use was limited. comfortable homes

were occupied by business peopre, civic readers, activists
and academics, whose ethnic background was armost excrusivery
Anglo-saxon.

Besides residentiar deveropment in the worserey area, a

rarge tract of property was taken up by a privatery owned,

murti-attraction recreation park known as 'Happyrand park,.

rt o¡:erated from 1906 tirr 1914 on a site rocated between the
east and west boundaries of Aubrey and sherburn streets and

Portage Avenue and the assiniboine River to the north and

south. Happyrand Park provided sports grounds, a bandstand, a

barrroom, a figure eight rolrer coaster and many, many other
amazing entertairunent attractions for the enjoyment of all
winnipeg residents.

rJaura secord schoor, at the corner of worserey Avenue
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between Ruby and Lenore streets, was estabrished when the
cornerstone was raid in 1912. The buirding was compreted by

l-913 at a cost of g208r0o0. rt was one of forty-eight schoor

buildings constructed between 1892 to tgz} that were designed

with particurar attention to fire safety, heating and

ventilation. rt had aestheticatry pleasing features such as

interior ornamentations, a courtyard which provided air and

right, and an exterior with archítecturalry significant
features. (v{innipeg Rear Estate News, November L, 1985) The

schoor withstood the infamous winnipeg Flood of 1950 that
brought the flood waters up to its footings. rt had undergone

some structurar changes in the 1960s when the belr tower was

removed and interior arterations were made to meet with new

safety and fire code regurations. rn 1962 a hard praying
surface of ashphart was instarred adjacent to the back of the
schoor. over the years the basic integrity and purpose of
the schoor's design, which was to provide the very best for
students and staff, was maintained.

The neighbourhood continued to have steady urban housing

develo¡xnent. The former nappyland park area was firred in
with new homes after the First world war. Large v{olserey

area homes, often suþdivided into murti-family dwerlings and

rooming houses, increased the ¡npuration density of the area.
These tenant residents, mainry in the east end of worserey,

did not stabitize the a.rea though because they were more

often than not individuars and famiries who were transient
and on the rower end of the sociar and economic scale. The
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deterioration of the homes from the constant turnover, and

the lack of care paid to rental properties would become

evident over time and led to action being taken by the

community and the city against 'slum Iandlords' .

Wolseley had a reputation for business and political
leadership. Many pronr-inent citizens and activists are listed
in "Walking in wolseley" (1988) as one-time residents: ,J.S.

Woodsworth (Methodist minister and co-founder of the CCF

party), Clarence Tillenius (artist), Dr F.E. V[arriner, R.D.

Waugh lformer city mayors), Gloria Queen-Hughes (sportscaster

& politician), Mary Speechly (founder of the women's

Institute of Manitoba¡, William rier (Dean of .Arts and

science, university of ttanitoba¡, NeIIie Mcclung, LiIIian
Beynon Thomas, Martha Jane Hample (writers, social activists
and suffragettes) and many others too numerous to mention.

In l-957 a group of local women made media headlines

when they formed a human chain around the famous Wolsetey Elm

t,hat grew in the middle of the street. at the intersection of
Basswood Street and Wolseley Avenue. They tried to save the

100 year old tree, which was to be replaced with ashphatt and

concrete, by refusing to allow the city to cut it down. The

Wolseley Elm was given a reprieve until arson and vandalism

eventually damaged it so badly that the city was forced to
remove it in 1960. The tree had the distinction of being

given an official death certificate by the city. (winnipeg

Free Press Weekly, May 1, LgBB)

Restructuring of city wards, departments and priorities
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had to keep taking prace to deal with the rapid growbh of the
city. Planning for Winnipeg and its surrounding

municiparities was supervised by the Metroporitan pranning

commission. rts effectiveness was mainry in achieving an

understanding of the probrems in creater winnipeg, doing a
major trans¡rcrtation study, redesigning and improving roads

and bridges, and, the creation of the Metropolitan
Devero¡xnent Plan (1967¡ and the nowntown Deveropment pran

(1e6e).

The creation of a metroporitan form of government

(Metro) in 1960 \Äras an ambitious experiment to deal with the
problems of a comprex urban area. rt was folrowed in LgTr by

a totar amargamation of dist,ricts and municiparities into
anot,her form of urban government carred ,unicity'. These

significant changes, made to the way the city of winnipeg r.ras

organised and governed, arso highrighted the scarcity of rand
resources in the inner city. This, and a costry, aging
infrastructure, wourd create a charrenge for decisionmakers
when preparing budgets and arrocating resources equitably for
both urban and suburban neighbourhoods.

Laura secord schoor sports programs and recreationar
activities were run through the schoor administration in co-
operation with the taura secord sports and Recreation

Association (1963) (TJssRÀ). The LSSRA had been started by a

group of rocar parents as a means of providing after-hour
program activities in the schoor and, basebarr and ice hockey

in the school fierd space. A green ,warm-up, shack was
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erected at the end of the schoor yard to service the hockey
teams. rn 1973, again through community support, a new

buirding \.vas erected to replace the ,green shack, on school
yard str>ace leased from the winnip"g schoor pivision #1. A
murtipurpose addition was added in r976 which doubred the
amount of floorspace, and increased the caribre of programs

and profile of LSSRÀ, in the west end of winnipeg. The school
gym continued to be used by city of winnipeg, parks and

Recreation Department for after-schoor prograrns and by

community groups for a variety of murti-purpose functions.
The hardsurface bracktop instarled in 1962 at. the back of the
schoor was equipped for basketbatr and other games; the
fierds were used for soccer as well as basebarl and winter
sports. rn 1984, the Laura secord Home and school parent

feacher Association (LSHSPTA,) was abre to gain permission,
raise the funds and then erect a modernised praystructure on

the east side of the bracktop at the rear of the school.
rn the early 19BOs strategic steps were taken by the

LSSRÀ Executive committee to raise the recreation centre to
furr community centre status. This was to be done so that
prayers and the centre wourd be abre t,o enjoy the rights and

privireges accorded to community centres within reague sports
and to quarify for increased funding from the city of
winnipeg Department of parks and Recreation. Furl community

centre status was achieved in 19g4. The name chosen for the
centre honoured the memory of the former Alderman and Mayor,
Robert Àshrey steen, who had worked dirigently on behatf of
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the area and the LSSRA,.

rn June of 1980 an important organization was activated
in the area. The vfolserey Residents Àssociation (wRÀ) was

started by two community activist women, Ruth (Rannie) svran

and wendy (Mccracken) Elriott. They saw a need to bring
people together who wanted to preserve the character of the
neigbourhood and stop any further residentiar and sociar
deterioration. The wRÀ, a non-partisan organization, was

enthusiasticarly supported by a cross-section of homeowners

and renters in the wolserey boundary. They worked together to
investigate and take action on many rocar issues. rt became

a family or group affair. There were arways volunteer jobs

for everyone from distributing ftyers to counting cars at
intersections. The üIRÀ, with other rocal organizations,
became an im¡nrt,ant vocal social and political communication

network. The wRA, unlike the previous west End Homeov/ners

Association of the 1950s, is still currentry active after
fourteen years and has became one of the most effective
robbying organizations in the city of winnipeg. The wRÀ

worked on many community issues, prepared background re¡:orts
and made many presentations especiarty before city council.
Their subrnission on plan winnipeg in 1981 covered many areas

incruding recreation op¡rcrtunities and chird care facirities.
(wolserey Residents Association Newsretter, vol rt May 1983)

During 1980-1982, the Laura secord sports and Recreation

Association executive, in co-operation with parents and the
schoor administration, had responded to a need for lunch and
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after-schoor chird care with the estabrishment of the r,aura

secord community child care (Lsccc) in rgï2. rt was onry a

partial response to a growing community need. Day care was a
major concern of many Laura secord schoor parents and other
working parents in the worseley area. The Lsccc operated on

rimited hor:rs using portabre equipment stored in the common

Room of the centre's overtaxed multi-purpose facilit,ies. The

space requirements and hours of an increased day care
operation encroached into arr aspects of the centre,s other
day and earry evening programs. The space minimalry met

Provincial Day Care Standards.

The r¡aura secord sports and Recreation Association
building, constricted by its present floor pran and space,
was not abre to furry accommodate the chird care and s¡rcrt
and recreation programs. rJaura secord schoor, now 70 years
oId, needed new expanded str¡ace (for exampre, a regulation
size gym) and generar safety upgrading. However, renovations
were not considered cost-effective because the schoor was

structurally unsound because of recurring foundation
probrems. There was a rumour that a sorution to t,hese

probrems would be a large addition at the back of the school
or a whore new school. rnformal discussions between

representatives of the user groups began on the topic of how

to expand and upgrade these two buildings. These discussions
took the form of rong-range pranning. other ideas were

suggested such as joint-use of renovated or additional school
space. rt was at this point, approximatery in tgïz, that the
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the public planning processes

#t and the city of VÍinnipeg.

public

The

Secord

of the

3.5.1 Proìect Description

The case study examines the repracement of the Robert A.

steen Memoriar community centre facirity (formerry known as

the Laura secord sports and Recreation Association) in the
worserey area of winnipeg, ¡tanitoba, by a rnurti-use facility,
during the years 1982-1992. This project increased t,he space

availabre for community use from 21800 squa-re feet to 201000

square feet. varuabre riverfront property and a unique urban

environment became pubtic property. this project also
resurted in the retrofitting and conversion of the Laura

Secord School, a heritage building, into a suitable
functioning modern schoor facirity. 21500 square feet of pray

space at the south end of the schoor yard was freed up. (see

Site PIan)

The Robert A. steen community centre (RÀscc) replacement

project was orchestrated by the local community and

poriticians when agreement could not be reached with the
winnipeg school oivision #1 (sD#l), to arrow expansion and

upgrading of the original recreation centre, rocated on

school property.
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The school division planners had intended to follow a

plan in their capital replacement program which would replace

fraura secord school with a new building, possibly on the

existing recreation and child care centre site. The centre's

executive attempted to work on a joint-use agreement with the

SD#l. When a new lease agreement, or any other arrangements,

failed to materialize, the project leaders pushed forward on

the option of acquiring and renovating an existing church

which had become available.

The ¡rcssible demolition of T,aura Secord School was

strongly opposed by the Wolseley community, and the wider

city community, A heritage listing decÍsion by city council

and a provincial ministerial directive saved the school from

demolition, and ensured financing of foundation and retro-

fitting work.

As it is, today in L994, the Robert A. Steen Memorial

community Centre (RÀScC) and the Laura Secord community child
Care (LScCc), operate their expanded programs out of a newly

renovated 20r000 sq.ft. facility. Palmerston Street between

l,enore and Ruby Streets is closed to vehicle traffic to

create the site of Palmerston Park - a safe, easy pedestrian

access between the centre and Laura Secord Schoo1 yard.

Laura Secord School steadfastly remains in its original

historical location fully retrofitted, structurally

underpinned and modernised to accommodate elementary

education and a variety of support programs. Field space at

the bottom end of the school property has been freed up. The
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schoor uses the furl-size gymnasium in the centre and the

centre uses the schoor's praying fierd for srilnmer and winter
sports programs. Thanks to the efforts of many stakehorders,

Laura secord schoor and the Robert A. steen community centre
provide the local neighbourhood, and the surrounding

community of worserey, with elementary education, runch and

after-school care, and sport and recreation programs in
facility space that is unprecedented in a downtown winnipeg

neighbourhood.

3.5.2 Stakeholders

Stakeholders are defined as people interested in
particular outcomes or, more specifically, as conmunity

leaders who have a vested interest in positive outcomes. rn
this case study the executive and members of the Robert A.

needed expanded

facirity space to quatify for community centre status and to
service a variety of s¡nrt and recreat,ion programs. The

Laura secord corrununitv child care (Lsccc) executive and staff
needed to expand and upgrade their program slnce in order to
serve the growing need for chird care strEces. The citv of

wanted to address

new budget priorities and some facitity and program

inequities of the inner city. The winnipeq school Division
#l (sD #L¡ needed to address the structurar buirding problems

and education program needs of r,aura secord schoor. The citv
of winnipeq. civic properties Division needed to be sure that
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equitabre and reasonabre funding, as werr as structuratry
correct work, was provided. The Wolselev Residents

Association (wRA), representing a cross-section of the
community, wanted to ensure that any redeveropment was

compatibre with the protection of residentiar property and

the particular ethic and quality of rife identified with the
community. The Manitoba Historicar societv and Heritaqe

winnipeq were concerned about the protect,ion of both the
physicar and culturar meaning of T,aura secord schoor to the
community and the city as a whore. The westminster vüard

(River tieiqhts) citv councirror and the worselev - Member of
the Leqisrative Assembrv were both interested in increasing
services in the area and achieving politically correct
outcomes. There \Áras a multiplicity of separate and

overlapping interests in the project outcome.

The next section is a detailed description of the
project stages wherein the institution-based planning

processses met with the issue-driven community-based planning
process.
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s.5.3 Site Plan

(Schematic not to scale. )

Fiq\rre Tþree. Devero¡xnent site plan. schematic (not toscare) showing the former and new facility rocations of the
Robert A. steen Memorial community centrel sao palmerston
Avenue, winnipeg, ¡lanitoba.
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3.6.O Staqe 1(a) - 1982-1984

- Defining the problem, Iooking for solutions -

By 1982 it was crearry time to rook at further expansion

of the Laura secord sports and Recreation buirding to
accommodate its diverse community needs now and for the
future. Members of the rocar executives of LSSRÀ, and LSCCC

were a\,\7are of the limited resources of rand and funding, and

of the need to find an efficient co-operative sorution. They

saw an opportunity to do something different, but urtimatery,
something very suitable for the neighbourhood.

The LSSRÀ executive's abirity to pran any buirding
expansion inde¡:endentry wourd prove to be difficult because

of severar factors. The city viewed t,he recreation centre as

only as a saterrite operation existing because of the
goodwill of the winnipeg sD#1, and LSSR.A, had been resisting
attempts by a rarge community centre north of portage Avenue,

to attract and absorb LSSRA. programs and members. LSSRÀ r,vas

committed to maintaining its established location and having
a locar community focus. The executive was frustrated by the
fact that it courdn't be a furr 'community centre. if it
didn't have a rocation and it courdn't get a rocation because

it aian't have community centre status.

The present location of the building, used by the
recreation centre, was on leased school division pro¡:erty.
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The sD#l was reructant to renew the current rease, due to
expire ,Jury 31, 1985, or to arrange a redefined, rong-term

lease, because this wourd rimit the schoor oivision's contror
of their property. protection of schoor property, maintenance

and creaning service, tiabirity and f ire insurance \Á/ere

arways factors they considered. The sD#l fert that they were

in the business of education and not sociar community

programs. conmunity groups had to pre-book tightly
controrred schoor grounds. They maintained this stance even

though they \^rere faced with the reality of inner city
communit.ies who needed more than academic programs, and who

had rimited public space avairabre to them. Even schoor

grounds \¡¡ere not considered public space, they had to be

'booked.'. protection of schoor property, maintenance and

creaning service, liabirity and fire insurance were over

riding considerations of the schoor division. community

residents saw cost efficiency in the joint use of school

space, especially after-hours.

The devero¡xnent of a joint-use agreement and community-

use of the schools was something with which sD #1 was

uncomfortable. The trend to community use of schoors was

evident in the pranning and design of new schoors for
suburban neighbourhoods. But whire suburban community groups

were considered organized and responsible, inner city
residents, with their rower economic and social status, were

thought to lack the organizational and sociar skitls to
effectively co-operate witfr joint-use agreements.
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Ànother factor was that Laura secord schoor, now nearry
75 years ord and farling into a deteriorated condition was

being considered by sD#l and the pubric schoors Finance

Board, for demorition and ¡rcssibre rebuirding on the space

and sports fierds being used by the recreation centre. The

sD#l hras concerned with on-going maintenance budget

requirements for Laura secord schoor and other inner-city
schools.

The main stumbling block on this project however, was

that the sD#l was not interested in discussing an extended

rease for the recreation centre untir its own decisions had

been made about their primary responsibirity, that is, rJaura

Secord School.

At this sane time the provincial NDp government,s

poricies were focused on chird care. There was funding
available for day care expansion or new construction that met

provinciar standards. The province was encouraging the
develo¡ment and expansion of chird care facirities in
community centres.

on the other hand, at the city lever of government, due

to inner-city funding rationarization on capital projects and

reduced o¡rerating budgets, pressure was being put on

community centres to reduce their expenditures; adjust to a

universar Funding Formura; find entrepreneurar ways of being

serf-funding; and in some cases amalgamation to reduce costs.
This was particularly difficurt for inner-city areas which

did not have the popuration base to provide a suburban level
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of programming. There was rittre or no capitar money readiry
avairable at the sD#1 or city rever, and certainly none wourd
be readiry forthcoming for the recreation centre. capitar
budget spending is prepared five years in advance and the
list of buirdings and infrastructure in need of criticat
repairs and maintenance, for both the sD#l and city, was

Iengthy.

rnitiarty the executive members of the LSSRÀ and Lsccc,
arong with r,aura secord schoor erincipal, examined the
problem of expansion as a joint effort. This ,good, working
relationship began to dissorve when it became evident that
there was a significant imbarance between chird care and

recreation financiar resources and the options that the sr#1
wourd consider. chird care programs had rucrative provinciar
funding sources to draw on; the recreation centre did not.
There was a danger that the recreation centre would be ousted
compretery, and the building space be given by the sD#l to
child carer or that chird care would be incorporated into the
new school space. Fearing that this wourd not arrive at a

viabre and comprete community recreation solution, a new

approach was undertaken by the LSSRÀ executive members.

Preliminary meetings had been chaired by the president
of LSSRA but with new priorities, it became evident that a

separate 'ad hoc comrnittee, had to be estabrished with an

independent chairperson. For this reason the president of
the Laura secord Home and schoor and païent reacher
Association (LsHSprA) (the pract,icum author¡, who had
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attended some of the earlier meetings, was asked to be the

chairperson of a new ad hoc committee, called the Laura

secord community Deveropment committee (LSCDC). she was to
bring op¡nsing forces together into a united focus to find a

community solution. Like others in the community, she was a

member of a number of other community and city organizations
dearing with inner-city sociar and education issues. As an

active resident, bringing up a young family, she had a good

sense of the overarl neighbourhood needs of wolserey. The

LScDc had the support of both the city councirlor and the
Provinciar MlÀ-worseley, both of whom had attended some of
the earliest meeting and rived in the ímmediate area. The

schoor Trustees, not activery invorved at this stage, arrowed

the sn#f Administration to speak for them.

The pranning styre chosen by the LScDc was a strategic
ones that is, exploring their strengths, weaknesses,

opportunities, threats and timerines. From this anarysis, a

breakdown of the problems was priorized and tasks were

assigned to committee members. This was a similar styre that
the wRÀ had successfulry been using since its inception in
1980 to dear witn a variety of residentiar issues. rnforma-

tion, peopre and resources were sought out that wourd hetp

crarify the situation furry. Areas of concern were identified
then res¡nnsibtity for different aspects were assigned to
LSCDC members: a timeline was prepared; action was taken

incrementatly.

lforseley was unique for its network of professional
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peopre and outside contacts. rf a contact ¡:erson didn't rive
in Wolseley, and no one knew them ¡:ersonally or
professionally, then someone was always prepared to make

contact witn whoever it may be. with the help of these

members and sources: day care officers, planners (in
particurar, key persons involved in urban revitatization),
architects, Iandscape architects, builders, social planners,

business owners, heritage experts, environmentalists,

government project officers, rawyers, schoor administrators,

¡nliticians, community activists and city employees, a

community-based pran was drawn up that took a murti-pronged

approach.

The exact needs and space requirements had to be

identified. As weII, the intention to seek a community

sorution had to be made known to the sD#l, the city and any

possible s¡:ecial funding sources, particularly, to the first
Winnipeg core Area Initiative, tri-partite agreement

(Federal, Provincial, ltunicipal), fund. The LScDc was

informed by project. pranners (from car, parks and Recreation)

that a detaired community survey, that identified community

needs, was required before any funding requests could be

considered. with the assistance of the Federar summer works

Program and Core Area rnitiative funding, a multi-skilled
team of university students was hired for the summer of 1984.

They were to do a quantitative survey that would provide a

realistic profile of community needs and wants. Fortunatery,

the schoor property and most of the study area invorved in
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this project fetr within western edge boundary that quarified
for cÀr funding. cAr was therefore in a positive position to
assist with other funding, such as a design and program

requirements report. The expertise of an architect and a

randscape architect, riving tocarry and members of the wRA,

was availabre to the committee to draw up a physicar pran.

rt soon became evident that the strength of the LSCDC as

a whore was not in any one member's particurar contribution,
but the combined expertise and commitment that was made

readily available by aII the members-at-large. The

committee's eommunicative actions were based on a personal

and professionar ethic of achieving equity for the community.

rnformation was ftowing and the process open. The tasks \^/ere

organized through the ChaÍrperson and LSCDC.

The co-operative nature of this styre of planning made

the work a preasure and more than compensated for the nearry
in¡:enetrabre task of communicating with schoor oivision #1.

For example, in the earry stage of the LScDc trying to rearn

about the requirements of joint-use agreements (January

1984), two separate meetings of the committee had to be

arranged within days of each other so that the city and su#L

officers courd give their information and negotiabre points
inde¡:endentry. The city representative was wilring to meet

anyrhere. However the schoor oivision officer made it crear
that he could not meet in the recreation centre or the

schoorr or in fact at the sane tjme as the city officer in
case this action wourd give the impression of ¡nsitive
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working steps toward joint-use. separate meetings had to be

arranged in the home of the chairperson. This incident irked
the LSCDC, and in particurar its chairperson, for a number of
reasons: it doubled their evening volunteer time on the
matter, and, the way the information was dored was evidence

of a patronizing attitude which was considered an outmoded

way of doing community business in the 19BOs. Members of the
TJSCDC - experienced in broader conmunity act,ivism, and

especialry frush with the recent successes of the wRÀ in
issues of zoning and traffic management with the city - had

very rittre patience with arr revers of government redtape,
patronizing attitudes, and rack of res¡nnse, to 'the public
good', as it was perceived bv this community.

However while the SD#1 had a very closed and

bureaucratic approach to the community, the parks and

Recreation Department, witn a totarry different mandate of
providing for and working with community groups, had a much

more open and frexibre styre in its communications with the
community. rt's representatives were much more adept at
giving the appearance of cooperation but maintaining a subtre
professionar sirence as werl. rn other words, whereas the
school division saw its responsibirities in a narrow, remote,

closed sense, (that is, a focus on education policy and

accountability to the pubric through trustees, the elected
representatives), parks and Recreation saw its res¡nnsibirity
as meeting pubrÍc needs within a fiscarly responsibre civic
mandate, and, moreso, having a commitment to sup¡nrt
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conununity development and to bring balance social
recreational inequities. The difference in these two styres
actuarry gave the project energy, the first as a negative
system to counter, and the second as a positive system to
encourage and work with.

By the end of this period, in September 1984, the
community survey and profile had been compreted; the sD#l

and the city were informed of t.he committee's intentions and

activities; possibre funders had been approached; and, with
the herp of a wRÀ Generar Meeting or two chaired by their
President, public attention had been drawn to the important
issues of the recreaLion centre, the chird care centre, and

the school. community reaction to these concerns, and

es¡:ecialry the possibirity of the school being demorished,

were as expected - vocal (pro and against), active, and

united in finding an acceptable democratic community

sorution. But in fact, a sorution was a rong way off; by this
time the ad hoc LSCDC had accepted the rearity that it had no

rear power to act without tangibre resources to negotiate
with. rts strength ray in the infruence and pressure it
courd have on the decision-makers - poriticians, planners,

administrators.

3.6.1 Staqe 1 lb) - 1984-1986

Securing matching funds, Iooking at options -

with the Laura secord community Deveto¡xnent committee
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study - summer 1984 as a benchmark, there was an officiar
re¡nrt to use as a basis for support of the community,s

needs: they were rear and specific and beyond the rimited
community resources. The ad hoc committee had succeeded

during the year, in bringing the principal players to a

shared understanding of the probrems and benefits of the
project, and, in creating community awareness.

rn the farr of 1984, the TrscDc chairperson stepped down

and turned the task back to the LSSRA Manager and both LSSRA,

& LÀccc executives. once the survey analysis was reviewed and

discussed cooperatively, a strategy was prepared. when this
was done, a copy of the re¡rcrt went to parks and Recreation,

the SD#1., the city Councillor, the MLA, cAI, and made

availabre to other rerevant parties for their information
and, more importantly, to press for project support and any

possibte funding.

At this time in 1984 parks and Recreation anticipated
that the LSSRÀ would be successfur in estabrishing a better
facility eventualry. since they had met other requirements,

the r-¡ssRÀ was granted f urr 'community centre status, and

became known as the Robert A. steen Memoriar community

Centre.

It must be kept in mind that there were a number of
other issues in the worserey areas that were worked on

simurtaneousry, often by the same ¡:eopre. These issues were:

heritage risting and upgrading of the school, meeting the
growing need for chitd care spaces through increased funded
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licenced spots, maintaining recreation and sports programs,

and numerous v[RA issues - zoning, traffic, pärks, and saving
trees from Dutch Erm disease. Lobbying on these matters gave

people overrapping experience and contacts with many, many

decision-makers.

rn 1985 the attention given to the historicar risting of
r¡aura secord school created problems for school Division #t.
The schoor division found its options rimited when, after
much lobbying and pubric outcry, the schoor was given, in
september 1985r ârr Historical protection listing by the
city's Environment committee. The sD#1 wourd now be required
to renovate and expand the school in its present rocation
rather than tear it down to buird a new schoor. This was not
their most cost efficient option, nor did it meet their
conceptuar plans and criteria for schoor facirities.

Arso, in 1985, core Area rnitiative staff indicated t,hat
under their mandate for the kind of projects they funded, cAr

wourd onry be in a position to provide funding as rong as

those funds were arlocated in 1986 and used no rater than
L987. Due to a successfur cAr second term renewar, the funds
were earmarked for RAScc and administered rater by cAr.

Back in l9B4 it had been rumoured that the rmmanuer

Pentecostar church at 980 patmerston Avenue had outgrown its
space requirements and was rooking for a new rocation. rn
1984 a slim possibility of the community centre doing
something with that building and the land was given some

consideration. However, by 19g6, this long-shot was becoming
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a real possibirity. The background work and discussions of
the WRÀ and the city Councillor, on the feasibility of
acquiring the land and renovating the buitding, raised some

optinuism and some concerns. The church definitery wanted to
move and had a suburban location in rnind. However, the

church buildings, which included offices, murtipurpose rooms

and a pastor's residence, was considered by some pranners to
be much larger than was required for a combined chird care

and community centre o¡:eration in this neighbourhood. As

welr, there were other associated probrems that would require
some pranning decisions, such as re-zoning the pro¡:erty for
commercial-recreationar use, a partiar road crosure, and

sorting out the objectors' concerns about ,the public
interest' .

A funding ap¡:eal was put out to the local community in
the hopes of raising some money, and to show immediate

community responsibirity, but more importantry, as a means of
increasing public awareness of the ¡rcssibre roadbrocks.

rnformation on the project was distributed to many other
organizations in an ap¡:ear for any other partnerships that
courd be created, and to inform their members of the project
parameters.

rn mid-1986 a feasibirity study witn three options had

been presented to city councir's community committee and

Board of Commissioners. A majority of support by the

community was given to option c - the acquisition and

renovation of the church site. There were some objections to
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this option, independently made to the city, by a few

executive members who preferred a stand-arone facirity on

school division property. There was a flurry of officiar
letters and responses to and fro, to crarify a situation
which had created a farse impression of rack of solidarity in
the official representation by the commuity. The few

objectors thought that the costs of acquisition and

renovation of the church were unwarranted. They preferred

the option of fitting into the renovated schoor building on

the school site. Ho\irever, this was not an option by the

rater part of 1986 because the schoor oivision rured out any

¡rcssible renewal of the RASCC,s lease in its present

rocation. The focus became fixed on optiotr c, even though

there were complaints about the cost involved and the

excessive space created at the church site.
rt was suggested that some of the excess space courd be

adapted for office purposes, and in particurar some space

would suit the rerocation of city offices and services. For

instance, the city amburance service at the corner of Lipton
street and vÍestminster Avenue had been o¡:erat,ing out of an

inefficient ord fireharr and was slated for rerocation. The

possibility of extra traffic, siren noise and other ,,come and

go" activity, became an increasing concern for the loca1

neighbours. Even witn alr of this in mind, the immediate

task of RÀscc executive was to be in a negotiable position
for the church site. A re-zoning apprication therefore had to
be made to the city.
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By November there had been a well-attended public
meeting where option c was pushed and the impricatíons were

discussed. concern was expressed for the possibre ross of
cAr funding support which had to be used by 1986 or by 1987

at the latest. By December 1986, und.er the guidance and

persuasion of the city councillor, city council had approved

a commerciar re-zoning apprication of the church site based

on these conditions: it was temporary, and wourd extinguish
if not used for the community centre option.

At this ¡nint, the project content was handed over to
the civic Properties staff and poriticians to sort out an

acceptabre pranning and poriticar sorution. The community

continued to monitor and sup¡nrt the overall planning

project.

3.6.2sTAcE2-1987-1990

- acquisition of the church site:preparing buirding plans -

ln the spring of 1987, whire negotiations witn the city
and the church \ùere underway on option c, attention was

focused on the 75th Anniversary of Laura secord schoor in
May. Around that time, there was a orchestrated community

outcry, because of the rack of a decision by sD#1 to get on

with prans to renovate the school. By Jury 199?, due mainry

to community and poritical directives, a decision was made by

the sD#l on a three-year workplan. The retrofitting prans

did not incrude a new gymnasium or an adjacent chird care
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facirity. rn fact, the sD#l now seemed to s¡:ecurate that if
the church site was re-deveroped then it be in their best
interests to use the new facitities there.

r¡[hite the schoor situation Ì\7as getting sorted out, the
city councirrors and bureaucrats had been working on a
negotiated settrement with the church owners. part of the
dear revolved around an exchange of property and a cash
settrement. rn the spring of 1988, the city decided that the
land in south west winnipeg, that the church was interested
in, had to be herd for future infrastructure deveropment so

\Aras no ronger avairabre. The church res¡nnded by rejecting
the 'cash only' offer of one mirrion dolrars made by the city
because the church didn't have another suitabre site in mind
t'o make an offer on. Negotiations, handred quite assertivery
by the city Councillor, v/ere to continue.

rn the Aprir of 19BB a provinciar Election was herd.
The NDP government was defeated by the progressive

conservatives. The former city councilror was elected as

the worserey Mr¡À and a local activist became the new city
councilror for Memoriar ward (rater known as westminster
ward) in the next civic erection. By this time there had been
a firm guarantee of funding from the province of Manitoba,s
community praces crants program for both the child care and

community centres of gz5r0oo.00 each (totar g150ro00). This
funding wourd remain protected, but there was a concern that
if the project did not get underway very soon this money, and.

other city and cÀr monies, wourd soon be extinguished. By
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october 1989, a dear had been made with the church. To

ensure progress in the matter, a hastiry arranged officiat
sod-turning at the new 12 acre site of rmmanuer pentecostar

church on witkes .A,venue took prace. Tt was reported in the
paper two weeks rater. This action praced pressure on the
city administration to work out other necessary detairs.
There was no turning back.

rn october 1989 the parks and Recreation Department

brought out a very important pamphtet based on a new ¡:oricy.
rts titre was the 'construction or Renovation of parks and

Recreation Facirities on city owned property by organizations
other Than civic Departments.' The two sided hrochure, which

developed 'partnership', eraborated on four project phases:

Pranning, Design, construction, post construction/operation,
and, showed a 'Project rmplementation Frow chart'. The

partners were 1) community organization, 2) parks and

Recreation Department, 3) Civic properties, 4) Law

Department, 5) Consultant, 6) Contractor.

This poricy and ¡:amphret, a 'How To' manuar that defined
the jurisdictional tasks, had come about in response to the
proriferation of probrems that had resulted from community

groups beseiging and disrupting the pranning system. The

city departments, willing or un-wirtingly had changed with
the times. A process, that recognized and worked with the
many partners in deveropment, was now estabrished as poricy.

. Planning was

no longer seen as something that happened independently
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within the institutional setting. The community was now

considered influential as a ,partner,.

The community centre executive, recognized as a offical
'part,ner' in the renovation of parks and Recreation

facilities on city-owned property, had an important role to
play in the 'Design and Construction' phases, that is, with
responsibirity, for among other things, the issuance of
progress payments and conducting routine inspections.
Negotiations on specific matters by the RASCC Buirding
committee and the city councirror with civic properties

Department staff and other city councirrors continued through

1990 and 1991. rt wourd be November 1991 before actuar
renovation of the parmerston Avenue church site would begin.
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3.6.3 sTAcE 3 1990-L992

- Renovat,ions and official opening -

Renovations to Laura secord schoor continued: a new roof
was put on in 1988; new windows in 1989. The underpinning

foundation work and other interior renovations were completed

at a totar cost of ç2t704r618.00. This amount was funded

mainry by the Pubric schoors Finance Board, except, for a sum

of $35r000 from Manitoba Department of curturar Àffairs and

Hist,oricar Resources. During this time chird care and centre
programs continued in the buirding at the end of the schoor

yard. rn a much pubricised way, and with excerrent community

turn out in the middre of winter, Laura secord schoor was

officiarry re-opened on tteritage Day, February lB, j.991-. The

project architects and the School Division each proudly

received, much t,o everyone,s approval, three of the 1991

Heritage winni¡:eg Awards for rnstitutionar conservation.

Renovations to the church were well underway by lgg2.

However, there continued to be many probrems associated with
details of property agreements, design elements, and

responsibirity between the city of winnipeg and the Robert

steen community centre. The former city councilror, now the

former worserey I4LÀ after the 1991 erection defeat, acted in
a consultancy role to the community centre.

New problems arose when city staff again acted

unilaterally without consulting with the community. one

exampre, was when a decision was made to send city staff in
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to remove recycreabre fixtures from the ord buirding that was

to be demorished. These fixtures were the property of the
RÀscc and had capitar varue in Rascc renovation budget.

Another decision centered on the church manse. rt was part
of the property assets of the RÄ.scc to manage and was to have

rental income untir it was sold and moved to a suitable
location. The city Real Estate department, not finding a

immediate buyer, pranned to demorish the manse. The city
Health and Engineering department decrared the manse

inhabitabre because the heating syst,em had been damaged.

Then, even though t,he community centre was not permitted to
realize income from the property, the city allowed an

organization to hord a two-day workshop free of charge.

RASCC was not consulted on these matters. This started
another spate of retters and calrs that r^rere virtuarry
ignored by the Civic ero¡:erties department. Fina1ly,
arthough the community centre building committee had an

'ethicar' option in terms of the careful demorition of the
manse, that is, a conmunity group offered to pay for the
right to dismantre the manse and then recycle the building
materials, civic properties department staff, without further
consultation, arranged for a commercial contractor to simply

demorish the house. This singre action used up the g12r000

budget that RÀscc had intended to supplement rather than

consume. There had been no consultation and then no

discussion after the fact - it was a ,fait, accompli'.

Now however there rÂrere more pressing matters to dear
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\^rith, such as the grave error that occurred. when the prans

drawn up by the buirding committee and sent to the architect,
were not brought back to the Buirding committee to review but

went directly to the Civic properties department staff.
Renovations were started before RÀSCC could bring design

errors to anyone's attention. As a result, ât least two

major design aspects (the wheerchair access rocation, and t,he

height of the windows) had to be changed and resulted in a

significant cost overrun. Access was an important community

concern for any persons observing the outside skating rinks
across the street and the g]¡m room from the second-floor

interior and erterior windows. Accommodating short stature
people, mainly identified as women, children and the

handicapped was a priority from RÀScc,s ¡:erspective. The

added expense was considered grossly unnecessary by the city
and very necessary by the Building committee. Both sides

blamed the other for creating this problem and cost.

confidently, plans for the official opening were made

throughout the summer of 1,992. Endless details had to be

attended to, for exampre, specifications in toitet cubicles

for paper holders, specific lighting and signage.

On October 24t t992 the Official Opening of Robert A

Steen Memorial Community Centre at 980 Palmerston Street took

place. The guest list included all the people who had been

involved over the years and all new and prospective users.

The project, supported by the City of Winnipeg Capital

Budgets of 1988 and 1992, City of Winnipeg Incentive Grants,
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Provincial community places Grants, core Area rnitiative
funding, the lulanitoba Lotteries Foundation, and the Robert À.

steen community centre at a total cost of $1. a mirlion
dollars, had created a new Wolseley landmark.

The Robert À. steen community centre and the Laura

secord schoor projects gave the neighbourhood, and wider
community, new and upgraded facirity space. The benefits
realized were not only intended for the established families
using the former Laura secord sports and Recreation centre,
or ï-¡aura secord schoor, but also for the generations of
fanilies that would need school and community centre services
in the years to come.

rn 1995, Robert A. steen community centre, is in furl
use day and evening and in atr seasons. Besides the s¡nrt
and recreation uses, the centre accommodates the Laura secord

community chird care in a separate part of the buirding.
other community services, such as the Association For

community Living and a senior citizens organization, arso

operate out of separate office space. The schoor staff and

students regurarly use the gym and other murti-purpose spaces

for crasses that meet schoor curricurum requirements. casuar

bookings for meetings, workshops, and speciar functions from
groups inside and outside the neighbourhood are accommodated.

There are stirl some unfinished details to be worked out
between the city's departments and RASCC, like re-roofing the
whore buirding and finding funds for the proposed tennis
court,s. After what has been accomprished, these additionat
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matters seem quite managabre through the welr established
communication process and working partnership in place.

Throughout the case study the issue-driven community-

based planning process was an active force infruencing the
institution-based pranning processes, and vice versa. rt is
evident that discussions and negotiations on conmunity

planning matters became more than ,due process, when a

planfurrl organized citizenry in worserey had input into the
selection of the 'means, and ,ends, for this project.

1. - A.'planful' community is one rike wolseley, and one thatr describe as having a geñerar sense of the phfsicar,
environmental, emotional, and spirituat quari-t! or rite inwhich lhey live in and are committ,ed to fesponËibre, criticar(sociar) communicative actions to achieve aäd maintäin that
community's quality of rife, either through thei-r ownattention and acÈions on matters directry affecting them andtheir neighbours, or through democratic iepresentaiion. eplanful community is one in which the ¡:eople and the
communicative process is as important, or even more
im¡rcrtantr.as the outcome. trrey barance their consumptionwitn contributio{r. a pranful community anticipates lðng-termresults from actions taken in the shoit-term.
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Case Study

Chapter Four

Interviews and Anal.ysis

4.O Introduction

This chapter is a reflection on pranning practice from

evidence gathered through interviews of serected participants
in the Robert A.steen community centre project. The purpose

of this step in the case study method is to collect
corroborat,ing evidence and to identify and anaryze the

rerationship of actuar pranning practice to the six themes of
progressive pranning practíce which are based on criticat
pranning theory. This anarysis wirr arso confirm ,planning

with communities' as a truly democratic practice.

Each interview report is made up of the interviewees'
background, their responses and comments. The anarysis of
the interviews and ressons for pranners in relation to the

six themes concrudes the case study. The interviewees were

chosen because they were the officiar representatives at

different stages of the project, and they represent separate

institutional, political and community perspectives. A

person from the Laura secord community child care was not

interviewed because their representative sat on the RASCC

Building committee and this committee,s official
representative (R-àscc eresident) has been interviewed. An
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inquiry was made through winnipeg school oivision #j_ for an

officiar representative; no one witn the history or status to
represent them was avairabre. r did not pursue this avenue

because, arthough the schoor division was criticar in the

direction the project took, it was siderined as a prayer very

earry, mostry by its own choice, and the significance of this
action as a pranning 'for' approach was common knowledge and

wourd be confirmed by other interviewees. r have incruded a

hrief background of the interviewees because it communicates

several important as¡:ects about their legitimacy to represent

their community or institutional perspective (over and above

the fact that as participants in the project their responses

wourd be varid in themserves) and their priorities at the

time. The analysis of the interviews hightights the lessons

that are learned and relevance of those lessons to the six
themes.

After reviewing my own files of minutes, notices,
newspaper clippings and other memorabiria, and after having

access to the R.A,scc fires, r arranged interviews with the
participants in winnipeg during May and ,fune of 1994. r used

an open-ended interviewing style to correct information on

the events and issues. For the most part the interviews were

handled informally. Although I had my own questions and

issues in mind (centering on critical planning theory), I
encouraged the interviewees to raise and discuss their own.

one person's request for questions in advance was
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accommodated. The page of questions, included here as

reference, were intended to correct some basic information
(eg. duties, poricies); to identify the successes and

problems; to identify críticar moments; and, to discuss the
Iessons learned.

Those avairabre for this study made an immediate effort
to set up an interview appointment, and considered the chance

to refrect on the process and resurts of the project, as a

unique opportunity for them to discuss their knowtedge and

experience. The interview was the first chance many of them

had for a systematic reflection on t,he project. The

interviewees were aware that r would be using their names in
this report. To my knowledge no other analysis has been done

on the project or anybhing written on it. r had exceptionar
access to information, and arso had good rap¡nrt with the
interviewees because of my previous invorvement in the
project and my experience in sociar pranning processes. The

interviewees were arr articurate and experienced in planning
issues. Together,

rearned rather than judging the ,rightness' or '\,,rrongness, of
op¡rcsing ¡rcsitions, and the difficutt decisions and

situations created in the project.
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4.1 Interview ouestions

The format of the interviews was informal. These questions,
raised in the interviews, were not presented systematicarry
but covered in the course of the overarr interview.

1. what are the ressons for pranners, the communty and

¡nriticians, as a result of the develo¡xnent of R.À. steen
comnunity centre into an expanded facirity on parmerston
Avenue?

2. Ì[hat, factors contributed to the success of the project?

3. what factors created probrems in this project for your
department and for other departments?

4. What was your role and duties?

5. rdentify the criticar @-nß., the actions taken, and by
whom?

6. vfhat quidelines did you use or base your actions on?

7. What were the problems?

B. How do you define ,.æg,?

9. John Forester, in his book "pranning in the Face of
Power" (1989), argues that planners need to become
progressive and to use criticar pranning Theory to guide
their actions.

He said "...the contribution of a critical planning
theory is 'pragimatics with vision, - to reveal true
arternatives, to correct farse expectations, to counter
cynicism, to foster inquiry, to spread political
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responsibility, engagement and action. critical
pranning practice, technicarry skirred and poriticarry
sensitive, is simultaneously an organizing and
democratizing practice.,'

His work, and that of John Friedmann ,'pl_anninq in the
Public Domain: From Knowledqe to Action,,(1987¡rand
Donald Schon "!he Reflective practitioner: How

Professionals think ln Àction" ( 1983 ), and others, have
been prodding planners t,o think and act differently
ahout planning - a political activity that affects
democracy, and outcomes for the citizen and their
communities.

Refrectinq on the process and outcomes - what, would you
do the sane? What would you do differently? What
observations can you make about what others did during
the process?

10. What policies were you following? How do they
correspond to your own?

11. what is qood for the public? what toors or information
does the public require?

Note:The quote and information in ouestion 9, written out on
an index card and given out to be read., was deriberately
used to see if t,he pubric pranners in particurar were
aware of these works, if not, it was hoped that they
would be made aware of recent ptanning authors, tittes
and subject matter, if only in passing. It also served
the purpose of opening discussion on some concepts.

Question l-1 was purposely asked as 'good for the public,
rather than 'the public Aood, because r wanted to know
what was considered to be 'good enough' information.
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4.2 fnterviewees

The following persons \^rere interviewed.

R.À. Steen Memorial Communitv Centre:

Mary Blondeau, Manager

Wendy Ànthony, Past-president

Sid Rogers, Past-President

Wendy lttccracken¡ Elliott, Past-president

Myrna Philtipsr (Former) Provincial Government

MLA - Wolseley

Harold Taylor, (Former) City Councillor and

(Former) Provinciat coverunent

MIrÀ - Wolseley

Politicians:

Citv of Winnipeq, Parks and Recreatíon Department

,James Goho, Superintendent,

Gary Solar, Community t',tanager (Retired)

Annitta Arpin, community Manager

eav nt

Robert, Harasym, Project Co-ordinator

Winnipeq School Division #1

No formal interview. (Interview report attached)
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4.3 Interviews

The interview reports give an introduction to the

interviewees background and role; a synopsis of the

interview; and, an analysis of the interviews in reration to
the six themes of progressive planning practice and criticat
Planning Theory.

4.3. o Robert A. steen Memorial- cornmunitv centre

Marv Brondeau, Manager of RÀscc (1982-94), past president

Wolseley Recreation Centre, Member WRÀ.

Mary Brondeau is currentry fulr-time Manager of RASCC.

she has been an active conmunity member and dedicated parent,

along witn husband Larry, in alr aspects of their chirdren,s
school and crub rife. she has had many vorunteer ex¡:eriences

in worserey, eg. Past president of the worserey Recreation

centre. she has been emproyed as the Manager of Lar:ra secord

sports and Recreation centre/Robert A. steen community centre
for over a decade. she has been not,ed for her firm and even-

handed management styre, which has arways been focused on

ensuring that 'crub' rife and sport is balanced fun for
everyone (that is, not at the expense of someone else¡.

During the project, besides keeping the centre,s
programs running efficiently, she was responsible for
managing the 'information flow', keeping the executive a$rare

of strategic factors, and, advocating for the centre's needs
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at the corununity and citY level.

Interview

Mary said "a multi-use facility was long overdue in a

neighbourhood that had been shortchanged by past lcity)
planning practice". There was a mixed local population in

growing need of sport and recreation programs, and adequate

child care. she noted that it haa been getting harder for

the community centre to survive under the budget cutbacks

im¡nsed by city departments. RÀ,scc was also hampered by the

size of the facitity and dependency on a sD#l lease. closure

of the facilityr or amalgamation witn a club north of Portage

Avenue, were not acceptable options in J-982.

At various times she had been told by some city

officials that core area residents, who choose to live in the

downtown, 'had to accept site and service limitations'.

These officials also seemed to believe that core area

residents were Iess able to be s¡rckespersons for themselves

or to manage club affairs responsibly - decisions had to be

made for them. she said "it is upsetting to be treated in

such a narrow, condescending manner when, in fact, this

particular neighbourhood has informed presenters, and has

been very capable in managing its volunteer organizations".

She noted that aII neigbourhoods should be seen as unique and

not have assumptions made about them.

She said that numerous times during the RÀSCC project

when the community made 'plans', they were told by the public
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planners, "You really can't do that! " The community, not

heeding this comment, would just pick apart the ',why nots?',

and work incrementally with the bits they could do something

about. It was this kind of plodding approach that moved the

project in the direction RASCC executive wanted. She also

said, "people got worn out and the project would begin to
falter but there was always some one who came forward ,to

pick up the torch', so to speak, and work on some bit or

thread of ho¡)e." She gave high praise for the community

members and planners "who stuck with the project. and played

key roles at crucial tj$es. "

She said the project ultimately benefíted from the

¡nlitical tension that was created from councillors ,in-

fighting', with one another, to get the best for their ward.

The project also publicly raised the unresolved 'inequity
issues' between the inner-city and suburbia. She noted ,,it

was difficult, to work with different city departments who had

different mandates". For examÞIe, parks and Recreation was

mandated to offer services to the community, while Civic

Properties did not work directly with the community on a

regular basis.

In her opinion "it was effective to work with planners

who really cared about the community and took action to get

things done fair1y". On the other hand, it was frustrating
to deal with decision makers who were inconsistent in their
dealings. An example she said, is "the city's double

standards, allowing cost over-runs to be paid, without
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question, on row tenders by private contractors on bridge and

roadwork projects, but then, expecting the 'poor, public

community centres to operate under or on budget, with no

cushion to f all back on.,,

she noted that the new centre is used more than courd

ever have been projected, especially by t,he school. Àn

exampre, of a continuing 'power' inequity, is the row rentar
fee arrangements agreed to between the schoor oivision and

Parks lepartment and imposed on the crub. Besides rimiting
club income, 'their' arrangement excluded the crub from the
decision-making process. she said, "there is stitr some work

to be done on 'true partnerships , . ,,

Tilendv Anthonv, President RAScc (1990-93), Member wRA.

wendy Anthony is a former teacher, now business owner.

A'long with husband Ron, she was veïy invorved in arr aspects

of their chirdren's schoor and community rife. she has herd

rocar executive ¡nsitions on RÀscc and wRA, and has been

involved in other community projects.

She took on the RASCC presidency in Stage 3 of the
project in order to 'get, the job done'. others commented on

her ¡:erformance: She worked effectively with the other
members of the RÀscc euilding committee, the centre Manager,

the architect and the city, with knowledge, strategy and

assertion, to ensure that the centre's interests as

'contractor' were properly represented. she insisted on

equality and shared information between the ¡:artners.
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Interview

Wendy said that she was determined to see this project
compreted with fairness and a resurt that met the community,s

expectations. She described how she, a non-design person,

had to interject on a number of occasions into the unilateral
planning practice of professionals. For instance, she had

insisted on design changes when window design detairs did not

accommodate a row enough viewing rever for children and those

sitting on chairs.

She noted, "working with city staff who had technical
expertise, s¡nke a language of the average person, and

brought people together \¡¡as very helpful to the process.,,

she resented the power that was exerted by department staff
who made unilateral decisions or acted in direct
contradiction to their own department policy of
'partnership'. The exampres she used was when fixtures and

fittings v¡ere removed from the ord buirding without prior
consurtation; or when the manse was 'rented.' for a workshop

after RÀscc had been tord that they courd not rent it as an

income generating rental pro¡:erty; and., when demolition of
the manse \áras handed to a private contractor without,

considering the community's'alternative' option.
She reported that every effort was made by the RÀSCC

Buitding Committee to ensure that the project was

econornicatry viabre within the stated goars of the project -
"There was real dollar value in retro-fitting as opposed to
new construction." on 'a number of occasions' she had to
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step forward, and stand up for, the right of the community to
be included in some important decisions; for example, when

objection had to be raised to design details that had been

approved without further consultation with the committee.

onry then did RÀscc get the changes it wanted. Reversing and

changing construction detairs, arready underway, resurted in
cost overruns. As werr, she endeavoured to negotiate any

concerns or problems raised by neighbours, or the wider
community, with the project through personar contact or
meetings.

she said, "certain pranners worked for the success of
the project in obvious and not so obvious ways depending on

the frexibirity of their position - one was arrogant, another
herpful. " she found it was best to work with planners who

handred time crunches sensitively and coped with requests
from the community for negotiated changes. she noted the
encouragement and commitment given for the project by Mayor

Bilr Norrie, for the estabrishment of a worthy facirity
honouring his former colreague, Robert steen. wendy said
"The poriticans, in part,nership witn the community, prayed an

important rore in the decision-making process especiarry
assuring that funding was 'found, and earmarked. A project
tike this needs constancy and peopre who knew and stuck with
projects".

By the end of the process the community dynamics had

changed. she said, "peopre vrere tired and worn out, there
were fewer members to delegate work to. But once the
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building was open and running an enthustiastic' new executive

committee took over responsibility. "

sid Roqers, Past President RASCC, Member wRA.

Sid Rogers currently is the Senior Director of the

Workers Compensation Board of tvlanitoba. He has been actively

involved (eg. team coach), along witn his wife Carole, in aII

aspects of their childrens' school and community life. Over

the years he has taken a special interest in child care

¡nlicy, citizen advocacy, and the Association for Community

l,iving. He has been an executive member of RÀSCC' the WRA

and other conmunity organizations in V{olseley and elsewhere

in winnipeg.

He took on the Presidency during Stage 2 of the

project 'by default' his turn for this executive position

had come upl As President he steered vital aspects of the

project: identifying money, going through the proposals and

general design, realising the acquisition of the church site,

negotiating witn the community and addressing the media.

Interview

Sid noted that Stage 2, involved with "some artful and

serious deal-making for funding and site location", and

needed to have potitical allies and community involvement.

The negotiations and trade-offs hTere handled assertively by

the local political re¡xesentatives at both the City and

Provincial level. For instance, when the precedent of a one-
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time onry agreement, was accomplished by councirror Taylor of
having the total City's comrnunity committee budget of

$1001000 given to this singte project, and, when other
Provincial funding was held or earmarked, for an extended

period of time whire other detairs or negotiations were

worked through. Atr these negotiations required many phone

carrs, meetings and strong arguments from the community and

the politicians to the city. He said, ,'in the end some

councillors just got worn down or accepted other
compromises. "

He remarked that "the schoor division representives just
didn't get it - the community was going to get what they

wanted". In his opinion, ,,the school oivision planners,

administrators and trustees were not in touch with the
community", and thought they could persist in doing

'traditional' pranning. As a result, he said, ',they ended up

'on their own'. "

He riked working with pranners who were "carefur about

what they said" and were sup¡nrtive in "quiet ways". on the
other hand, it was "a put-dowrr" to be treated in an aroof so-

called "'professional" manner, and quite confusing when

planners ran "hot and cold,,. For instance, he said, "one

pranner worked more enthusiasticarry with the community when

he thought they wourd go with the option he preferred, and

made himself less available when they d.idn,t.,, Ànother,

concerned with the technical costing end seemed quite
unsupportive, and even against the project, but when project
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approval was given then he did his job wetr and worked quite

¡nsitivety with the community. some of the pranners seemed

to sid to be "long suffering in a system that set unrearistic
rinits and gave them rittre opportunity to work openty with
the community".

He said that this project site gave the community a

unique opportunity to gain facitity space and public land.

"Land was very relevant to us.,, He noted that the cost

equation must be carefully considered in a downtown

neighbourhood where there is rittre open green space and the

option of tearing down homes to create a building site is
unacceptable to the community ethic. The mix of famity
sizes, ages, and social needs of the neighbourhood warranted

a conmunity facirity that courd provide adequate s¡rcrt and

recreation programs, child care centre, schoor-use, and adult
programs alr within one buirding and in a centrar rocation.

ïùendy fMcCracken ) Elliott, past president RASCC, Past Co-

Chairperson WR.A,, Executive Member of T¡SHSpTA.

Wendy (McCracken) EIIiott is a public servant in the

Department, of FauÉly services with the Manitoba provinciar

Government. she is res¡nnsibre f or access under t,he Freedom

of Information act and other departmental duties. She has

been actively involved in atl aspects of her children's
school and community life, including being a team coach. She

was co-founder of the WRA, executive member of LSHSpTA,

President of RÀSCC from 1986-88 and active in a variety of
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corununity organizations in winnipeg.

She had input to the project during Stage 1 both as

President, and as an outspoken advocate for RÀSCC, Laura

secord schoor, and the worserey neighbourhood in generar. she

and a committee of the Home and schoor had been instrumentar

in the negotiations, fund-raising and construction of a nover

schooryard praystructure. she gave influentiar leadership

whire RÀscc President to the campaign to 'save Laura secord

School'. The success of this campaign was an important

nr-Llestone for the local neighbourhood, and the growing

importance of real and perceived value in historical
preservation of Winnipeg build.ings.

Interview

wendy said her rore as crub president kept her in touch

witn the Parks department staff, poritical readers and

community in generar. There were severar key tasks that she

and the R.A,scc executive had to keep working on. one was to
reach certain compromises with the Laura secord chird care

executive so that their services cont,inued to operate out of
the present rocation. others were: to ensure continued input
into the negotiations that were taking place on the project;
communication within the local community; and, giving
Ieadership in the joint campaign to ,save Laura secord

School' .

she said, "t,he successful drive to have the school

listed with Historicar protection, and then getting financiar
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conunitment so the work actuarry started, had an important
inrpact on the direction that the RÀscc project took. ,, A

commitment to retrofitting the school in its present
location, ensured that a separate building option had to be

pursued by the community centre. rn her opinion, ,,the

community saw the schoor as a very usefur building and an

important cultural landmark. .,

wendy continued her invorvement and interest in the
project as a member of the Buirding committee through to
compreLion of the project in rggz. she noted how the peopre
who had worked on the project, whether pubric emproyees or
community activists, "had become better friends and

associates over the ten year period.,' They had shared
personar and professionar changes under a variety of tough
conditions, prayed many different rores, and grew to work
effectivery on the probrems once there was trust, and

'understanding' of differences, estabrished. Tasks during
the preparations for the officiar opening, rike preparing a

guest list and history, was an opportunity for her and

others, "to bring to mind the hardwork and sacrifices of time
and energy, that ordinary citizens have to expend, to get
fairness in a system that is secretive, rigid, and

adversarial. "
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4.3.1 Politicians

Mvrna Phillips, MLA-WoIseIey (1981-88), Member WRÀ.

Myrna Phillips is now a public servant in the provincial

government in Student Social Allowances. She had been

actively involved in aII aspects of her children's school and

community life. She was VÍolseley MLÀ from L9B1-BB, is a

member of the New Democratic Party, and continues to be a

strong union advocate. She began her ¡rcIitical activism in

her late teens and has continued 'to be ¡nlitical' as an

outspoken feminist and family advocate, especially for

economic security for women. while an MIrÀ and Legislative

Assistant, and before she became Speaker of the uanitoba

T-,egislature in 1986, she had helped draft the Manitoba

Community Chitd Daycare Standards Act (1985). She is an avid

home handywoman, has a keen interest in older buildings, and

promotes a prairie 'country style' qualit'y of life.

The concerns of the wolseley community for inner-city

equity, the historical preservation of the school, and a

combined child care and recreation facility vlere both her own

personal, and political, concerns.

Interview

Myrna said, "as a neighbourhood resident I cared about'

the issues in the community but, as a ¡nliticianr r had to

listen to the concerns raised by the general community and

the planners." She said she could not make an irres¡nnsible
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decision simply based on emotive feelings.
She said she was in a trusted position to secure

provinciar funding for the project and did so after attending
many pubric meetings, reading reports, and considering the
long term benefits. using her poriticar skirr and will, she

was abre firstry, to recommend approvar of community praces

Grants for both the community centre and the chitd care,
securing this funding tilr negotiations were comprete, and,

secondry, to recoilìmend to the Minister of Education that
funding be approved by the pubric schoor Finance Board for
the work that needed to be done on the school. she said she

tried to "listen to the community and to get the things they
wanted. " she said, "it was helpfur that r could count on my

corleagues in cabinet to support my requests.', rn the RAScc

project, community support was arso "fantastic',, and the'
technical constraints, arthough requiring some adjustments,

were not unmanageable.

Harord Tavror, MLA-worserey (1988-91), city councirlor-
Memorial Vfard (1983-88), past Chairperson Ì¡IRA.

Harord Tayror is now a private consurtant to community

and environmentar ptanning project,s. He had been a federar
pubric servant in air transport pranning services. gis

interest in the quarity of rife in worserey, for his and

other families, red him into city ¡:oritics as Memorial

councillor (1983-88) and rater, as a Liberal party member,

with wider provinciar concerns, to be erected wolseley MLA
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(1988-91). He had been a community activist since his teens

and early adurthood. rt seemed naturarry to forrow that he

would continue his activism in v{olseley by becoming an

executive member and Chair of the WRA. He is involved in
ot,her community organizations, for example, the t',tanitoba Air
Museum.

Interview

Harold said, "I ran as a City Councillor because I
wanted to do something about the lack of services to the

area. " He took his mandate from the community, Iistening to
their needs and responding to the best of his ability. His

working style was to work witn city department staff to
identify the needs and resources of Memorial VÍard. For

instance, he had the department engineer tour the ward with
hin to identify the op¡rcrtunties and constraints of physicat

upgrading. He said he tried to talk, and deal with civil
servants, "the way I like to be treated when doing my own

job. "

He said that he had learned, over the years, on other

citizen projects and through political studies, ,'how the

system worked. " Certain steps have to be taken at certain
times and then followed through the system very carefully -
as he called it, "bird-dogging" approvals. Some of the

experience he drew on for the R.A,SCC project had been gained

from a si:nitar church renovation project ersewhere in canada.

He said the Robert Steen project 'died' several times
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before it became a sorid agreement between alr the partners.

Poriticar negotiations were very compricated and tense

because of the number of different interests involved and the

budget priorities that had to be considered. He said that the

community partners' determination to get the project
happening was very helpful in his poriticar negotiations with
other councillors "who did not agree witn him

phirosophically. " once the project was a firmer possibitity,
it was the department staff who sped the process arong, for
example, by arranging official sod turnings at new work

sites. Once this was done they had publicly declared a

commitment to the project.

Harold said that in trying to deverop rear arternatives
in pranning it is sometimes necessary to create "strawman,'

alternatives. In other words, a variety of options, that
generate discussion and strong opinions on their pros and

cons, helped to reveal true alternatives from a wider

audience of opinion. He said, "maintaining the status quo is
not a good alternative if it continues to maintain

inequarities." rn the RAScc project there were severar

options to consider, but onry one that realry met the overarl
criteria set by the community partner.

He noted that political influence ,,can sometimes be

effective but not always". There can be some strong debates

and bad feelings created between councillors and bureaucrats

when they are doing their different jobs. projects he said

"require an active partnership for success. "
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4.3.2 City of winnipeq, Parks and Recreation

irim Goho, Superintendent of Strategic Planning and

Development Division (1994), former Research and Joint-Use

officer (1983-5), the city of WinniPegr Parks and Recreation

Department.

Jim Goho is a planning professional who has been

employed in the department for many years. In January 1984,

as the Research and Joint Use officer, he met with the l-,aura

secord Development committee to discuss the timited facility

problem, to share information on joint-use policies and

procedures, and to suggest several areas of further research

to the comrnittee, for instance, methods of financing and a

definite project pro¡nsal.

Interview

Jim said, "r believed then, and now, that joint-use

meets a community need in a financially responsible way. " He

pointed out that the joint-use agreement process was much

more formal in l-982 than it is today because back then the

planners were "different people with different attitudes". He

also said, the Winnipeg School oivision was always much more

rigid in their negotiations than the Parks Department. Today

things are much more informally done, and partnerships can be

established because co-operative agreements have been shown

to meet a community need in a financially responsible way.

He said that joint-use agreements still have to clearly spell
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out operational and technicar requirements, such as riabirity
and control of space. In the case of RÀSCC project he noted

that the church site became available and money was

identified once the school division was no longer in a

negotiable joint-use position.

He said the department had a number of ,good, and ,bad,

experiences over res¡nnsibitity, costing and tiability with
other community groups on projects. This led to the

develo¡xnent of a policy brochure in l9B9 carred 'partners for
Progress'. rt set out guidetines for community organizations
planning to construct or renovate parks and recreation

facilities on city-owned property. He stated that this
pamphlet pointed out the key phases of a project and the

responsibilities of the various partners. The problems

associated with negotiations for the RÀscc project, for site
acquisition and funding, and design renovations, were also

part of the lessons incor¡rcrated into the guidelines in this
pamphlet.

He recalled t,hat his original role with the project as a

,foint-Use officer was in "an ad.visory capacity,, representing

the department interests in an informative, cooperative and

friendly way. He stressed the point that the ptanner is not

to act political because "it is not our job". "plannersr,' he

said, "have a responsibility to serve public needs, not

parochiaf ¡nlitical interests. " He stated that the way to
achieve public good is "to do your homework' - providing

fact,s, figures, and processes, being open and flexible, and
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working with others, incruding poriticians,'. rn the parks and

Recreation Department's pranning process, ,,the public good

must be achieved beyond the robby of speciar interest groups,

and must ref lect consideration of those who can't, or \nron,t,

speak for themselves". He said that the pranning process does

infruence poritical decisions because, poriticians wirr
"listen to good reason when they find it in re¡rcrts and

reconmendations, especiarry, if it matches their politicar
priorities". Hopefully, he said, ,'the decision that is
urtimatery made, is one the pranner can rive with even if it
is not their preferred. orre. ,'

He exprained how pranning in the pa.rks Department has

deveroped from a comprehensive styre into a strategic
process, in particular to keep step with today,s economic and

sociar rearities. They pay attention to qualitative erements

and focus on a 'vision'. He has rearned that it is important
to have arr the stakehorders invorved from the start., and to
keep them invorved right through to the final decisíons.
rnvorvement herps the community to take ownership of the
planning design and to participate in the imprementation

proeess.

He recommended that no one person or group dear in
isoration. A partnership requires that stakehorders be

identified earry and work together on arr stages. To do

pranning werr requires planners to pay attention to community

issues and to work their own and others, anaryses into the
pran. He said he saw this process successfurly impremented
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through the recent department strategic plan that was

approved "almost as a non-event" by City Council1ors. ,'It

was their plan by that time. "

He pointed out that it is stressful to be a planner

nowadays because hard decisions have to be made when there is
"fgË with Þ." . This makes it att the more important for
planners to be in touch witn the community and keep them

informed so that decisions can be made with t.he community.

Gary Solar, Former community Manager, Dist,rict. I, city
centre/Fort Rouge, city of winnipeg, parks and Recreation

Department.

cary Solar came from a defence department background

before he got invorved in pubric service. He was promoted

'through the ranks ' to become a community tttanager. He had

developed a commonsense approach to the needs of the

community, which was fuered from his own vorunteerism and his
keen interest in sports and recreation. He was aware of the

history and effects of imbarances in the inner-city, after
Metro and unicity forms of government, artered the facirity
resources and financial allocations to his department.

He had a good working relationship with other city
managers and in particular with Tom yauk, commissioner of
Planning, who was himself a strong community development

supporter.
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Interview

Gary said he had worked in the field rong enough to
know that "it is difficurt to raise funding for the inner-
city, and for the most part peopre who rive there were not

organized or united in their focus on community devero¡xnent

issues". He said he had been concerned about the community

needs and the poor facirities in central vüinnipeg, which vrere

out of dat,e and in need of repair. one of his overarr goars

as a community Manager \47as "to achieve some equity and

barance for District r, in terms of facirit.ies and services
within the whole system',.

He said that the community needs to be aware that
pranning technicians are working on a great many projects at
the same t,ime. Therefore, it is important that the pre-work

be done by the community before they place expectations on

the department. As a professional, he berieves that managers

should take a keen hands-on interest in projects and attempt
to attend meetings at the rocal rever. He noted that it is
import,ant t,o work with the community "to make planning

decisions, which in turn, can be taken to the councir level
for funding". "Any changes in plans" he said, ,,shourd arways

be taken back for consurtation with the community, and time
given for adequate reviev¡.,,

Power was, in his opinion, at the community rever but

the urtimate responsibility is at the department rever. For

this reason, the community cannot arways get the project that
they want unress they are abre to accept some responsibirity
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for fiscal management and 1ong term programming.

He noted that in the case of RASCC there was an

organized group of citizens t,hat was in a position to take on

project responsibirity. The group had been abre to secure

funding at arl levers of government and to provide some of
its own funding. rt was a project that met a definite need

in a downtown neighbourhood and herped to achieve some

equity. "rt was 'a good project' with some hiccups that were

tenaciousry handled by councirror Tayror as both a councirror
and community activist. The project nearly died three times

but he ended up reviving it and getting the job done.',

Gary said he personarry tried to be very sup¡rcrtive and

professional in his approach, and to st,ick witn nis
department's projects through aII stages.

ennitta erpin, (Former) community Manager, District lr city
centre/Fort Rouge District, city of winnipeg, Department of
Parks and Recreation.

ennitta .Arpin, at the time of interview, was the
community Manager of city centre/rort Rouge District
folrowing Gary solar's retirement from the same position.
over many years she was invorved in parks and recreation
issues as a departmental emproyee and in particurar on the
RASCC project. V[hile working as a department project

officer, she had become very famitiar with many as¡:ects of
the probrems that the Laura secord s¡rcrts and Recreation

Association had been facing. For exampre, she was famiriar
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with the process of the crub achieving furr community centre
status. After a work reave during 19g9-1990, she returned to
her position and soon became re-activated into the RASCC

project.

Interview

Annitta said that her department has to work with
poriticar decisions, this means, being abre to adjust
department time and money budgets to the priorities that
arise. As a resurt she said, "projects are not arways

professionally pranned because there are so many poriticar
dears that change their course,,. This can make the work very
difficurt. on the other hand, if there is a good rapport and

trust buirt up with the community through consurtation, and

the determination exhibited by the stakeholders to get a

product. that meets most needs, then usuarly a good level of
sat,isfaction and integrity can be achieved in projects.
"There can be good process with community consurtation.,, she

repeated that the stakeholders have to get together as early
as possible.

she said that for some years, the Department has been

informarry working on ¡:artnerships and an entrepreneuriar
approach in the management of facirities and resources. A

shift in attitude by other departments, for instance in the
engineering section, in rine with parks and Recreation,s

¡:oricies to incrude qualitative measu.res arong with
quantitative measures during project management, has started
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to create an improved rever of satisfaction for everyone and

make better use of city resources. personnel and departments

who previously had been uneomfortable witn ,,messy,'

partnerships with each other, and/or the community, are

learning to work together. she said, "other departments have

to, and even now want to. do community consultation.,' Her

main question to herself is: ,'Àm I being helpful to the
process?" she noted for instance, that her rore is not to
write officiat retters on beharf of groups, but she can work

with them to show how to write letters.
She said, "some projects, Iike R.A,SCC, succeed because of

sheer effort by a great many people (department, councilrors,
buy-ins from other programs, the community).', rnstitutionar
pranners do not have the time to do the kind of community

organizing that is required around issues. It has to be

recognized that the overarl present system stirr says ,,No,, to
projects at first, until it has a chance to see technicar
details of the project,, do some negotiations and get the kind
of political support for it.

she worked on the RÀscc project through to t,he officiar
opening. Even after 1992 | she found it necessary to keep the

RÀscc fire crose at hand in her office cupboard because of
the many outstanding detairs that stirl had to be handled

even in 1994. she said she was "stilr fixing up probrems and

detairs". old and new issues were brought to her attention
by the crub or neighbourhood weekly, and councirlors or staff
often needed crarification on the precedents this case set.
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she said her own personar phirosophy is ,'to work on

short and rong terms goars, be incrusive and work for
consensus. " she has had success with a formura of trust and

rapport being created between t,he pranner and the community

to achieve staisfactory outcomes. she indicated therefore
that she is personarry comfortable with the department,s

effort to have partnerships.,,

Bob llarasvm, project co-ordinator (1994), city of winnipeg
Civic Properties Department.

Bob Harasym, as senior management, represented the views

of the civic properties Department in reration to the
project. other department staff , such as Bilr ,fenkins, was

originarty the project co-ordinator tirr seconded to another
assignment. Rorand Gibson worked crosely with the community

and the Project Co-ordinator.

Interview

The role of this department is to handre a great many

projects within a prescribed budget. under the city of
winnipeg mandate and priorizations, financing works and

operations projects is a first priority, and recreatÍon
facirÍty provision is down the rist at about number eight.
Therefore, the department is umited in the alrocations that
it can make to community recreation projects. projects have
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to be priorized in relation to a number of factors and, even

if they meet the criteria and deadlínes, they still can then

be 'bumped' because of a special project, for example,

repairs to Sherbrook Pool bumped other projects. one

¡rcIitical decision affects many of the civic Properties

Department's decisions down the line. Bob said, "Department

staff find it hard to be effective if decisions are not

within their control." The department is also limited by a

strict operating budget that is now a third of what it used

to be for the district.
Bob said he had "become more comfortable with community

partnerships, and would be strongly supportive of these

projectsr âs long as they let me do my overall job. " He said,

"the community and the politician should stay out of the

complicated and special management processes that drive the

technical side of planning work. " He has recently learned

that some projects can be effectively done with community

participation, and "it actualty ìmproves them". He found the

pamphlet "Partners For Progress" helpful because it clearly
explained the breakdown of the different partners

responsibitities and provided a means for working through the

project efficiently.

He noted that funding is only part of his department's

consideration. Liability is a much more serious issue

because the city is left with any outstanding bilts, and

project responsiblity, when community groups renege, whether

from poor fiscal management or from inability to fulfitt
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their commitments. "For this reason,' he said, ,.the

Department is very careful about working with community

groups". He arso noted that in his experience with schoor

divisions some good joint-use arrangements were made that
saved money, and in other cases they failed to reach

agreements. He had found winnipeg school oivision #1 to be

much more "parochial" than other school divisions.
He recommends that the department be brought in early,

as per the frow chart in the parks and Recreation pamphret

'Partners for Progress', so that there is rots of lead-time.
A team, made up of civic properties staff and the user group,

works werr if the prepatory work has been done on program

requirements, scheduling and funding.

He notes that the new model, that is increasingry being

used, is not as authoritative or "top down" as the ord moder

used to be when it was a matter of gett,ing rid of impediments

set up by the system. "The ord modet had been to at first say

'No' to funding to a coinmunity that had an idea for a

facility. Then when they found some funding they were

refused a request for land or a site tirl they managed to
identify this for themserves. A request then became a 'Maybe'

on condition that alr restrictions to buirding design and

construction be met. Finarly, when all detairs were taken

care of (through intense negotiations and many meetings) the

department would be in a position to 'Approve'. The emphasis

is now on partnership, early intervention and thoughtful
consideration of all aspects and stakeholders. The new moder
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with earrier intervention and partnerships can be much, much

better for everyone. "

He said , ','power' by definition is iltogical - if
defined as 'knowledge is power', this ignores the fact t.hat

knowredge is not power if it is not readiry avairabre. or, if
defined as 'power is given from the people to the
poritician', this is not power if the councillors are

ineffective and make the job more difficult for the
department. Rear power is partnership, tinery information and

adequate resources to work with - 'now that,s power!',

4.4 À,nalysis : Case Studv and f nterviews

The purpose of the analysis of the case study and

interviews is to find evidence of any linkage between my six
themes of progressive pranning practice and to herp identify
whether a criticar sociar anarysisr or some other factor,
makes a significant difference to the project process and

outcome. r believe that this evidence wirr confirm ,planning

with communities' is a citizen expectation that can be made

to work in pranning, have benefits for pranners, and make

planning a more truly democratic practice.

4.5 Criteria of enalvsis

À case study method was used as a guidetine to give
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rigour and structure to the collection of information

gathered from a variety of sources and open-ended interviews.

The claims of validity in the case study analysis and

conclusions, which sup¡rcrt the proposition that the six

themes are found in the case study, a.re made on the basis of

documentation on the project and anecdotal observations and

insights offered in the interviews. A simple criteria has

been chosen to achieve validity in these claims: the presence

of charact,eristics of the theme, any supporting statement,

direct reference to 'withness', and any special factors.

The inter-relation of the remarks to another theme or

themes makes it difficult to single out 'a statement'but I

have done sor for purposes of illustration and sup¡nrt.

4.6 Analvsis

4.6.O Theme one - Fullv national Planninq

The develo¡:ment of a fully rational planning method that

recognizes the validity of both technical and substantial

rationality in the planning process is the focus of Theme one

- Fullv Rational Planninq.

Failure to acknowledge and use both rationalities j-s

most clearly illustrated by the approach used by the planners

and adnr-inistrators of SD#1 . Their attention was focused on

the technical realities of shifting foundations, high

operating costs, and higher building and safety code

requirements. They saw, as a solution to these technical
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problems, the demolition of Laura Secord School, the LSSRÀ

clubhouse and their replacement by a new facility.
In this fixed attention to this logical technical

solution they failed to include, or even acknowledge, the

community's views and varues. ultimatery, as pranners they

faited to achieve any of their logicar technicar goars. They

quickly found, that in t.his community at least, values and

beliefs were indeed substantial. fhis substantial
rationarity, once articurated and mobirized by the community,

overrode their technical solution. They were directed
finarty to abandon their planning for a new facility, and to
restore Laura Secord School.

A more democratic, fully rational approach by the school

division may have red to even more creative sorutions to the

recreationar and educationar goars of the community. Their
rigid technicar approach served neither sD#L or the community

well. As Sid nogers said, ,'The School oivision planners,

administrators and trustees vrere not in touch with the

community and thought they courd persist in doing traditionar
planning. " V{endy Elliott, who gave leadership to the

campaign to "save Lau-ra secord schoor" said, "The successful

drive to have the schoor risted with Historicar protection,

and then getting financiar commitment so the work actuarly
started, had an important impact on the direction the RAScc

project took".
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s the recognition of power

in pranning and the poritical nature of pranning cane out in
the case study and interviews. power was operating at severar
jurisdj-ctionar levers at the same time - rocal community

(worseley), winnipeg school oivision #L, city of winnipeg
(municipar), province of t'Ianitoba (provincial) and v{innipeg

core Area rnitiative Agreement ( fed.eral/provincial/municipal ) .

Arl of these required separate appear strategies and

particurar conmunication techniques, for instance the
community was able to ap¡:eal to their elected
representatives, the city councirror negotiated witn
department staff and ot,her councirlors, the MLA had direct
ministeriar contact. The power herd by the system is evident
when Mary Blondeau noted that the community crub had to
accept "the row rental fee arrangement agreed to between the
school division and the parks Department and imposed on the
crub". Gary sorar said ,'power was at the community revel but
the urtimate responsibirity is at the deparment lever.,. power

at the community rever was evident when as wendy Elriott said
"the successfur drive to have the school risted...had an

important jmpact on the direction the RAScc project took,,.
For Bob Haras]¡m, ,,ReaI power is partnership, timety
information and adequate resourees to work with. "

rt is evident that potitics was everything at cert.ain
stages of the project. As re¡nrted, the Mr,A and the city
councirlor were both abre to achieve unique and highry
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poriticar funding arrangements for the project even though

there were technicar constraints and time rags that wourd

have precluded this possibirity. They were abre to ,'earmark"

or hold funding untir it was needed. connunity politicar
action on the matter of saving the school was successful. rt
was noted by several participants that the sup¡nrt of Mayor

Norrie was very herpfur to the project. He paid attention to
the issues, kept in contact with the community executive and

worked to resolve any roadbrocks. Bob Harasym made the point
"the community and the politician should stay out of the

compricated and speciat management processes that drive the

technical side of planning work,,. Technícat details and

fiscar management were an important and necessary part of
planning. However, no matter how werr t,his work was done, it
was the poriticar actions of the community putting pressure

on the politicans, and the politicians exerting their
influence that was a factor in t,he outcome of projects.

The ¡nriticat nature of pranning was made obvious by the

actions of both the community and institutionar system. As

Sid Rogers said "there was some artful and serious deal-

making for funding and site location,'. ennitta Arpin, a

pubric pranner noted "projects are not arways professionarly
pranned because there are so many poritical dears that change

their course". Wendy Anthony remarked ,,the ¡:otiticians, in
partnership with the community, played an important role in
the decision-making process" .
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4.6.2 Theme Three - RoIe of the planner

The role of the planner was generally perceived in two

ways by the community - planners were eit.her helpful or
unhelpful to the process. Although the community had a

preferred outcome, planners were not judged soley by the

success of achieving conmunity wishes. What they said,

inferred, did and did not do was noticed. As Mary Brondeau

said "it was effective to work with pranners who rearly cared

about the community and took action to get things done

fairry". sid Rogers found it unherpfur to have a pranner

run "hot and cold" with the community and helpfur to work

with a pranner who may have been against the project but ',did

his (technicar) job werl and worked quite ¡nsitivety witn the
community" once department approval had been given. He also

noted the tension planners work under: ,'(they) were long-

suffering in a system that set unrealistic ljmits".
Public planners also spoke about the tension in the

duality of their rore. Bob Harasym noted that he had .become

more comfortabre with community partnerships, and wourd be

strongly sup¡rcrtive of them, as long they let me do my

overall job". ennitta Arpin reported the system was

undergoing postive changes from a crosed system to one of
partnerships, not only with the community but other
departments as well. It was a new learning ex¡:erience

especially for staff accustomed to having authority and

contror in one particurar function. Both re¡rcrted that it
was a better way of working and that the positives outweighed
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the negatives for everyone. Annitta Arpin, Bob Harasym and

Jim Goho all reported that the policy statement of the

pamphlet "Partners for Progress" was useful because it
defined a role for the major players in a project.

In progressive planning practice Theme Three - RoIe of

the Planner, the planner who seeks to be legitimate and

authentic meets both institutional and community needs by

performing a number of functions in the planning event and

using a variety of strategies to meet diverse needs. The

role of the progressive planner is based on the principle,
that progressive planning practice and planning witl improve

as planners employ a critical theory of plannirg, in both

their technical and political functÍons. This theory needs

to have advocates who are not afraid to express their
democratic values. Planners and others working together,

who share a similar philosophy, understanding and process,

will achieve efficacy (the power to produce an intended or

desired result) in planning processes through co-operative

action.

4,6.3 Theme Four - Critical- Social Analvsis

Working toward and achieving fairness through planning

and social action was a re¡:eated motivation expressed in the

interviews. cary Solar said "one of his goals \¡ras to achieve

equity and balance for District L". Harold Taylor said he

"wanted to do something about the lack of services to the
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area". There are a number of references made by the
interviewees to past, inequities, as Mary Brondeau said ,,in a

neighbourhood that had been shortchanged by past city
planning practices', .

The resources of land, a sense of p1ace, an

environmentar consciousness and curturar values were

identified by the community as having an intrinsic varue.
sid Rogers said "Land was very rerevant to us,,. wendy

Erriott said "The community saw the schoor as a very useful
building and an important cultural landmark,,.

Alr these comment,s are encompassed in Theme Four -
criticar enalvsis which is focused on the progressive pranner
endeavouring to criticarry listen to, and incrude, arl voices
and rationalities in a pranning event. rhis is based on the
criticat planning theory principre that pranning needs to be

informed by criticar social anarysis and refrective
examination of actions that wirr enhance or curtair an

informed democratic process. There is arso a recognition
that inequities have resurted, and continue, from previous
decisions which may have benefited one group over another.

Planners with a progressive planning practice and a
critical anarysis wirt encourage pubric participation and

analysis of hidden rerations of power in information. rn the
RAScc project the pubric aood was defined by a combination of
the community varues and rear financiar costs to the rocar
community, and the city as a whore. This was identified in
the interviews when it was pointed out that that carefur
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attention was paid to the costs and benefits. Retro-fitting,
as opposed to new construction, was seen by this
neighbourhood, and sup¡rcrted by other citizens, for having

both an intrinsic rear dorlar varue and a sociar varue. This

was evident by wide community support for both the schoor and

church retro-fitting projects and the disappointment that was

felt when the city arranged for demotition of the manse by a

private contractor and ignored the community option of using

a recycling contractor.

4.6.4 Theme Five - Communicative Actions

A very conmon observation made by the interviewees

centered on the communicative actions of themselves and

others. Theme Five - CommulÌicative Actions, based on a formal

theory of communication competency, gives recognition to the

enabring rules of ordinary conmunication (comprehensibirity,

sincerity, legitimacy, accuracy) as socially acceptable rules
employed when we try to understand each other. progressive

planning practice is based on an important principle of
criticar pranning theory: a criticar function is added to the

enabring rules which resurts in meaning-making of the words

and actions of planners. In progressive planning practice

the criticat communicative actions of planners, that is wha-!

planners sav and do. and not sav and do, matters. The goal is
not 'perfect speech' but critically examined communication.

The directive from this principle is that a planner can be

technically correct but has failed to be politically and
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socially correct if there is not a critical social analysis.

In the communicative acts that took place, between, and

among, planners and the community there was clarifying,

¡rcsturing, buddying, bu1lying, persuasion, Iobbying,

counterattacking, due process, tradeoffs, and finally
agreements made by democratic process. However Wendy Anthony

was more inclined to believe the sincerity of a planner who

was "sensitive to the particular constraints on the

community", and less inclined to trust planners who acted

unilaterally. Planners took notice of Wendy Anthony when she

stood up for the rights of the community to be inctuded in
the decision-making process or when she was successful at

having previous decisions reversed to meet community needs.

sid nogers noticed a difference in planners who were

"supportive in quiet (Iess obvious) ways" and he interpreted
aloof "professional" behaviour to be patronizing. He found

it netter to work with planners who were consistent,

friendly, and did not make promises they couldn't keep.

Wendy Elliott's cofiimunicative actions had a critical
analysis. She was fully aware of beliefs and values and gave

her time and energy witlingly to the community through the

Wolseley Residents .A,ssociation, the RASCC project and in the

fight to save l,aura Secord School. Myrna philtips'

communicative actions were based in a criticat analysis

conr-ing from her political party philosophy. And so was

Harold Taylor's when he created "strawman" alternatives to

flush ouL other points of view, biases and object.ions, cary
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So1ar's when he consulted back witn the community, and

Annitta nrpin's when she asked herself "Am r being herpfur to
the process?"

On the other hand, Jim Goho and Bob Haras]¡m's

communicative actions were based on more of a system-based

view of public participation in terms of the planning

projects. Jim Goho said "the planner is not to act (openly¡

¡rcIitical" and that planners achieve the public aood by

"providing facts, figures, and processes, being open and

frexibre, and working lwelr) with others". Bob Haras]¡m was

becoming "more comfortable with community partnerships,, and

said he liked the fact that the pamphlet partners For

Progress "clearry explained the breakdown of the different
partners' responsibirities and provided a means for working

through the project efficiently.,,

4.6.5 [heme Six - Leqitimacv

rt is useful at this point to note that the probrem with
planning as presented in Theme one - Furly Rationar pranning

is directly related to Theme six - Legitimacy. when the

pubric questions what planners do and what is pranning about,

and, when pranners themserves are asking what is their rore
and the relevance of pranning in today's society then there
ís an overall question of tegitmacy being posed. If
legitimacy is not gained by force, coercionr or advice then

planners and planning legitimacy in today.s society must be
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sought by achieving comprehensibirity, accuracy, sincerity,
and trust.

Theme six - r,eqitimacv is based on the principre that
there is a probrem with pranning's regitimacy and further
that planning is an incremental and democratic activity which

needs to give good reasons for it existence and use before it
wirr be regitimated by the society it serves. r,egitimacy

comes from, among other things, expressed satisfaction with
resurts. rn the case study and interviews it is evident that
when there was a pranning 'for' community approach regitimacy
was not achieved. ![hen pranners made prans unilaterarly,
acted secretivery or rigidry, or prevented the community from

assuin-ing a shared rore¿ âs in the exampres given by some

community members, then pranning and planners rost regitimacy
in the eyes of the pubric. However, when the opposite was

true, there were expressions of satisfaction and regitmacy.

Mary Blondeau gave high praise to community members, and

planners, who stuck witn the project and played key rores at
crucial times. Wendy nlliott noted that many of the
participants whether community activists or pubtic employees

became better friends and associates over the years because

of their shared understandings and process. planners arso

varidated their own satisfaction with a process that gave

them the opportunity to use both their technical and

¡rcriticar skilrs in their work. Jjrn Goho said he found

professional satisfaction from working on the city of
winnipeg, Parks and Recreation Department's strategic pran
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where he was "responsibte less to quantifiabre elements and

more to vision" and where the stakehorders worked together

right from the beginning. He also found satisfaction in the

public legitrnacy given his work when ,the plan' was approved

by city Council. Bob Haraslrm found that ,,an improved level
of satisfaction for everyone and making better use of city
resources" has resurted from new inter-departmental ¡nricies
which arrow the incrusion of quaritative measures arong with
quantitative measures in projects.

4.7 "With-Ness "

The local community executive members originatly got

together with the understanding that they would work witn
each other to address their separate and mutual problems, and

further to represent their wants and needs through

democratic, representative channels and work with the

instÍtution-based ptanning system of the schoor division and

municipar government, They approached the institution-based
planning system witn the intention of negotiating and

arranging an agreement ¡4i!þ the school division for a long-

term lease and ¡:ermission to expand the recreation buirding.
the reluctance of the school division to have meaningful

discussions on these matters, and later to learn that the

school division pranners already had tentative prans for the

school property, which excluded the existing community-use,

was an example which confirms that technical rational
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planning for the community is done by the dominance of the
institutional system, and that true democracy in community is
in a precarious ¡rcsition. The city and the school division,
it was rearned by the community, had a ,pranned obsoresence,

for the Laura secord sports and Recreation Àssociation
buirding, and for Laura secord schoor, which meant that the
pubric users of these facirities had to operate, for some

years, out of deteriorating, unsafe and inadequate space, and

further, road-brocks \Arere created by su#1 pranners to prevent
the community from suggesting or creating an arternative that
did not meet their institutionar prans. Local pubric
interest, safety and democracy was not being served.

Further, the city department of parks and Recreation,
undergoing its own economic rationar pranning witn regard to
capitar projects and funding to community centres, had

advised Laura secord sport,s and Recreation Association that,
unless they courd meet facirity standards of a furr community

crub facirity set by the department, existing programs would

eventuarry have to shut down and be absorbed into a non-

neighbourhood facirity. rn these situations the community was

informed of the pran; community input was not given serious
consideration; the pranning 'for' system dominated.

The background to the case study outlined the
historical, co-operative working style of wolseley residents.
However, community members ran into their own internal
probrems when it was discovered that the r,aura secord

community child care, using government funding, courd
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negotiate independently with the school division for expanded

space either at the existing location or in a new addition on

the school. Steps were taken to promote and maintain a

united 'planning with each other' approach. ¡vidence of this
is stated in Project Stage 1â, where members made the mutual

decision to continue working on the problem together but

through an independent chairperson and the original

committee. There was also a practical reason - to reduce the

workload duplication on two local organizations basically

seeking sinuilar public interest outcomes. This approach of

working with each other by community organizations to achieve

community goals was a conmon pattern, an expectation, and an

ethic in the wolseley community, made a1t the more active

after 1980 witn the formation and activities of the wolseley

Residents Association. The case study has shown that from

the beginning to the end of the project the communit,y members

expected to work with each other in a democratic manner and

to work with the institutionalized svstem in a democratic

manner on decisions made about this community. Mary

Blondeau's comment, "it was effective to work with planners

who really cared about the community" and Wendy Anthony

saying, "working with city staff who had technical expertise,

spoke a language of the average person, and brought people

together was very helpful to the process" are some references

which confirm a coilrmunity netief, and satisfaction, in the

benefits of a working 'with' approach.
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4.8 Conclusion

The six themes of progressive pranning practice taken

fromtheIiteraturereview@.inthecasestudyand
interviews.

There is arso strong evidence that a critical sociar
analysis was an im¡:ortant force, which created positive
resurts and made a significant difference, in this project.

The timing and crimate, made up of the circumstances and

the key ¡:eopre in the RÀscc project, were im¡nrtant factors
in the way that the project deveroped. These factors however

need to be viewed as the kind of opportunities and

constraints that are present in art projects. The changing

circumstances hetd both limitations and op¡rcrtunties. For

instance: expansion was constrained by the schoor division,s
plans but there was op¡nrtunity to acquire land and a

building when the church decided to seII; Core Area

rnitiative funding was avairabre but time-rimited; the MLA

r^ras supportive and a representative of the provinciar
government in power but that representation changed. The

circumstances were both positive and negative.

The project resurts: a combination of the new conmunity

centre in the ord church, the renovated schoor buirding, the

street closure, and the creation of warkway between the
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schooryard and the community centre, is werr beyond the
committee's originar effort to get an expanded facirity at
the former rocation, and refrects the community,s abirity to
adapt to changes and to work with each other. Although

timing and crimate were important factors, it was the process

of citizens taking action on issues in their community, and

addressing their needs and concerns around those issues to
the institution-based pranning system, and having persons

witrr knowredge and authority acting with the community that
created a 'withness' crimate and achieved the successfur

outcome in this planning event - and wourd do so in other
cases.
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Chapter Five

Conclusions

5.O Introduction

The institution-based ptanning system and issue-driven,
community-based planning activities have been the focus of
this practicum. They have been examined through an extensive
literature review and a reflection on pranning practice in a

singre case study of a neighbourhood project. r have

established that my six themes of progressive pranning
practice, which emerged from the planning theory literature
review, are evident in the case study of Robert A. steen
community centre project. The stakehorders who employed. a

critical social analysis and included substantial rationality
\A/ere able to achieve a far different outcome than those
stakehorders who reried mainry on technicar rationarity in
the pranning process. For this and other stated reasons r
have concruded that, arthough alr six themes are rerevant to
pranning practice, it is theme Four, critical social
Ànalysis, that is the most instructive in informing a

pranning t,heory and practice which endeavours to pran ,with,,
rather than 'for' communities. a criticar sociar analysis
made, riterarry, a criticar difference to the project.

ï started the research for this practicum from a point
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of public questioning, that is, I was a citizen who

questioned, and wanted to understand, some particular as¡:ects

of planning: What do planners do? What is planningz Because

of my own, and others, experiences of dealing with the

planning system, I believed planning should be done

differently and be ress adversariar. My process of gathering

information about planning led me into the city planning

graduate program. I soon discovered that the answers to my

questions were not simple; planning as a profession and

practice could be described in a number of very different
ways and the planning theorists hrere challenged by sjmilar
questions to mine at a much broader intellectual level.

Planners do a variety of jobs under a variety of

descriptive planner titles: advocate, strategic, social,
technician. uhe public planners, who interpret and apply the

Iegal statutes of the state to planning decisions, were of
most interest to me because t,hey were the ones, in my mind,

witn the ¡rcwer and influence t.o affect decisions at the

community level.

Planning work deals with a variety of problems at the

community revel but arso strives to deverop the ¡nricies for,
and a vision of, society. However planning itself has a

vision problem - the theories of planning at the policy and

vision revel do not satisfactorily mesh with the practice of
planning at, the community level. The planning theorists
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stated that pranning was in ,crisis, and ,on the edge of an
abyss' - not being abte to move forward or backward. The

regitmacy of planning and pranners was seriously eroded. The

reason there was public questioning of pranning was precisely
because pranning practice resurts, as a totaritv, had not
gained public confidence or approval. The root or normative
basis of pranning, which is presentry dominated by technicar
rationarity and focused on efficiency and effectiveness, was

being questioned by the theorists as an appropriate basis for
pranning in today's and the future,s society. The theorists
agreed on the parameters of the problem but not on the
solutions. The theorists agreed that the sprit in pranning
had come about mainry in the rast century and had been caused
by the dominance of one rationality over the other, that is,
technicar rationarity over substantiar rationarity.

r concruded at the end of my riterature research that
there were six major themes of rerevance to answer the
following questions: what needs to be changed in pranninga
and how should it be done?

* The first theme was focused on probrem identification: the
theorists indicated that pranning, established as economic
rationalism - pranning for a s¡:ecific community of interest,
failed to plan with the peopre or communities as a whore.
This resulted in probrems of tegitimacy for both pranning and
planners.

* The second theme focused on the reason for the problem:
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power vras an ever present force in society that could be used

for 'good' and 'bad' purposes. Àfter the period of the

Engtightenment, power was to be controlted by democratic

political action and used in society, for individual and

collective security and advancement. However the over-

powering hegemony of economic rationalism had created, and

continued to support, a technical rational planning model

which was not a truly democratic practice and failed to
adequately include substantial rationality.
* Theme Three focused on the role of the planner as the

public servant, often named and. discredited by society for
the failures of planning. The literature indicated that
planners themselves were questioning the tension of the

duality of their roles in planning.
* Theme Four resulted from an analysis of the procedures

theorists have identified to resorve the role and function of
pranning. The apptication of a critical sociar analysis to
planning theory, where the task is to show the underlying

relation of power which maintains social control, \^¡as

repeatedry supported by the theorists as the possbire tink to
close the gap between planning theory and practice. The

degree and method of this anarysis took on various forms when

applied to the role of the planner (advocates, progressives,

radicals). From my experience and knowledge of community,

and my own beliefs, r berieved that criticar social anarysis

was indeed a most important factor that would inform the

problem.
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* Theme Five focused on action. Thinking, theorizing and

posturating was a passive activity, communicative action was

not - there was meaning in what was said and doner âs werr as

what was not said and done. The duar nature of the actions of
planners and planning activity, it was suggested by the

theorists, needed to be examined ethicatry by a critical
sociar analysis. Therefore attention to communicative

actions, with a criticar social analysis function added, gave

a theoreticar and practicar basis for examining the decisions

and processes of planning.
* Theme six was a goal or end that the theorists wanted to
arrive at, that is, understanding of and agreement on the

kind of knowledge that would be useful, and seen as

legitinating pranning action, by a wider society of interest.
Whereas planning theorists were trying to resolve

society's problems, they were also trying to resolve
planning's function and role in society.

r could see the connection of the six themes to my own

community development experiences, and noted how they matched

my berief that the pranning process needed to change in ways

they described. r therefore checked for evidence of the six
themes in a case study of a project, and in particutar, for a

theme or themes that were significant to the outcome of the
project.

I found the six themes in the case study and concluded
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that criticar social anarysis had a particular bearing on the

outcome. r have further concluded that critical sociar
analysis is particurarry relevant to pranning theory and

practice because pranners who have a serf-consciousness of
sociar and economic rearity wirl assist peopre to have their
own serf-consciousness of what matters, and together they

witl strive for a truly democratic practice.

5.1 Planninq 'for' Community

r irrustrate and exprain pranning 'for' communities thus:

POLICY LEVEL

Institut Community-Based
Planning System Planning activity

*Technical Rationality
lmethod)

*substantial Rationality
(values, beliefs,

activities )

Fiqure six. Planning 'for' community. Institution-based
Planning system nol. communicating dj-rectly with Community-
Based Planning activity at the Operational Level.

In 'planning for community' the two planning systems are

separate and not interact,ing at aII at the Operational/

sentati
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Practice lever. They are assumed to be, for the most part,
incommensurable (that is, unable to find any mutuality).

The normative basis of planning has been technical
rationar and instrumental. The institution-based pranning

system is grounded in the use of a technical rational
pranning method. rhis method of probrem solving in pranning

events was described in the literature as being the serection
of technical instrumental means to achieve rationalized ends.

An institution-based planning exercise structure plans 'åg,
the community. rt is this 'planning for community, that has

often given rise to pranning probrems because pranners have

contact with community members but act in a number of
different rores that specificarry support and regitimize the

rore of the institution. rnstitutionarized pranning does not

look to the community members to inform or contribute
significantry to the technicar rational method; community is
on the receiving end of rationalized plans.

However, the community is not a passive, uninformed

entity. The community is made up of individuars and groups,

who define their sociar arrangements and decrared purposes

through expression of values, needs and issues. rn this way

citizens conduct their own internar community-based pranning

activities through an interactive, incrementar, communicative

method. unrike the institution-based system which reries on

scientificatly proven facts, the community ,facts' are

socially constructed as community members pay particular
attention to any imprications arising from the serection of
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both ends and the means. There is knowinq and knowredqe in
communitv that is substantial and rational.

Technical rational planning, with its roots in the

scientific method, tends to excrude substantial rationality
because the appried scientific method makes it difficurt to
absorb and uritize varues and issues. This approach has been

unrealistic because community-based planning activity d.oes,

in fact, inform institutionalized planning with ,real,

planning information. The community informs in a number of
ways through the democratic ¡nlitical process. Government

¡nlicy and programs are written and designed as an expression

of the collective wishes and needs of society. community is
represented by elected individuals who have the statutory
right to recommend and make institutional changes to policy
and programs on the community's behalf. The community has a

democratic right to public participation, lobbying and

¡rersuasion, and, informs its political representatives

through these accepted methods. But 'rishts' have to be known

and exercised if thev are to be relevant and effective.
Sometimes, the community has to take extra-ordinary measures

to bring attention to their concerns.

5 .2 Planninq 'with' Com¡nunitv

As this practicum has shown through the case study of an

issue-driven, public ptanning process, community members with

a critical social analysis are able to challenge and change
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the institution-based planning process in a number of

significant ways. For example, contrary to the ptans of the

institution-based system, the community-based planning

activities of public participation, Iobby, persuasion and

protest were successful in 'saving T,aura Secord School', and

in the decisions made to acquire new public land and retrofit
two neighbourhood buildings, which now provide expanded

community programs and services.

Further, the actions taken by this community, and

others, activated formal changes in the ¡nlicy and programs

of institutional planning, for example, a ¡nlicy document and

pamphlet was developed called 'Pa.rtners for Progress' . The

institution-based planning process by city of V{innipe9, Parks

and Recreation Department, and other city departments

involved in develo¡ment projects affecting parks and

recreation facilities on city-owned properties, was now

clearly stated to be 'gi!h', rather than 'for' the community.

The role of the planner in this process was now legitirnately,
and openly, both advisory and active. A previously

adversarial situation had been defused and power

relationships had been positively reshaped to benefit

everyone. Although the ¡rcIicy came from t,he Parks and

Recreation Depa.rtment, it has had an effect on the planning

style adopted by other city planning departments, such as

civic Properties. À second illustration, Planning 'with'
community, shows these changes and how the flow of

information is not only in the two systems but between the
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systems. I have added critical social theory in the

illustration as the spine and central processing system

through which informed planners and citizens share

information and work together to have a fair hearing. In
this illustration, differences, respected and recognized as

commensurable with broader social goals and values, are

centered on democratic rights - institutions and people do

not have to think the same to work with each other in a

democracv.

POLTCY LEVEL

ith communit

Institution-Based community-Ba
Planning system Planning activity

Critical Social Theory

Fiqure Seven.
between, and
Socia1 Theory

Planning 'with' community. Ethical action
among, the two systems is informed by Critical
and is based on a Critical Theory of Planning.

rnstitution advising and

*Technical Rationality
*Substantial Rationality

*Substantial Rationality
*Technical Rationality
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Further support for Iinking Critical Planning Theory,

descriptive of planning 'with' community, to practice is
outlined in the following diagram. In the planning

Iiterature a change has been identified in planning and

planners's role as a shift in emphasis, awav from the

dominance of a technical rational method, towards an

informed, interactive and critical method.

THE ïMPLïCÀTïONS, PROFESSTONAILY, OF FORESTER' S

FRAMEWORK FOR ÀN ETHICAI AND POLÏTÏCATJLY

CRITTCÀI PT,ANNING THEORY/PRÀCTTCE

Shifts In Emphasis:

êway From. roward

* Expertise and Efficiency * Ethical commitment and
equity

* What planners know * How they distribute
ñãir käowledge

* Ability to solve problems * Opening up public debate
about problems

* Public trust in planners' * Individual trust in
expertÍse planners' integrity

* Consent to planners drawing * Consent to planners
plans mediating debate

* Technical skill * Politicat savvy

Fiqure Eiqht. "shifts In Emphasis." A personal communication
from Dr.fan Wight, September 20th, 1995 of an exhibit
¡xepared by Dr. Wight and adapted from ,John Forester (1989)
Planninq in the Face of Power.
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As was reported in the case study interviews, this ,new,

partnership process works weII, especially in issue-driven
pranning processes, when the premise and sense of equitabre

partnership is maintained. There would be however, in my

opinion, a danger in having the community-based planning

process institutionalized or simply viewed as statutory
public participation. lncidents reported in the case study,

where unilateral decisions were made and the community was

not treated as a real 'tr)artner', negatively changed, then

interrupted and stopped the new, good 'working with, dynamic.

A futty democratic, community-based process must remain a

se¡:arate and vital process at both a policy and Operational

Levels.

5.3 The Lessons for Planners

5.3.O [heme one - Fully RationaJ. planninq

The dominance of the technical rational method as !þ
normative basis of planninq needs to be challenged, and

significantly changed, to allow the full inclusion of
substantiat rationality with technical rationality. To begin

with, planners wilt need to gain a full understanding of
criticar pranning theory and practice so they can understand

why they are taking a stance which challenges and changes the

relationship of po\der, and control, that 'dominance, exerts,

and why they are working to achieve 'shared power'.
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5.3.1 Theme Two Power and Politics
Planners must recognize that power and politics are

necessary forces in the argumentative planning process, and

that they have been inappropriatly used much of the time to
maintain the dominance of the institution-based planning

system (economic, potitical, social¡. As Forester (1989¡ has

said, "to ¡nliticize means to diversify alternatives, to

strengthen participation and incLude previously excluded

groups, to support progressive planning movements, to balance

the retiance on technique with attention to regular political
debates, negotiat,ion, and criticism. " (p.243) planners will
have to em¡rower themselves and citizens by gaining and

sharing specific and tÍmely knowledge relevant to planning

events.

5.3.2 Theme Îhree - RoIe of The planner

Planners must allow the community they serve, to define

their role in the planning event. When planners are able to

connect with citizens at the operational level then they are

able to act as facilitators. Planners may need to act as

technicians, statutory planners or community development

workers depending on the context of the planning event. Not

only does the institution define the role of its planners,

but the public clients they work with also wiII have to help

define the role of planners. When roles are agreed on and

this helps bring about the desired results, it successfully

legitimizes planners and ptanning in the eyes of the
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community.

pranners must rearn about and intrinsically understand

that a criticar sociar anarysis means they understand that
the system maintains the status quo through domination, and,

when they act in a progressive planning practice they openly
share this understanding and actively work to make structuar
changes toward the goal of shared power. Tdeorogies, whether

economic dominance or social justice, are not to be hidden or
distorted. planners must not remain neutral. Having criticar
sociar analysis they work to ex¡rcse the structural sources of
po\Ârer and inequatity in a progressive manner - that is, by

trying to achieve a 'conventionar' d,emocratic society, they
are working against the forces that prevent this becoming a

reality.

5.3.4. Theme Five - Co¡mnunicative Actions
Pranners need to be aware that society is rogocentric,

that is, focused on words and meaning-rnaking behaviours.

Pranners by their communicative actions impart meanings that
can either crarify or confuse. Therefore, pranners must be

aware that what they say and do, and not say and do, does

matter. Pranners who pay attention to their communicative

actions risten criticarry to authenticate and verify
information. They do not impose any one rationality. They

give insight to citizens about their rights and
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responsibirities, and they criticalry inform the institutions
they work for, ultimately anticipating and reshaping

relations of power and powerlessness. planners wiII need a

variety of communication skirrs to achieve communication

efficacy.

5.3,5 Theme Six - Leqitimacy

The role of planning and planners has often been

misunderstood or, at the very least, understood differently
by those working in planning or affected by planning

decisions. Planning is criticized for its failures and

weaknesses both by planners and society. A belief that there

are two incommensurable sides has been shown by Harper and

stein (l-994) to be unsupportabre. Thev point out that we mav

not alwavs aqree with each other but we can understand when

anothers' position is different than our own, therefore we

can agree to disagree and stirl move forward witn a mutuarry

agreeable democratic decision. To regain trust, and end the

confusion about 'what planners do' and ,what planning is,,
planners need to work from a critical theory of planning and

through a progressive planning practice. The planning

profession wilr have to strive to estabrish a criticar sociar

consciousness and help recentre society in a fully democratic

planning praxis {theory informing practice, practice

informing theory).
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